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COURSE INTRODUCTION

This Diploma Programme in Library and Information Science has been developed keeping

in view of the requirements of lower category of professionals in the library. It will meet the need of

the Library Attendant, Library Clerk, and Library Assistant in the college, university, public and

special libraries. It will also help the library-in-charges of school, NGO, Community Information

Centre and rural libraries. Besides, this preliminary programme will also help you to go and prepare

for higher studies in Library and Information Science.

The library is an essential component of any educational system. This programme will

introduce you to this integral and essential part of the educational system, the library resources

and services. It will also help you to explore the different sources of information, different library

tools and so on.

The Diploma in Library and Information Science shall consist of six courses and are of

one year duration. The one year duration of the programme will help you to get insight into all the

major areas of library operation.

This is the fourth course of the Diploma in Library and Information Science (DLIS). This

course includes six self-learning units.

While going through the units, you will notice some along-side boxes, which have been

included to help you know some of the difficult, unseen terms. Some “Activity” has also been

included to help you apply your own thoughts. Again, we have included some relevant concepts in

“Let Us Know” along with the text. Some questions are there in the “Check Your Progress”. These

have been designed to self-check your progress of study. It will be better if you solve the problems

put in these boxes immediately after you go through the sections of the units and then match your

answers with “Answers to Check Your Progress” given at the end of each unit. Solving the “Probable

Questions” will help you to prepare for the term-end exam. The books that are listed under the

“Further Readings” have been consulted in the preparation of the concerned unit. Though it is not

mandatory but at times you can go through them to further your knowledge about the topic. At last,

if you have any point of clarification or suggestion, please feel free to write to us by post or email.
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UNIT 1: BASICS OF COMPUTERS

UNIT STRUCTURE

1.1 Learning Objectives

1.2 Introduction

1.3 History of a Computer

1.3.1    The Beginning

1.3.2    Early Electronic Computer

1.3.3    Modern Electronic Computer

1.4 Generations of Computers

1.5 Components of a Computer

1.5.1    Hardware

1.5.2    Software

1.6 Types of Computers

1.7 Advantages and Disadvantages of Computers

1.8 Applications of Computers

1.9 Let Us Sum Up

1.10    Further Readings

1.11    Answers to Check Your Progress

1.12    Probable Questions

1.1    LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit you will be able to

 Define a computer;

 Learn about the evolution of computer system;

 Identify the different components of a computer;

 Discuss the different types of computers;

 Check out the advantages and disadvantages of a computer.

1.2    INTRODUCTION

The industrial machine eliminates muscular effort from production;

just like that the computing machine eliminates clerical and computational
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effort from administration, research, etc. The word “computer” is derived

from the word “compute”, which means to calculate. It is an electronic de-

vice that can perform a variety of operations according to a set of instruc-

tions called program. It is “a device that receives, processes and presents

information” (McGraw Hill, 1997, p. 270). A computer is a device that solves

problems by applying prescribed operation on data entered into it.

(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1991, p. 638). A computer can also be defined

as a set of interacting elements, responding to input so as to produce de-

sire output.

1.3    HISTORY OF A COMPUTER

It is difficult to identify any one device as the earliest computer, partly

because the term "computer" has been subject to varying interpretations

over time. It was the fusion of automatic calculation with programmability

that produced the first recognizable computers.

1.3.1 The Beginning

Examples of early mechanical calculating devices included

the abacus, the slide rule and arguably the astrolabe and the

Antikythera mechanism (which dates from about 150-100 BC). The

end of the middle ages saw a re-invigoration of European math-

ematics and engineering. Wilhelm Schickard's 1623 device was the

first of a number of mechanical calculators constructed by Euro-

pean engineers. However, none of those devices fit the modern defi-

nition of a computer because they could not be programmed.

a) Abacus: The concepts of number and counting are believed to

have been developed first by the herdsmen of ancient times,

who sought to avoid animal losses. It can be traced back to 3000

BC. The herdsmen (or the Stone Age men) used small round

stones (pebbles) for counting cattle. After counting with pebbles,

the successor was a tool known as ABACUS, which is treated

as the first mechanical computing device. The word “Abacus” is
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derived from the Greek word ‘abakos’ which means a board or

calculating tables. Beads are strung on wires or strings held in a

frame and they are slid along the wires counting, adding, etc. It

was invented by the Chinese in 3000 BC, which was later im-

proved by the Egyptians and the Greeks.

b) Mechanical Theater: Hero of Alexandria (c. 10 – 70 AD) built a

mechanical theater which performed a play lasting 10 minutes

and was operated by a complex system of ropes and drums that

might be considered to be a means of deciding which parts of

the mechanism performed which actions and when.

c) Joseph Marie Jacquard: In 1801, Joseph Marie Jacquard made

an improvement to the textile loom that used a series of punched

paper cards as a template to allow his loom to weave intricate

patterns automatically. The resulting “Jacquard loom” was an

important step in the development of computers because the

use of punched cards to define woven patterns can be viewed

as an early form of programmability.

d) Napier’s Bones: John Napier was the inventor of logarithms.

He used his data tables and with the help of a mechanical device

could do the necessary computing.

e) Pascal’s Machine Arithmetique: In 1642 Blaise Pascal, a French

mathematician invented a mechanical adding machine, a proto-

type of the digital calculating machine. This device was able to

add and subtract directly, whereas multiplication and division were

performed through repeated addition and subtraction respectively.

f) Leibnitz’s Stepped Reckoner: Gottfried Withelm Von Leibnitz,

a German mathematician invented a more advanced calculating

machine in 1671, which could not only add but also multiply, di-

vide and extract square root. As the machine could make a se-

ries of repeated additions, it was called the Stepped Reckoner.

The merit of Leibnitz’s contribution is that he showed the advan-

tage of binary system over decimal system in the operation of

mechanical computer.
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g) Punched Card: A French weaver’s son named Joseph Marie-

Jacquard made the next significant contribution in 1804. After

observing how his father could make different weaving patterns

on the loom, he thought of storing these patterns for future use.

So, he developed a plate with multiple holes to control the weav-

ing patters, not knowing that only day his idea of storing the weav-

ing patterns would be used to store data and would be called the

Punched Card. A Punched card is a thin rectangular card di-

vided into 80 columns and 12 rows in which the various charac-

ters could be represented by punching holes in different rows

and columns. On one card it is possible to punch 80 characters

– one character per column, thus it is possible to store 80 char-

acters of data.

h) Babbage’s Difference and Analytical Engines: Charles

Babbage, a professor of Mathematics, designed a computing

machine in 1822 for the purpose of producing ballistic tables

called the “Difference Engine”. Then he conceived the idea of a

new computing machine in 1833 and designed the machine in

1835 called Analytical Engine, which is the forerunner of the

modern computer. It could be called as the first digital computer

having the memory and the calculating units as well as sequen-

tial control with provision for automatic printout. Thus, Charles

Babbage is widely regarded as the father of the computer. Due

to limited finances, and an inability to resist thinking with the de-

sign, Babbage never actually built his Analytical Engine. (The

Analytical Engine should not be confused with Babbage's Differ-

ence Engine which was a non-programmable mechanical cal-

culator).

i) Lady Ada Lovelace: Lady Ada Lovelace, an amateur mathema-

tician, and a friend of Babbage produced supporting material for

the “Analytical Engine” in the form of programs, and explanatory

documentation. As such, she is considered the first lady com-

puter programmer. ADA is one of the programming languages

named after her.
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j) Boole’s Symbolic Logic: George Boole, the famous logician,

discussed symbolic logic in 1859 in his work ‘Treatise of differ-

ential equation’. The development of symbolic logic and the ap-

plication of binary logic operation AND, OR, NOT are his main

contribution to modern computer technology.

k) Hollerith’s Punched Card Machinery: Dr. Herman Hollerith,

an American statistician invented the punched card machinery in

1886. Large-scale automated data processing of punched cards

was performed for the U.S. Census in 1890 by tabulating ma-

chines designed by Herman Hollerith and manufactured by the

Computing Tabulating Recording Corporation, which later became

International Business Machine (IBM) Corporation. The punched

card invented by Hollerith is still used as the basic input medium

to computers.

l) Aiken and MARK I: This computer is also known as automatic

sequence controlled calculator, which was designed by Howard

A. Aiken of Harvard University. It is also known as Harvard MARK

I. It is the first fully electro-mechanical computer.

m) Stibitz’s Machine, MARK II and SSEC: George R. Stibitz de-

veloped a large relay computer at Bell Telephone Laboratories in

1946. Aiken built the MARK II, the large relay computer in 1947.

Another machine was also constructed by the people of IBM Cor-

poration. It was known as the Selective Sequence Electronic Cal-

culator (SSEC).

n) The Atanasoff-Berry Computer: This electronic machine was

also known as ABC (Atanasoff-Berry Computer) as it was named

after its founder Dr. John Atanasoff and his assistant Clifford Berry.

The non-programmable Atanasoff–Berry Computer (1941) used

vacuum tube based computation, binary numbers, and regen-

erative capacitor memory.

o) Colossus Computers: The secret British Colossus computers

(1943) (Copeland, 2006), had limited programmability but dem-

onstrated that a device using thousands of tubes could be rea-
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sonably reliable and electronically reprogrammable. It was used

for breaking German wartime codes.

p) Z Machines: In 1941, Konrad Zuse's electromechanical "Z ma-

chines" (Z3) was the first working machine featuring binary arith-

metic, including floating point arithmetic and a measure of pro-

grammability. In 1998, the Z3 was proved to be the world's first

operational computer.

q) Bush and Memex: Memex is a device in which an individual

stores all his books, records and communications, which is

mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed

and flexibility. Dr. Vannevar Bush visualized the library of the fu-

ture with mechanized services from housekeeping to operation.

1.3.2     Early Electronic Computer

a)  ENIAC: (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Calculator):

This computer was built by a team at the University of Pennsyl-

vania, designed by a team of members from the USA headed by

Professor J. Presper Eckert and John Mauchly. The U.S. Army's

Ballistics Research Laboratory ENIAC (1946), which used deci-

mal arithmetic, is sometimes called the first general purpose

electronic computer (since Konrad Zuse's Z3 of 1941 used elec-

tromagnets instead of electronics). Initially, however, ENIAC had

an inflexible architecture which essentially required rewiring to

change its programming.

Several developers of ENIAC, recognizing its flaws, came

up with a far more flexible and elegant design, which came to be

known as the stored program architecture or Von Neumann ar-

chitecture. This design was first formally described by John Von

Neumann in the paper "First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC",

published in 1945. A number of projects to develop computers

based on the stored program architecture commenced around

this time, the first of these being completed in Great Britain. The
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first to be demonstrated working was the Manchester Small-

Scale Experimental Machine (SSEM) or "Baby".

b)  BINAC (Binary Automated Computer): Mauchly and Eckert

established their own company and design the BINAC in 1950,

which was the first machine to use self checking devices.

c)  EDVAC (Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer):

Dr. John Von Neumann and the ENIAC group designed this com-

puter. The device could store both the instruction and the data in

the binary form, instead of human readable words or decimal

numbers.

d)  EDSAC (Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator): It

was developed by the Britishers, headed by Professor Maurice

V. Wilkes at the Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory.

It was much faster than EDVAC. EDSAC was one of the first

computers to implement the stored program (Von Neumann)

architecture.

The EDSAC which completed a year after SSEM, was per-

haps the first practical implementation of the stored program

design. Shortly thereafter, the machine originally described by

von Neumann's paper EDVAC was completed but did not see

full-time use for an additional two years.

e)  SEAC (Standard Eastern Automatic Computer): The US Na-

tional Bureau of Standards constructed this computer following

the design of EDVAC and was completed in 1950. It was the first

stored-program American Computer.

f) Manchester Mark I (1948): This machine was designed by a

group of scientists headed by Professor M. N. A. Newman.

g)  UNIVAC I (Universal Automatic Computer): Mauchly and

Eckert designed and built UNIVAC I. It was the first computer to

handle both numerical and alphabetical information.

h)  MARK III and IV: Aiken built MARK III with magnetic drum stor-

age at Harvard in 1950 and MARK IV, an improved version of

MARK III, in 1952.
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1.3.3 Modern Electronic Computer

Modern electronic computers have a faster speed. A major

breakthrough in the computer technology was made by introducing

transistor in place of vacuum tubes during the early sixties. With the

development of transistor it was possible to design printed circuit,

integrated circuit and other miniaturization techniques in the struc-

ture of computer.

The first devices that resemble modern computers date to

the mid-20th century (around 1940 - 1945), although the computer

concept and various machines similar to computers existed earlier.

Early electronic computers were the size of a large room, consum-

ing as much power as several hundred modern personal comput-

ers. Modern computers are based on tiny integrated circuits and are

millions to billions of times more capable while occupying a fraction

of the space. Today, simple computers may be made small enough

to fit into a wristwatch and be powered from a watch battery.

In 1946, ENIAC consumed an estimated 174 kW. By comparison, a

typical personal computer may use around 400 W; over four hun-

dred times less (Kempf, 1961). Early computers such as Colossus

and ENIAC were able to process between 5 and 100 operations per

second. A modern "commodity" microprocessor (as of 2007) can

process billions of operations per second, and many of these op-

erations are more complicated and useful than early computer op-

erations.

1.4 GENERATIONS OF COMPUTERS

Computer generation means step by step changes and each major

change or progress after a period of time. Since inception there are totally

five generation of computers.

a) First Generation Computer (Up to 1950): ENIAC was the first valve

based computer and taken as first computer of first generation of elec-

tronic digital computer. It was made by J. P. Eckert and John W. Mauchly
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in 1946. EDVAC, EDSAC, UNIVAC are some other examples of com-

puter of this generation. This generation computer possessed the fol-

lowing characteristics:

i) Used thermionic valves or vacuum tube or electronic valve;

ii) Used Mercury line for storage and paper tapes and punched cards

were also used;

iii) Computer programming was mainly done in machine language;

iv) All the computers were of very big size and so required very large

space;

v) The computers were very costly;

vi) Limited programming capabilities, memory;

vii) Slow operating speed and restricted computing capacity;

viii) High power consumption (each vacuum tubes consumed about half

a watt power);

ix) Vacuum tubes used filament as a source of electron; they have a

limited life.

x) Large amount of heat generated from the vacuum tubes and so

they needed air-conditioning.

b) Second Generation Computer: The invention of transistor (short

names for transfer resistor) in 1948 led to the development of second

generation of computer. Their main disadvantages were that the com-

mercial productions of transistors were difficult and expensive; again,

the manual assembly of individual components into a functioning unit

was required. Examples of second generation of computer include

UNIVAC-1108, IBM 700, 1401, CDC 1604, 3600.

The second generation computers are characterized by the following:

i) Transistors replaced the vacuum tubes completely;

ii) Use of magnetic cores for memory storage. Magnetic drum,

magnetic disc, punched card were also used for storage purpose;

iii) Use of high level language like FORTRAN, COBOL, Algol, SNOBOL

etc.;

iv) Due to the use of transistors the sizes turned to be smaller;

v) Less costly in comparison to the first generation of computer;
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vi) Memory capacities were about 100 Kilobyte;

v) Reduction in computation time from millisecond to microsecond;

vi) Transistors consume only a tenth of power as required by vacuum

tubes;

vii) Transistors have no filament to burn as against the first generation

of computer so they were more reliable;

ix) Less heat was generated due to the use of transistor but still needed

air conditioning and frequent maintenance.

c) Third Generation Computer: The third generation began in 1965 with

germanium transistors being replaced by silicon transistors (=integrated

circuit). Integrated circuit is a circuit consisting of transistors, resistors

and capacitors grown on a single chip of silicon eliminating wired inter-

connections between components. Highly sophisticated technology was

required for the manufacture of the chips, but still commercial produc-

tion become easier and not so expensive. Remote processing and time

sharing is also an added advantage of this generation of computer. Ex-

ample: IBM 360 Series, ICL 1900 series, IBM 370/168, ICL 2900,

Honeywell 6000 series. This generation computer has the following char-

acteristics

i) Use of integrated circuit;

ii) Use of semiconductor memories in addition to, and later instead of,

ferrite core memory. The two main types of semiconductor memory

are Read-Only Memory (ROM) and read-and-write memories called

Random Access Memory (RAM);

iii) Extensive use of high level programming languages;

iv) Smaller size and better performance, more flexibility with input/output;

v) Less costly in comparison to the second generation of computer

and become popular as mini computer and are quite portable;

vi) Memories improved to 4 Megabytes;

vii) Reduction in computational time from microseconds to

nanoseconds;

viii) Lower heat generation and quite less power requirement;

ix) More reliable in comparison to the second generation of computer;

x) Air conditioning required in many cases;
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d) Fourth Generation Computer: The fourth generation of computer may

be identified by the advent of the microprocessor chip. The whole com-

puter CPU except primary memory is placed on a single chip. This chip

is known as microprocessor. Examples: Intel 4004, Apple series I and II,

spectrum 7 etc.

This generation computer has the following characteristics:

i) Use of large scale and very large scale integrated circuits (VLSI)

packing about 50,000 transistors in a chip;

ii) Magnetic core memories were replaced by semiconductor

memories;

iii) Sophisticated programs and languages for special application. In

the area of language “C” language became popular.

iv) Increasing use of microcomputer;

v) Low cost;

vi) Increased storage;

vii) Considerably faster and smaller;

viii) Heat generated is negligible and even air conditioner is not always

required;

ix) Network of computers and distributed computer systems were de-

veloped;

x) Modular design, versatility and compatibility.

e) Fifth Generation Computer: The fifth generation of computer is in the

process of full development. This computer is expected to be a new

and unique of its kind having the artificial intelligence i.e. the ability to

reason logically and with the real knowledge of the world, behaving al-

most like a human being in the sense of talking, seeing, hearing and

utilizing human language.

1.5 COMPONENTS OF A COMPUTER

The computer unit is frequently called as the computer system be-

cause of its numerous parts, machinery units and complicated sequential

operation. A computer system has three main parts i.e Hardware, Software

and Humanware. A general purpose computer has two main parts Hard-

ware and Software.
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1.5.1 Hardware

The physical or mechanical parts of the computer system

that can be seen and touched are known as hardware. It consists of

a combination and collection of electro-mechanical and electronic

components and devices, electronic circuits and microelectronic

equipment assembled in metal boxes in the form of modules and

cabinet. All these equipment and elements are interconnected by

wiring and switching communication components like transistors,

capacitors, resistors, diodes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, main

and auxiliary storage systems, various types of magnetic media,

communication media for carrying and transformation of data, coded

instruction, etc. The different hardware parts are interconnected by

busses, often made of groups of wires.

Any computer system has three important hardware parts.

They are input device, central processing unit and the output de-

vice. The central processing unit itself has three parts, namely

memory unit, control unit and arithmetic and logic unit. These three

units along with the input and output devices form the five important

components of any computer system. In addition to the above five

parts mentioned, computers also have secondary storage devices,

Fig. 1: Block Diagram of a Computer
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which are used for storing data or instruction on a long term basis.

A) Input Unit: The input devices are used to transfer the informa-

tion into the memory unit of a computer. In simplest term, they

bring information into the computer from the user’s hand, i.e.

input unit feeds data into the computer. It is thus a communica-

tion medium between the user and the machine. The input de-

vices are of the following types.

i) Keyboard: Keyboards are the most commonly used input

devices usually having 83-84 keys and enhanced with 101

keys or even more. The enhanced keyboards are more popu-

lar.

ii) Mouse: It is a hand-held pointing device that allows control-

ling the computer without having to type the instruction

through keyboard. The Scrolling mouse is a small unit with a

round ball at the bottom and with two depression switches

at the upper top portion having again a scroll button. Nowa-

days cord less as well as without scroll ball-type of mouse is

also used.

iii) Scanners: Scanners are used to store or feed an entire im-

age / data or page of other information into the computer

system. Image scanner is a general-purpose device which

digitizes a two-dimensional image.

iv) Track Ball: A trackball is just like a mouse lying on its back.

It is stationary and does not  need to move on any surface.

To move the pointer only the ball should be rotated with the

thumb / finger or with the palm. The buttons next to the ball

are used just like mouse button.

v) Joystick: A joystick is an input device consisting of a stick

that pivots on a base and reports its angle or direction to the

device it is controlling. Joysticks are often used to control

video games and they usually have one or more push-but-

tons whose state can also be read by the computer.
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vi) Digitizing Tablet: A graphics tablet (or digitizing tablet, graph-

ics pad, drawing tablet, pen pad or digitizer) is a computer

input device that allows one to hand-draw images and graph-

ics, similar to the way one draws images with a pencil and

paper. These tablets may also be used to capture data or

handwritten signatures.

vii)Digital Camera: A digital camera (or digicam) is a camera

that takes video or still photographs, or both, digitally by re-

cording images via an electronic image sensor.

viii)Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR): It allows

the computer to recognize character printed using magnetic

ink. MICR is widely used in banks to read the cheque num-

ber written on the bottom of the cheque. It is also used in the

back of credit cards and bank debit cards and ID cards.

Fig. 2: Elements of a joy-

stick elements: 1. Stick

2. Base 3. trigger 4. Ex-

tra buttons 5. Autofire

switch 6. Throttle 7. Hat

Switch (POV Hat) 8.

Suction Cup

Fig. 3: A 6×8

Wacom Intuos3

graphics tablet

with DuoSwitch

erasing Grip

Pen stylus and

5 - b u t t o n

s c r o l l w h e e l

puck.

Fig. 4: Front and back of

a Canon PowerShot

A95.
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ix) Optical Character Recognition (OCR): An optical charac-

ter reader is used to read character of special type fonts

printed on conventional paper with conventional ink i.e. it in-

volves reading text from paper, book or from a magazine

articles but they still have difficulty with handwritten text.

x) Bar Code Reader: Bar code readers are photoelectric scan-

ner that reads the bar codes or vertical zebra striped marks

printed on the product container and the computer automati-

cally tells the prices of the product at the terminals.

xi) Speech Recognition and Voice Response Devices: In

this type of device the user speaks into a microphone which

is attached to a digitizer. The dizitizer convert the analog

sounds waves to “0” and “1”s which can be easily under-

stood by the computer. Speech recognition devices are nec-

essary because spoken commands are much quicker than

typing. It helps to give command to a remote computer over

telephone. It helps the computer usable to the blind people.

In computer assisted learning environment it helps in the in-

teraction between the man and machine.

xii) Touchscreen: A touchscreen is a display that can detect

the presence and location of a touch within the display area.

The touchscreen has two main attributes. Firstly, it enables

one to interact with what is displayed directly on the screen,

where it is displayed, rather than indirectly with a mouse or

touchpad. Secondly, it lets one do so without requiring any

intermediate device such as a stylus that needs to be held in

the hand. Such displays can be attached to computers or,

as terminals, to networks.

xiii) Touchpad: A touchpad (also trackpad) is a pointing device

consisting of specialized surface that can translate the mo-

tion and position of a user's fingers to a relative position on

screen. They are a common feature of laptop computers

and are also used as a substitute for a computer mouse

where desk space is scarce.
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xiv) 14 Light Pen: A light pen is similar to a mouse except that

with a light pen one can move the pointer and select objects

on the display screen by directly pointing to the object with

the help of the pen.

xv) Optical Mark Recognition (OMR): Optical Mark

Recognitionis  also called mark sensing. It is a technology

where an OMR device senses the presence or absence of a

mark such as pencil mark. OMR is used in test such as

aptitude test.

B) Central Processing Unit (CPU): The CPU is the brain of any

computer system; all major calculations and comparisons are

made inside the CPU and it is also responsible for activating

and controlling the operations of other units of a computer sys-

tem. It guides, directs and controls a computer performance. It

also executes the instruction given to it. The CPU consists of

the ALU, control unit, registers, and basic I/O (and often other

hardware closely linked with these). Early CPUs were composed

of many separate components but since the mid-1970s CPUs

have typically been constructed on a single integrated circuit

called a microprocessor.

a) Arithematic and Logic Unit (ALU): The input devices are

used to transfer the information into the memory unit of a

computer. Information from the memory can be transferred

to the ALU where comparison and calculation are done and

the results are sent back to the memory unit. The set of arith-

metic operations that a particular ALU supports may be lim-

ited to adding and subtracting or might include multiplying or

dividing, trigonometry functions (sine, cosine, etc) and

square roots. Some can only operate on whole numbers (in-

tegers) whilst others use floating point to represent real num-

bers with limited precision. An ALU may also compare num-

bers and return boolean truth values (true or false) depend-

ing on whether one is equal to, greater than or less than the
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other. Logic operations involve Boolean logic: AND, OR, and

NOT. These can be useful both for creating complicated

conditional statements and processing Boolean logic.

b) Control Unit: It acts as a manager which controls all activi-

ties being carried out within the computer. The control unit

strictly obeys the instruction given by us, follows the instruc-

tion in the same sequence and executes them one after an-

other until the entire set of instruction is exhausted. CU brings

one instruction at a time from the memory, interprets it and

obeys it by coordinating the working of all other units. The

CU tells the input unit what is to be read and addresses the

memory as to where it is to be stored. The CU ensures that

according to the stored instruction the right operation is done

on the right data at the right time. It manages and coordi-

nates the entire computer system. The simplified descrip-

tions of the steps that are performed by the Control unit are

given below. Some of these steps may be performed con-

currently or in a different order depending on the type of CPU

 Read the code for the next instruction from the cell indi-

cated by the program counter (program counter is con-

ceptually just an other set of memory cells, it can be

changed by calculations done in the ALU);

 Decode the numerical code for the instruction into a set

of commands or signals for each of the other systems;

   Increment the program counter so it points to the next

instruction;

Read whatever data the instruction requires from cells

in memory (or perhaps from an input device). The loca-

tion of this required data is typically stored within the in-

struction code;

 Provide the necessary data to an ALU or register;

 If the instruction requires an ALU or specialized hard-

ware to complete, instruct the hardware to perform the
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requested operation;

 Write the result from the ALU back to a memory location

or to a register or perhaps an output device

 Jump back to step one.

c) Memory Unit: It is the workspace area within the computer

where the data and instructions are stored. It holds all data,

instruction and results temporarily. It stores the data to be

processed, the intermediate results and the final results un-

til they are displayed. It contains the programs that are cur-

rently being run and the data the programs are operating on.

In modern computers, the main memory is the electronic

solid-state Random Access Memory (RAM). It is directly con-

nected to the CPU via a "memory bus" and a "data bus". The

arithmetic and logic unit can very quickly transfer informa-

tion between a processor register and locations in main stor-

age, also known as a "memory addresses". The memory

bus is also called an address bus or front side bus and both

buses are high-speed digital "superhighways". Access meth-

ods and speed are two of the fundamental technical differ-

ences between memory and mass storage devices. Main

memories are of the following types

i) Random Access Memory (RAM): It is the key working

area of the memory. It is possible to select randomly and

use any location of this memory. It is also called the read/

write memory because information can be read from

RAM chip and can also be written into it. It is a volatile

storage medium i.e. the contents of the memory are lost

when power is switched off/cut, as it requires a steady

flow of electricity to maintain its content. RAM is also quite

expensive. RAM may be of VRAM, WRAM, NVRAM.

ii) Read Only Memory (ROM): It holds permanent data or

instruction that can only be read. That information is per-

manently recorded and cannot be changed by the pro-
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grammer. It is non volatile in nature i.e. the contents of

ROM are not lost when the computer is switched off. It

contains instruction to get the computer started when

the switch is on, holds instruction and data that control

the various peripheral units of the computer such as

graphic display, disk drives, etc. Most personal comput-

ers contain a small amount of ROM that stores critical

programmes, as it is expensive to produce. Typically,

ROM must also be completely erased before it can be

rewritten, making large scale use impractical, if not im-

possible. ROM may be of the following types-

Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM): A

PROM is a memory chip on which set of instructions or

information can be stored, but it cannot be modified or

wiped out later on. Like ROM its memory is also non

volatile. To write data on a PROM one will need a spe-

cial device called a PROM programmer or PROM burner.

The difference between a PROM and ROM is that PROM

is manufactured as blank memory where ROM is pro-

grammed during the manufacturing process.

 Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory

(EPROM) : EPROM is used widely in personal comput-

ers to enable the manufacturer to change the contents

of PROM before the com puter is actually skipped so

that the bugs can be removed and new versions can be

installed shortly before delivery. The EPROM is of two

types - Electrically Erasable PROM (EEPROM), where

high voltage electric pulses are used to erase the previ-

ous data or instruction and after that the disk can be re-

used and Ultra Violet Erasable PROM (UVEPROM),

which retains its data or instruction until it is exposed to

Ultra Violet light. The UV light clears its contents making

it possible to reprogramme the memory. The difference
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between an EPROM and PROM is that while in PROM

the data or instruction can be written only once and can-

not be erased, in EPROM the content can be erased

and reprogramming can be done

iii) Flash Memory: Many modern PCs have their Basic In-

put Output System (BIOS) stored on flash memory chip

so that it can easily be updated if necessary. Such type

of BIOS is sometimes called flash BIOS. Flash memory

is also important for modem as it enables the modem

manufacturer to support new protocols as they become

standardized. EEPROM is similar to flash memory

(sometimes called flash EEPROM). The principal differ-

ence between the two is that EEPROM requires data to

be written or erased in byte at a time whereas flash

memory allows data to be written or erased in blocks.

This makes flash memory faster.

iv) Cache Memory: It is a special type of internal memory

used by many central processing units to increase their

performance or "throughput". Some of the information in

the main memory is duplicated in the cache memory,

which is slightly slower but of much greater capacity than

the processor registers, and faster but much smaller than

main memory. Multi-level cache memory is also com-

monly used—"primary cache" being smallest, fastest and

closest to the processing device; "secondary cache"

being larger and slower, but still faster and much smaller

than main memory.

C) Output Unit: An output device is any product or machine that is

capable of bringing information for user view. It presents the pro-

cessed data or information to the user. It can be a printed page,

a picture in monitor, and so on. Anything which comes out of a

computer system is the output of it. The common output de-

vices are-
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i) Monitor [Video Display Unit (VDU) / Cathode Ray Tube

(CRT)]: It looks like a television. The advantage of having a

video display unit is that as we write we can see what is

being fed into the computer and by this way we can spot the

mistakes and make the necessary correction. It also helps

to display the stored information inside the computer sys-

tem.

ii) Liquid Crystal Display (LCD): CRT screens are relatively

heavy and bulky, therefore unsuitable for small portable com-

puter like note book. Considering this the screen of a por-

table computer is effectively replaced by a flat panel LCD

screen which is smaller in size and lighter in weight.

iii) Printer: A computer printer, or more commonly called the

printer, is a device that produces a hard copy (permanent

human-readable text and/or graphics) of documents stored

in electronic form, usually on physical print media such as

paper or transparencies. Many printers are primarily used

as computer peripherals, and are permanently attached by

a printer cable to a computer which serves as a document

source. The latest technology is combining printers with a

scanner and/or fax machine in a single unit. The world's first

computer printer was a 19th-century mechanically driven

apparatus invented by Charles Babbage for his Difference

Engine.

iv) Plotter: A plotter is a vector graphics printing device which

operates by moving a pen over the surface of paper. Plotters

are used in applications such as computer-aided design,

though they are being replaced with wide-format conventional

printers.

v) Speaker: Speaker output the music or speech from the

programme. A speaker or loudspeaker converts an electri-

cal signal to sound. The speaker pushes a medium in ac-

cord with the pulsations of an electrical signal, thus causing
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sound waves to propagate to where they can then be re-

ceived by the ear.

vi) Computer Output on Microfilm and Microfiche (COM):

The output from the computer, instead of being printed is

displayed on a high resolution cathode ray tube, and the out-

put is obtained in microfilm or microfiche from which it is

often used to store massive data in compact form. Then,

when needed, with the help of a special microfilm reader it is

used to read the output.

vii) Speech Output Unit:  A speech output unit is one which

reads string of character stored in a computer memory and

converts it into spoken sentence. This type of speech output

is very useful in many areas. Examples: A telephone where

a message is given to the caller when the number dialed

does not exist, railway and airlines enquires.

D) Auxiliary Storage Devices: Auxiliary memory / storage devices

or secondary storage supplements the main memory and it re-

quires the computer to use its input/output channels to access

the information. Secondary storage is also known as “mass stor-

age devices”. It functions as back up device even if by some

accident the computer is crashed and the data in it is unrecov-

erable. One can restore it from the backups. It acts both as input

and output devices. The secondary storage devices are also

used as a transport medium to transfer data or information from

one computer system to another computer system. If we use

keyboard as an input device we will waste a lot of valuable com-

puter times because manual input is always slow. Secondary

storage is also used for long-term storage of persistent informa-

tion.  Secondary storage device includes Magnetic tapes, Floppy

disc, CD / DVD, Pen drive, External Hard Disc etc. The Floppy

and Magnetic Tapes are now obsolete as secondary storage

devices.
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i) CD-ROM: CD-ROM is an abbreviation for Compact Disc

Read-only memory. The standard CD-ROM holds 650 or 700

MiB of data. A "700 MB" CD has a nominal capacity of about

700 MiB. The CD-ROM is popular for distribution of software,

especially multimedia applications, and large databases.

 ii)  DVD: It typically may contain at least 4.4 GiB of data, nearly

7 times the amount of a CD-ROM. DVD capacities are given

in decimal units: A "4.7 GB" DVD has a nominal capacity of

about 4.38 GiB.

iii) Pen Drive: A USB flash drive consists of a NAND-type flash

memory data storage device integrated with a USB (Univer-

sal Serial Bus) interface. USB flash drives are typically re-

movable and rewritable, much smaller than a floppy disk,

and most weigh less than an ounce (30 g). Storage capaci-

ties can range from 64 MB to 256 GB with steady improve-

ments in size and price per capacity. Some allow 1 million

write or erase cycles and have 10-year data retention, con-

nected by USB 1.1 or USB 2.0.

1.5.2 Software

A computer cannot perform on its own. It needs to be exclu-

sively instructed on what it has to do, the programmes written for a

computer to perform different operation are called software and it

can be defined as ‘the set of computer programme, procedures and

associated documentation or complete set of instruction which en-

able the computer to obtain solution of a problem that resides in the

memory or storage device of a computer’. (The programme is a set

of instructions written in computer language). Software is a general

term that is used to describe only single programme or group of

programme and makes the hardware run. It acts as an interface

between the user and the computer. Computer softwares are gen-

erally classified into two broad categories:
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A) System Software: It is a set of one or more programs, designed

to control the operation of a computer system. Generally, the

system software supports the running of the other software, com-

municates with other peripherals devices, supports the devel-

opment of other types of software and supervises the user of

various hardware resources. System software is of the follow-

ing types-

a) Operating System: An operating system (OS) is an inte-

grated set of computer programmes that manage the hard-

ware and software resources and the overall operation of a

computer system. The operating system is designed to sup-

port the activities of computer installation. It acts as an inter-

face between a user and the hardware i.e. all computer re-

sources. It forms a platform for other system software and

for application software. Its prime objectives are to improve

the performance and efficiency of a computer system, in-

crease the facility and the ease with which a system can be

used. Most operating systems have a command line inter-

preter as a basic user interface, but they may also provide a

Graphical User Interface (GUI) for ease of operation. Oper-

ating systems are mainly of two types-

i) Command / Character User Interface (CUI): In this

type of OS the user has to type the commands at the

command prompt mode, which will act as an input to

execute and program. E.g. UNIX, MS DOS.

ii) Graphic User Interface (GUI): In this type the user is

able to select files, programmes or commands by point-

ing to graphical representations on the screen and

thereby it avoids the typing of lengthy complex com-

mands. E.g. Windows XP.

b) Language Processor: Men use their own language (High

Level Language) to write their programmes because it is

much easier to code in such languages. However, the com-
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puter is unable to understand such a High Level Language; it

only understands its own language i.e. Machine Language

(Binary Language). Therefore, it becomes necessary to pro-

cess a HLL to LLL. The computer programme that performs

this job is the language processor. The language proces-

sors are of the following types-

i) Assembler: In the 1950s to reduce programming com-

plexity in Machine Language and to provide some stan-

dardization, assembly languages were developed. As-

sembly language is also known as Symbolic Language.

Assembly language uses abbreviation or mnemonic code

to replace the earlier 0s and 1s of machine language. i.e.

it substitutes letters and symbols for the numbers in the

machine language program. The function of an assem-

bler is to translate an assembly code into the computer

machine code / language.

ii) Interpreter: This language processor converts a HLL

program into machine language by converting and ex-

ecuting it line by line. If there is any error in any line, it

reports it at the same time and the programme execu-

tion cannot resume until the error is rectified. For error

debugging the interpreter is very useful as it reports the

errors at the same time, but, once errors are removed

then also interpreter is present in the memory. So, un-

necessary usage of memory takes place in this case.

iii) Compiler: It converts the entire HLL program at one go

and reports all the errors of the programme along with

the line numbers. After all the errors are removed, the

programme is recompiled and after that the compiler is

not needed in the memory as the object programme is

available.

B) Application Software: These are the programmes written by

the programmers to enable the computer to perform a specific
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task such as processing words, inventory control, handling cal-

culation and figures, medical accounting, financial accounting,

result preparation, railway reservation, billing, etc. It can be de-

fined as “a set of programmes necessary to carry out operation

for a specified application”. Application software can further be

subdivided into three categories-

a) Packages: The application softwares that are designed for

the individual user, so that they can be used in a manner that

suits their needs and requirements are known as packages.

Actually it is a bundle of essential features for carrying out a

particular task. There are different packages available in the

market. Some of the most common categories are given

bellow-

i) Word Processing Software: It is the software that pro-

cesses textual matter and creates organized and flaw-

less documents. It provides a general set of tools for

entering, editing and formatting text. A word processor

has everything that a conventional type writer has; in ad-

dition, it also removes various barriers of the conven-

tional type writers. eg. M.S. Word, Wordstar,

WordPerfect, Softword, etc.

ii) Spreadsheet: An electronic spreadsheet is a

programme that accepts data values in tabular form and

allows the users to manipulate / calculate / analyze data

in the desired manner. It can also generate graphs and

charts to show the relationship among numbers. Eg. MS

Excel, Quattropro, etc.

iii) Database Management System: A DBMS is a software

that can effectively store, manipulate and handle bulk of

data. Eg. Foxpro, MS Access, Oracle, etc.

iv) Desktop Publishing Software: Desktop publishing

packages handle page layout by combining the function

of a traditional typesetter and a layout artist.
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v) Graphics: The application software that manipulates im-

ages is known as graphics software.

vi) Multimedia: The software that incorporates images, text,

sounds, animation, video sequences is known as multi-

media software.

vii) Presentation Software: The application software that

concentrates on professional looking visual aids is called

presentation graphics software. Eg. Corel Draw, Macro

Media, Director, MS. Power Point, etc.

b) Utilities Software: Utility software (also known as service

program, service routine, tool, or utility routine) is a com-

puter software designed to help, manage and tune the com-

puter hardware, operating system or application software by

performing a single task or a small range of tasks. Some

utility softwares have been integrated into most major oper-

ating systems.

i) Text Editors: Text and Hex / Editors directly modify the

text or data of a file. These files could be data or an ac-

tual programme.

ii) Backup Utility: Backup utilities can make a copy of all

the information stored on a disk, and restore either the

entire disk (e.g. in the event of disk failure) or selected

files (e.g. in the event of accidental deletion).

iii) Compression Utility: Disk compression utilities can

transparently compress / uncompress the contents of a

disk, increasing the capacity of the disk.

iv) Disk Defragmenter: Disk defragmenters can detect com

puter files whose contents are stored on the hard disk in

dis jointed fragments, and move the fragments together

to increase efficiency.

v) Antivirus Software: Anti-virus utilities scan for computer

viruses.
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c) Customized Software: Customized software (also known

as Bespoke software) is a type of software that is developed

either for a specific organization or function that differs from

or is opposite of other already available softwares (also called

off-the-shelf or COTSsoftware). It is generally not targeted

to the mass market, but is usually created for companies,

business entities, and organizations.

The trained computer professionals who, by their

knowledge are able to run the computer and can perform

different operations are known as Humanware. They are the

persons who programme, design and operate a computer

installation such as System Analyst, Programmer and com-

puter operator.

1.6 TYPES OF COMPUTERS

Computers can be classified in many different ways; some of them

are discussed bellow

A) Based On Purpose and Use: Depending upon the purpose for which

computers are used, it can be classified as follows

i) General Purpose Computer: This type of computer is so designed

that it can be used to solve many kinds of problem or which permits

the development of different stimulated models as needed. Eg. Model

EA1-2000 (Electronic Association Inc).

ii) Special Purpose Computer: It has a fixed programme with a few

or no permitted adjustment. It is generally built into or appended to

the physical system it serves. Examples: Special Purpose Pneu-

matic Analog Computer, Model Foxboro 516 (Foxboro Co.).

B) Based On Interconnection: Based on interconnection computer can

be Distributed and Parallel computer.

i) Distributed Computer: A configuration in which several worksta-

tion / PC are interconnected by a communication network is called

a distributed computer system. A common use of distributed com-
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puter is the so called client server computing.

ii) Parallel Computer: A set of computers connected together by a

high speed communication network and programmed in such a way

that they corporate to solve a single large problem is called a paral-

lel computer. It can again be classified into two categories i.e Shared

Memory Parallel Computer and Distributed Memory Parallel Com-

puter.

C) Based on Programme: Based on programme computer can be-

i) Embedded Computer: Embedded computers are small, simple

devices that are used to control other devices. These are embed-

ded within the circuitry of appliances such as fighter aircraft, indus-

trial robots, digital cameras, children's toys, washing machines, wrist

watches, etc. These computers are typically preprogrammed for a

specific task.

ii) Programmable Computer : The user can create a new program

for his/her specific purpose in these types of computers. It can be

used as notepads, scheduling system and address books. If

equipped with a cellular phone it can also be connected to World

Wide computer networks for exchanging information regardless of

location.

D) Based On Technology / Design

a) Analog Computer: An analog computer receives inputs that are

instantaneous representation of variable quantities and produce out-

put results dynamically to a graphical display device, a virtual dis-

play device or, in case of a control system, a device which causes

mechanical motion.

b) Digital Computer: The digital computer works with numbers,

words, and symbols expressed as digits which it manipulates and

counts discretely.

c) Hybrid Computer: The flexibility of the electronic analog computer

has allowed it to be augmented with interface channels to the elec-

tronic digital computer, so that during 1960s a third type of general

computer i.e. the hybrid computer came into being. The hybrid com-
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puters combine the features of the other two types and utilize both

analog and discrete representation of data.

A few more computers are being made all over the world,

which are in their developmental stages. They include

d) Optical Computer: Today's computers use the movement of elec-

trons in-and-out of transistors to do logic. Photonic computing is

intended to use photons or light particles, produced by lasers, in

place of electrons. Compared to electrons, photons are much faster

– light travels about 30 cm, or one foot, in a nanosecond – and have

a higher bandwidth.

A completely optical computer (or photonic computer) re-

quires that one light beam can turn another on and off. This was first

achieved with the photonic transistor, invented in 1989 at the Rocky

Mountain Research Center. This demonstration eventually created

a growing interest in making photonic logic componentry utilizing

light interference.

e) Atomic Computer or Molecular Computer: Molecular computers,

also called DNA computer, are massively parallel computers taking

advantage of the computational power of molecules (specifically bio-

logical). Molectronics specifically refers to the sub-field of physics

which addresses the computational potential of atomic arrangements.

f) Biological Computer: DNA computing is a form of computing which

uses DNA, biochemistry and molecular biology, instead of the tradi-

tional silicon-based computer technologies. DNA computing, or, more

generally, molecular computing, is a fast developing interdisciplinary

area.

g) Chemical Computer: A chemical computer, also called reaction-

diffusion computer, BZ computer or gooware computer, is an un-

conventional computer based on a semi-solid chemical "soup"

where the data is represented by varying concentrations of chemi-

cals. The computations are performed by naturally occurring chemi-

cal reactions. So far it is still in a very early experimental stage, but

may have great potential for the computer industry.
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h) Quantum Computer: A quantum computer is a device for compu-

tation that makes direct use of quantum mechanical phenomena,

such as superposition and entanglement, to perform operations on

data. The basic principle behind quantum computation is that quan-

tum properties can be used to represent data and perform opera-

tions on these data.

E) Based On Memory (Physical Size): Modern computer system varies

in physical size from those that used to fill a room to those with CPUs

that can rest on the nail of a person’s little finger. Generally the larger the

systems the greater are its processing speed, storage capacity, cost

and ability to handle large number of powerful input and output devices.

a) Micro Computer: Micro computers are popularly known as Desk-

top computer. Microcomputers are the smallest unit. They may be

tiny, special purpose devices dedicated to carrying out a single task

or they may be the more visible and familiar personal computer rang-

ing from note book size to desktop size that we can use in count-

less ways. The performance of some newer micros surpasses the

capabilities of some older minis. Memory capacity upto 4 MB, now

upto 64 MB. Eg. Acer’s, Aspire, Compaq, etc.

b) Mini Computer: They are generally more powerful and more ex-

pensive than Micros. Memory Capacity ranges from 4-24MB, but

now obsolete. In physical size mini computers vary from desktop

models to unit that has the size of a small cabinet. Eg. IBM-6000

model 580, CDC 4360, etc.

c) Mainframe Computer: Mainframe computers are the system that

offers faster processing speeds and greater storage capacity than

a typical mini. A whole series of mainframe models ranging from

small to very large are usually lumped together under a family des-

ignation by mainframe vendors. Memory capacity 10 MB – 128 MB.

Eg. CDC 2000, IBM ES-2, etc.

d) Super Computer: These are the largest, fastest and more expen-

sive system in the world. Super computer is designed to process

complex scientific jobs, to analyze large commercial databases, pro-
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duce animated movies and play games such as Chess. Memory

capacity is 256 MB onwards. A super computer is very expensive,

prices range from about $ 4 million to over $ 17 million. Eg. Cray -1,

Cray-2, Cray-3, ETA-10, X-MP, etc.

The above classifications are arbitrary. The fact is that the

size, cost, and performance capabilities of machines in different

classifications are likely to overlap.

F) Based On Nature Of Use: All the above classifications are no longer

relevant. Computers can only be classified as based on its use.

a) Home Computer / Personal Computer: Home computer was a

class of personal computer entering the market in 1977 and be-

coming common during the 1980s. They were marketed to con-

sumers as accessible personal computers, more capable than video

game consoles. These computers typically cost much less than

business, scientific or engineering-oriented desktop personal com-

puters of the time, and were generally less powerful in terms of

memory and expandability. Personal computers, in various forms,

are icons of the Information Age and are what most people think of

as "a computer"; however, the most common form of computer in

use today is the embedded computer.

A personal computer (PC) is any general-purpose computer

whose size, capabilities, and original sales price make it useful for

individuals, and which is intended to be operated directly by an end

user, with no intervening computer operator. A personal computer

may be a desktop computer, a laptop computer or a tablet com-

puter.

 i) Desktop Computer: A desktop computer is a personal com-

puter (PC) in a form intended for regular use at a single location,

as opposed to a mobile laptop or portable computer. It can indi-

cate a horizontally-oriented computer case usually intended to

have the display screen placed on top to save space on the

desk top. Most modern desktop computers have separate

screens and keyboards
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ii) Laptop Computer: Also known as Notebook Computer or Por-

table computer. A laptop is a personal computer designed for

mobile use and is small enough to sit on one's lap. A laptop inte-

grates most of the typical components of a desktop computer,

including a display, a keyboard, a pointing device (a touchpad,

also known as a trackpad, and/or a pointing stick), speakers,

and often including a battery, into a single small and light unit.

iii) Handheld Computer: A handheld computer is a pocket-sized

computing device, typically having a display screen with touch

input or a miniature keyboard.

iv) Personal Digital Assistance (PDA): A personal digital assistant

(PDA) is a handheld computer, also known as a palmtop com-

puter. Newer PDAs commonly have color screens and audio

capabilities, enabling them to be used as mobile phones

(smartphones), web browsers, or portable media players.

b) Work Station: The distinction between PC and Work station in the

recent day concept is blurring. The principal reason is that micro-

processor used in PCs are nowadays as powerful as many of those

used in work stations.

1.7 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF COMPUTERS

Computers have some strength, which makes them immensely use-

ful and popular and also adorable for all. Some of its main characteristics

are given below.

a) Accuracy: Computers can perform all the calculation and comparison

accurately provided the hardware does not malfunction.

b) Automaticity: Computers are capable of doing certain level of automa-

tion provided they are programmed in that order. In the computer, once

a task is initiated, it can perform on its own till its completion. It will

execute the program in the correct sequence i.e. it will switch on/off the

machine at the appropriate time, monitor the operational parameter, send

warning signals or take corrective actions if the parameters exceed the

control level and so on.
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c) Diligence / Reliability: The human being suffers from weaknesses

like tiredness, lack of concentration etc. being constant and earnest in

efforts and application. Humans also have feelings, so they become

sad, depressed, bored and negligent and virtually it is reflected in the

work they do. But the computers can perform the task repetitively for n

numbers of times without any degradation in quality. So computers are

more reliable than human beings.

d) Speed: Computers can calculate at a very high speed. A modern com-

puter can execute millions of instructions in one second.

e) Storage: Computers can store a large amount of information in a very

small space. The storage capacity of a computer is virtually unlimited.

f) Versatility: The computer can perform activities ranging from simple

calculation to performing complex tasks in any field of knowledge and in

different environment conditions, i.e. they can do hazardous jobs even

in hospital environment.

Being an electronic device the computers have certain limitations also,

which can be summarized as follows.

i) Lack of Decision Making Power: Computers cannot decide on

their own; they are dependent on human instruction. Computers can

only do what they are told to do.

ii) Zero IQ: Computers are dumb machines with zero IQ. They need

to be told in each and every step, however minute it may be.

iii) No Heuristic: Heuristic refers broadly to learning from past experi-

ences. If a computer commits an error once and the similar situa-

tion / event occurs again, the computer will commit the same error

again. i.e. it can not learn from the past experiences.

1.8 APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS

Computer is used everywhere in the world in every field of life. It has

a very big impact on our day to day life and increasingly it is becoming an

integral part of our life. It is enhancing our efficiency and productivity in all

activities. It is used for a number of applications like education, research
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and development, entertainment, medical treatment, business, military ser-

vices, space, etc. The application of computers in human life is virtually

endless. A cursory account of it is given below:

i) Education: There are many uses of computer in schools, colleges and

universities. For example, student details are stored into the computer

system for subsequent operation on them. Multimedia, animations,

graphics and charts could be used to teach the students and many

boring topics can be made interesting by using multimedia. Students

again could access internet for online help and courses for more infor-

mation.

ii) Health and Medicine: Computers are helping immensely to monitor

the extremely ill in the intensive care unit and provide cross-sectional

views of the body. This eliminates the need for hired nurses to watch

the patient twenty-four hours a day, which is greatly tiring and error prone.

Doctors use computers in diagnosing certain diseases. Computers are

now able to map, in exquisite details, the structure of the human cold

virus - the first step towards the common cold. Furthermore, comput-

ers are used greatly in managing patients, doctors, wards and medi-

cine records, as well as for making appointments, scheduling surger-

ies, etc.

iii) Agriculture: Farmers use small computers to help themselves with

billing, crop information, and cost per acre, feed combinations, and market

price checks. Cattle ranchers can also use computers for information

about livestock breeding and performance.

iv) Banking:  Every bank is now using a computerized system because it

is very fast and user friendly. ATM cards are used everywhere now which

let us bank any time we want. PC banking (Personal Computer bank-

ing) allows us to see our bank balance, request transfers between ac-

counts and pay bills electronically etc.

v) Entertainment: It is used to make cartoon movies, animated and spe-

cial effects in movies, games, and so on.

vi) Sports: In sports computers are used widely in conjunction with video

cameras. These are used to record the motion of all the sports men. 3D
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programs are used later on to help the trainers see their movements

and to improve their style of playing.

vii) Communication: Internet is becoming an information superhighway

with lots of facilities to communicate.

viii) Traffic Light Control: In traffic light control the computer is being

employed to drive the traffic signals. There are some programmed codes

like "turn off the red light" or "turn on the red light" to control the traffic

signal and to carry out the instructions that follows.

ix) Day to Day Life: It is used in Railway ticket booking, air ticket booking,

and son on.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Q 1:    Match the Following
a)  First generation computer.      a)  Transistors are used.
b)  Second generation of computer.  b)  Use of Microprocessor.
c) Third generation computer.      c)  Thermionic valves or vac
                                                           -uum tube or electronic valves

\were used.
d) Fourth generation computer.         d)  Integrated circuits are

used.
.....................................................................................................
Q 2: Find out True and False Sentences
a) A  computer is a machine that manipulates data according to a

set of instructions.
b)  A  general purpose computer has two main parts Hardware

and Software
c) The physical or mechanical parts of the computer system that

can be seen and touched are known as hardware.

d) The CPU is the main brain of a computer system.

Q 3: Fill in the Blanks

a) ................................... is the father of the computer.

b) ................................. discussed symbolic logic in “Treatise of dif-

ferential equation”.
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1.9 LET US SUM UP

A  computer is a machine that manipulates data according to a set

of instructions. The first use of the word "computer" was recorded in 1613,

referring to a person who carried out calculations, or computations, and the

word continued to be used in that sense until the middle of the 20th century.

From the end of the 19th century onwards though, the word began to take

on its more familiar meaning, describing a machine that carries out compu-

tations.

Nearly all modern computers implement some form of the stored

program architecture, making it the single trait by which the word "com-

puter" is now defined. By this standard, many earlier devices would no longer

be called computers by today's definition, but are usually referred to as

such in their historical context. The technologies used in computers have

changed dramatically since the first electronic, general-purpose comput-

ers of the 1940s, but most still use the Von Neumann architecture. The

design made the universal computer a practical reality.

Vacuum tube-based computers were in use throughout the 1950s.

Vacuum tubes were largely replaced in the 1960s by transistor-based com-

puters. When compared with tubes, transistors are smaller, faster, cheaper,

use less power, and are more reliable. In the 1970s, integrated circuit tech-

nology and the subsequent creation of microprocessors, such as the Intel

4004, caused another generation of decreased size and cost, and another

generation of increased speed and reliability. By the 1980s, computers be-

came sufficiently small and cheap to replace simple mechanical controls in

domestic appliances such as washing machines. The 1980s also witnessed

home computers and the now ubiquitous personal computer. With the evo-

lution of the Internet, personal computers are becoming as common as the

television and the telephone in the household.

Experts don’t agree on computer classification because computer
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technology is changing so fast that within the span of a month, when a new

system comes out, it is faced with two potential factors- one costs the same

and has a much higher performance and the other has the same perfor-

mance but costs much less. Thus, a recently introduced smaller system

can outcome (outperform) the large model of a few years ago and a new

PC can do the work of an earlier mini at a much lower cost.

This is the Computer Age and these machines are beginning to af-

fect our lives in many ways. There are so many applications of computers.

The computer era appears before us with the promise of new and improved

ways of thinking, living and working. Computers are all around us and avoid-

ing them is virtually impossible. We have been exposed to the world of

computer hype, computer advertisements and computer headlines. We

interact with computers in our daily lives - whether we are at the cinemas,

the school, or the public library.
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1.11 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Ans to Q No 1:

a) First generation computer.  a) Thermionic valves or

 vacuum tube or electronic

 valves were used.

b) Second generation of           b) Transistors are used.

   computer.

c) Third generation computer. c) Integrated circuits are

 used.

d) Fourth generation computer.  d) Use of Microprocessor.

Ans to Q No 2:

a) Trueb) Truec) Trued) True

Ans to Q No 3:

a) Charles Babbage.

b) George Boole.
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 1.12  PROBABLE QUESTIONS

A) Short Answer Type Questions

a) Define a computer.

b) Who is treated as the father of a computer?

c) What is the control unit of a computer? What are its functions

d) What functions are performed by ALU.

e) What are the input units of a computer system?

B) Essay Type Questions

a) Write a short note on the evolution of a computer system.

b) Give a sketch of the different generations of computers.

c) What are the different components of a computer? Describe each

one of them with block diagram.

d) Write a short note on the types of computers.

f) Write a short note on the advantages and disadvantages of

computers.

g) Describe the applications of computers.

*** ***** ***
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UNIT 2: BASICS OF INTERNET

UNIT STRUCTURE

2.1 Learning Objectives

2.2 Introduction

2.3 Definition

2.4 History

2.5 Components of Internet

2.6 Internet Protocol Address

2.7 Types of Internet Connections

2.8 Factors Affecting Speed of Internet Connectivity

2.9 Internet Applications

2.10 Internet Browsing and Searching

2.11 Advantages and Disadvantage of Internet

2.12 Let Us Sum Up

2.13 Further Readings

2.14 Answers to Check Your Progress

2.15 Probable Questions

2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit you will be able to

 Know about the internet;

 Explain the components of the internet;

 Know different types of internet connections;

 Define different internet based applications;

 Know about searching and browsing of the internet.

2.2 INTRODUCTION

Information technology consists of different components like elec-

tronics, computer hardware, software, and telecommunications. Integra-

tion and application of the above technologies in information handling for
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efficient and effective information management is termed as information

technology. By using IT we can obtain, process, store, transmit and output

information in the form of voice, picture or text. A part of information technol-

ogy is the Internet. If one has heard anything about computers, then he/she

would have certainly heard about the Internet as well, as it is so popular that

there is hardly any one who has not come across the term.

Internet, a computer network, rather a network of networks, makes

any information available at the touch of a button. The importance of internet

lies on the fact that it is like a printing press of the technology era. It is like a

huge central warehouse of data that can be accessed by people from all

over the world. The internet represents one of the most successful examples

of the benefits of sustained investment and commitment to research and

development of information infrastructure. The internet today is a widespread

information infrastructure, the initial prototype of what is often called the

national (or global or galactic) information infrastructure comprising more

than thousands of regional, national and international networks which con-

nect people from all over the world.

Internet has brought about drastic changes in social contact and

tries to by pass physical face to face contact. Today, it is used daily by

millions of people, who access it for a variety of purpose.  There has been

practically no technology being adopted at a rate similar to the internet.

This unit will deal with the internet, the evolution of Internet, basics of

Internet terms etc.

2.3 DEFINITION

On October 24, 1995 the FNC unanimously passed a resolution

defining the term Internet. This definition was developed in consultation with

the members of the internet and intellectual property right communities.

“The Federal Networking Council” (FNC) agrees that the definition of the

term “Internet” is reflect in the following expression: “Internet refers to the

global information system that

a) is logically linked together by a global unique address space based on

the Internet Protocol (IP) or its subsequent extension (follow-ons;
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b) is able to support communication using the Transmission Control Pro-

tocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Suits or its subsequent extension /

follow-ons and / or other IP compatible protocol and

c) provides uses or makes accessible either publicly or privately high level

services layered on the communication and related infrastructure, de-

scribed here in http://www.fnc.got/internet-res.html.”

In simple term, the internet is an enormous network of millions of

computer allowing constant communication throughout the world. It is a

loose connection of related networks or a network of networks. It is made

up of Local Area Network (LAN), Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) and huge

Wide Area Network (WAN) of the whole world. It is a global information high-

way and a universal database of knowledge which itself collectively repre-

sents human society on a virtual life.

2.4 HISTORY

The first recorded description of the social interaction that could be

enabled through networking was a series of memos written by J. C. R.

Licklider of MIT, USA in August 1962 discussing his “Galactic network” con-

cept. He envisioned a globally interconnected set of computers through which

everyone could quickly access data and program from any site. The internet

began to evolve when packet switching network came into operation in the

1960s. In Europe, when transmitted data is broken up into small packets

and sent to its destination then the reassembled packet can also be com-

pressed for speed and encrypted (converted into code) for security.

a) ARPANET : In 1968, a similar system as that of packet switching was

developed in the USA. In 1969, Pentagon Commissioned Advanced

Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) for research into

networking. In the following year Vinton Cerf and others published their

first proposal for protocol that would allow computer to “talk” to each

other. Thus, ARPANET began operating using the Network Control

Protocol (NCP). The first host to host protocol, which went into operation

at the US Defence Department’s Advanced Research Projects Agency
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(ARPA) in 1969-1982. In 1974, Vinton Cerf joined Bob Kahn to present

their “protocol for packet network interconnection” specifying the detailed

design of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), the basis of the modern

internet. In 1978, TCP was split into TCP (now short for Transmission

Control Protocol) an Internet Protocol (IP). When NCP was replaced by

the new widespread Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol

(TCP/IP), a number of interconnected US military computers formed

the first sizable internet for defence use (communication in the event of

nuclear attack).

b) National Science Foundation: Internet really took off in the year 1980s

when the National Science Foundation (NSF) used ARPANET to link its

five regional super computer centres at major universities so that many

users could share their work. Later on NSF created National Science

Foundation Network (NSFNET), a series of networks for research and

education communication. It was provided free to any US research and

educational institution.

c) USENET: Usenet is actually a companion network to electronic mail

started at Duke University and the University of North Carolina, USA and

it also offers an unusual service called “Network News”. Email was

developed through ARPANET as did the Bulletin Board System (Usenet).

Usenet, which began in 1979 contributes enormously to the internet’s

rapid expansion. Its spirit of information sharing and discussion was the

hallmark of its system and was reflected in the Internet as a whole.

d) World Wide Web: By the end of 1980s the European Particle Research

Laboratory (CERN) in Geneva was one of the premier internet sites in

Europe. CERN desperately needed a better way of locating all the files,

documents and other resources that now threatened to overwhelm it.

Tim Berners Lee, a young British scientist working as a consultant for

CERN, had found out an answer for the above problem. In 1991 his

World Wide Web system assigned a common system of written

addresses and hypertext link to all information. In 1991, the first www

files were made available on the internet for downloading using File

Transfer Protocol (FTP). In October, 1993 there were around 200 known
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HTTP servers. In 1993, the National Centre for Supercomputer

Application (NCSA) developed web browser (namely Mosaic) which took

the internet by storm.

2.5 COMPONENTS OF INTERNET

The Internet consists of the WWW and all the hardware, software,

protocols on which WWW runs. One of the main characteristics of Internet

is that it is a decentralized system i.e there is no single person or organiza-

tion that owns or control Internet, all who use Internet or supply material to it,

have a role to play. However, there are organizations such as InterNIC, the

National Science Foundation, the Internet Engineering Task Force, ICANN

and the Internet Architecture Board which oversee and standardize what

happens on Internet.

a) World Wide Web: The WWW is also called web. The WWW is a set of

programs, standards, and protocols (set of rules) governing the way in

which multimedia files (files containing a combination of text, graphics,

photographs, audio, video) are created and displayed on the Internet.

The difference between the Internet and the WWW is similar to the

distinction between a computer and a multimedia program that runs on

the computer. The Internet is a decentralized global network of comput-

ers that transfer information and the wiring that makes all these pos-

sible, whereas the web is a collection of documents or websites, that

users can access using the Internet and a web browser.

b) Hardware: It means the computer (supercomputer, web server, and

personal computer), modem (external or internal) and cables or tele-

communication lines. The cables with jacks and rackets connect the

modem with the computer and telephone. The users possess the ter-

minal or the computer, modem, etc. The ISP procures the server that

serves up web pages upon request.

i) Modem: Modem is a device that allows computers to communicate

over telephone lines, it converts a digital signal to an analog signal

and vice versa.
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c) Software: It includes the operating system and web browser.

i) Operating System: In case of Operating System, Windows, Linux

or others will do. The higher versions of the OS are preferable be-

cause it has an inbuilt component to support internet connections.

ii) Web Browser: A web browser is the software program that is used

to access the WWW or to visit web pages and display it in the com-

puter screen, e.g. Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Netscape Navi-

gator, etc.

iii) Telecommunication Lines: The telephone companies own the

equipment and cables that carry signals to the service providers.

d) Internet Protocol Suite: The Internet Protocol Suite [also known as

Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)] is the set of

communication protocols used f     or the Internet and other similar

networks. It governs the way data travels from one machine to another

across a network. It is named from two of the most important protocols

in it: the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet Protocol

(IP), which are the first two networking protocols defined in this stan-

dard.

The Internet Protocol Suite, like many protocol suites, may be viewed

as a set of layers. Each layer solves a set of problems involving the

transmission of data, and provides a well-defined service to the upper

layer protocols based on using services from some lower layers. Upper

layers are logically closer to the user and deal with more abstract data,

relying on lower layer protocols to translate data into forms that can

eventually be physically transmitted.

The Internet Protocol Suite consists of four layers. From the lowest

to the highest, these are the Link Layer, the Internet Layer, the Transport

Layer, and the Application Layer.

In the application layer, the following are the common types of proto-

cols

i) HTTP: Web pages are transferred between computers using Hyper

Text Transfer Protocol.
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ii) FTP: Excluding web pages other types of files are transferred be-

tween computers by using FTP. It is a mechanism that allows plac-

ing and retrieving of files over the Internet. It allows anyone to down-

load software, upgrading of downloaded softwares, information and

so on. It provides authorization of persons allowed to copy the files.

iii) Telnet Protocol: It is a simple programme created by National Centre

for Supercomputer Application (NCSA) that uses TCP/IP to provide

connection into another computer. Telnet allows a users’ work sta-

tion or terminal to behave as though it is directly connected to the

machines where the user is logged in. It means that Telnet helps to

operate remote computers from one’s own desktop. The condition

is that the user must have log-in account and passwords to access

the remote computer.

iv) Gopher Protocol: The University of Minnesota Microcomputer work-

station centre created gopher to find information on the internet in a

user friendly way. It is a menu-driven programme that allows one to

click with information server or “Gopher Holes” on the Internet to

retrieve the information including text, sound and images. The go-

pher system is impressive owing to its simplicity volume and variety

of information available. To retrieve information an indexing tool called

Veronica is used that searches all gopher server using a set of key-

words.

e) Internet Service Provider (ISP): An Internet service provider is an

organization that provides some crucial portion of the Internet infrastruc-

ture to help connecting to the Internet. Sometimes the Internet Service

Provider also responsible for telecommunication link i.e telephone con-

nection to users’ site, or in today’s context Data Card providers and an

internet account (username and password). The ISP provides the Internet

connection to the user.

f) The Website: The Hyper Text Mark Up Language (HTML) is the com-

monly used language for creating the web documents or webpage. How-

ever it is not the single one. A website is a set of related (linked through

hypertext link) web pages, published by an organization or individual.
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Normally it contains a home page along with other additional pages.

The home page is the starting point or doorway to a website providing

an overview of what could be found at the website. Home page is also

known as the index page or index.

In Internet environment, the download refers to copying or saving

the data, information from the internet to the local computer. Uploading

is just the opposite of downloading. It is the sending of the data or infor-

mation from the local computer to the Internet. The Online means stay-

ing connected to the Internet. The offline is just the opposite. Offline

means that the user is no longer connected to a remote computer or

the internet.

In Netscape Navigator, Bookmarks is a list of favourite web pages

and Internet resources. One can add items to this menu at any time.

Bookmarks are equivalent to favourite in Microsoft Internet Explorer.

2.6 INTERNET PROTOCOL ADDRESS

An Internet Protocol (IP) address is a numerical label that is as-

signed to devices participating in a computer network utilizing the Internet

Protocol for communication between its nodes. An IP address serves two

principal functions in networking: host or network interface identification and

location addressing. The role of the IP address has also been character-

ized as a name that indicates what we seek. An address indicates where it

is. A route indicates how to get there.

The network portion of the IP address is allocated to the Internet

Service Providers (ISP) by the InterNic under authority of the Internet As-

signed Number Authority (IANA). ISPs then assign the host portion of the IP

address to the machines on the network that they operate.

a) Uniform Resource Locator (URL): The location of a web page on the

internet can be identified by a unique address which is called URL. Ev-

ery single page of the hundreds of millions of pages stored on the web

has a URL. The URL or the address tells the browser which document

to fetch and exactly where to find it on a particular host computer some

where on the internet.
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b) Domain Naming System (DNS): The Internet uses an addressing

scheme that employs the Domain Naming System (DNS). Domain

names provided a system, an easy to remember internet address which

can be translated by the Domain Names System (DNS) into the nu-

meric address (Internet Protocol Number). The internet protocol num-

ber is the numeric location of a particular computer so that it is an iden-

tifiable machine to all the other computers connected to the internet.

The IP address is a 32 bit number divided into four octets and these

octets are written in dotted decimal format eg. 11.245.196.212. Each

octets numbers lie in between o and 255.

c) Internet Address: The Internet address is needed so that massage

can be correctly routed to and from the machine over the network. Each

part of the address goes from general to specific and consists of let-

ters, numbers, and punctuation. The basic structure of URL is hierar-

chical. i.e  Protocol:// Server name. Domain name. Top level domain

name. port / Directory / File name. Eg: http://www.liswiki.com/wiki/index

Protocol: The protocol is generally Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP).

://: It is a kind of separator that tells the browser that the next words will

be actual URL.

Server: WWW. It indicates the site as part of the World Wide Web. The

web is a subnet of Internet that uses multimedia objects.

Domain Name: Liswiki is the domain name. This is a unique name which

has to be registered with InterNIC, an organization which has official

authority over all domain names.

Top Level Domain Name: It indicates the purpose of the institute / orga-

nization associated with the website. Some of the top level domains

are-

Organizational Domain

.com: Commercial entities;

.edu: Educational institutions;

.gov: US government institutions;

.int: International institutions;

.mil: US Military institutions;
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.net: Network resource providers;

.org: Non profit organization.

Geographic Domain: Outside the United States a code is included to

which country a URL belongs. Though United States also have a

domain code (US) yet in reality it is used in rare instances on the

Internet. It is assumed that if there is no geographic code then the

domain is located within the United States.

For example:

.au: Australia;

.ca: Canada;

.in: India;

.va:Vatican, etc.

Directory: The next is the directory on the host computer that contains

the specific website.

2.7 TYPES OF INTERNET CONNECTIONS

The type of internet connection requirement depends on its uses. If

the user wants an Internet mainly for sending e-mail, occasional chats, in-

frequent browsing then he should go for a dial-up connection. If the user is

using the internet frequently for research, downloading or uploading a fair

amount of data, play multi-player video games or live audio or video stream-

ing, then he should look into other high speed accesses such as a cable

modem or ISDN. The

Internet connection generally can be categorized into the following-

i) Dial-up (analog up to 56k): In a Dial-up, the telephone lines are used

to connect to the Internet. Here to get connected, the user needs to

specify a username, a password, and a telephone number.

ii) Digital Subscriber Line (DSL): DSL operates over normal telephone

lines and it can be used simultaneously with the telephone. It can in-

crease the connection speed by ten times from a standard dial-up mo-

dem.

iii) Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN): ISDN involves the digi-
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tization of the telephone network so that voice, graphics, text, and other

data can be provided to users from a single terminal over existing tele-

phone wiring. It is four times faster than a Dial-up network.

iv) Cable Internet: A cable modem connects the user to the Internet through

a cable television line. A cable modem will typically have two connec-

tions, one to the television outlet and the other to the computer. It is 10-

100 times faster compared to the dial-up modem and added interactivity

to the television.

v) Leased Line: Leased line facility is provided via fiber optic or copper

lines to provide data, voice and video links between two parties. It pro-

vides for a consistent amount of bandwidth. For example, T-1 Lines, T-

3 Lines, etc. It is especially useful for businesses connecting to the

Internet and for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) connecting to the Internet

backbone.

vi) Internet over Satellite (IoS): Here the data are transmitted via satel-

lite to a dish antenna at the users’ house. It allows a user to access the

Internet via a satellite that orbits the earth. A satellite is placed at a static

point above the earth's surface in a fixed position. Because of the enor-

mous distances signals must travel from the earth up to the satellite

and back again. IoS is slightly slower than high-speed terrestrial con-

nections over copper or fiber optic cables.

vii)Wireless Internet Connections: Wireless Internet or wireless broad-

band is one of the newest Internet connection types. Instead of using

telephone or cable networks for your Internet connection, one can use

radio frequency bands. Wireless Internet provides an always-on con-

nection which can be accessed from anywhere- as long as one is geo-

graphically within a network coverage area. It is typically more expen-

sive and mainly available in metropolitan areas.

Broadband is often called "high-speed" access to the Internet, be-

cause it usually has a high rate of data transmission. In general, any

connection to the customer of 256 kbit/s (0.256 Mbit/s) or greater is

more concisely considered broadband Internet access. The standard

broadband technologies in most areas are DSL and cable modems.
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Newer technologies in use include pushing optical fiber connections

closer to the subscriber in both telephone and cable plants.

Modems which use mobile phone lines [General packet radio ser-

vice (GPRS), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS),

Wired Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax), etc.], are known

as cellular modems. Cellular modems can be embedded inside a laptop

or an appliance, or they can be external to it to access the Internet.

External cellular modems are datacards and cellular routers. The

datacard is a PC card or ExpressCard which slides into a Personal

Computer Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA)/PC card/

ExpressCard slot on a computer.

2.8 FACTORS AFFECTING SPEED OF INTERNET
CONNECTIVITY

a) Speed of the Modem: The speed of the modem greatly influences the

speed of internet connectivity So, for getting higher speed one must

procure a modem with a maximum speed of 56kbps or higher, if pos-

sible.

b) Quality of Phone Line: Noise on the phone line, running into the home,

can disrupt internet connection with a modem. So, higher quality phone

line should be used. If possible, ISDN should be implemented to solve

the problem.

c) Internet Traffic: While hitting a popular site, one may be competing

with the hundreds or thousands of others for the attention of that site

server resulting in slow speed of access. The web traffic generally tends

to expand throughout the day and peaks around the evening. So, for

getting high speed one should try to change the time of the day he/ she

is going for online.

d) Personal Computer: There are some other factors which are associ-

ated with personal computer. They are-

i) Processor: For getting higher speed one should procure proces-

sors which have 650 MHZ or higher speed.
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ii) RAM: Working with other software application at the time of brows-

ing decreases the RAM capacity resulting in slow speed of access

to the Internet. So, it is better to get higher RAM or avoid working

with other software application while surfing.

iii) Hard Disc: A highly fragmented hard disc can slow down web surf-

ing considerably. So, it is good to practice to keep the hard drive

defragmented and optimized.

iv) Browser’s Cache: Web browser’s cache is a storage area on the

computer’s hard disc. As one surfs the browser stores the web pages

that are already visited in the cache up to the disc space limit that

one has set. When anyone tries to retrieve the same page after its

first visit the browser displays the cached WebPages from the hard

disc which is very fast and not from the Internet. So, if cache memory

is small it slows down the access to the Internet. The solution is to

increase the browser cache limit.

v) Image Loading: Today many files are very big and rich of data, pic-

ture, image, etc and so it takes longer time to download the images

resulting in slow speed to Internet access. One can solve the prob-

lem by turning off image loading and java in the browser without

affecting the content of a webpage. This can be done by selecting

advanced Tab of Internet options in the Tool menu.

vi) Working with Two or More Browser Windows at a Time: To in-

crease further surfing speed one can surf with two or more browser

tabs or windows at a time. This will enable one to read the content of

one page while allowing another page to load in the second win-

dows. This may help to cut down the time lag and frustration.

2.9 INTERNET APPLICATIONS

Almost every protocol type available on the Internet is accessible on

the web. There are many activities that can be preformed online. Some of

the commonly used applications are only listed here in the following para-

graphs;
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i) World Wide Web: It is a subset of Internet and it presents text,

images, animation, video, sound, and other multimedia in a single

interface. The operation of the web relies primarily on hypertext, as

it is a means of information retrieval. Hypertext is a document

containing words that connect to other documents and resources

throughout the Internet.

ii) Email: Electronic mail or e-mail is a fast, easy, and inexpensive way

to communicate with other internet users around the world. Email

overcomes most of the problems and delays of getting a physical

document from one person. It is one of the basic and earliest services

of the Internet and the most used application on the Internet too.

iii) File Transfer Protocol (FTP): It is a system of rules and a software

program that enables a user to log on to another computer and

transfer information between it and his/her computer. FTP can be

done using the command prompt, browsers, and various GUI based

FTP softwares such as CuteFTP and WS_FTP.

iv) Telnet: It allows a user to log on to a remote computer in such a

way that a person may interact with another machine as if it is being

used locally. The user’s monitor displays what is taking place on the

remote computer during the telnet session.

v) Chat: Chat programs allow the users on the Internet to communicate

with each other by typing in real time. It is sometimes included as a

feature of a website.

vi) Internet Telephony: Internet telephony is the use of Internet to

exchange spoken or other telephonic information. The required

hardware for Internet telephony generally consists of end devices

(either traditional telephone or audio-equipped personal computers)

and gatekeepers that provide call admission control, bandwidth

management, addresses translation, authentication, and user

location. There are many Internet telephony applications available,

for example CoolTalk, NetMetting, etc.

vii) Video Conferencing: It enables direct face-to-face communication

across networks using audio, video, and the data. In video
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conferencing, web cameras, microphone, and other communication

tools are necessary.

ix) E-Commerce: E-commerce refers to buying and selling goods and

services online.

x) Mobile Commerce: M-commerce or mobile commerce refers to

transactions through a mobile phone network and data connection

that results in the transfer of value (monetary or otherwise) in

exchange for goods and services.

xi) Mailing List (Listserver): It is a method of sending and receiving

discussions via e-mail, organized around some topics within a large

community.

2.10 INTERNET BROWSING AND SEARCHING

Searching or browsing in Internet environment is nothing but retrieving

of relevant results from the Internet.

a) Browsing: In Internet environment, browsing refers to opening a website

through the web browser that contains hyperlink and with the help of

these hyperlinks, jumping to a new web document in the same or a new

window. It is also known as navigating or surfing the web.

i) Working with Address box of the Browser: In the online mode

one can use web browser for arriving at a particular address. In the

“Address” box of the browser, typing the web site’s address (URL)

and pressing the “Enter” button of the keyboard or by pressing “Go”

button, the browser will open a particular website. When the web

site opens, its home page is displayed. The keying appropriate URL

in the address box of the browser is obligatory. The website or home

page will contain links to other website or hyperlinks. By clicking on

the highlighted words or links one can access other files of the same

website or entirely a different website.

ii) Working with Mouse: While we are on a webpage, we can use the

vertical or horizontal scroll bars to move around or through a

document.
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iii) Working with Keyboard Keys: We can use “Up” (?) and “Down”

(?) arrow keys to move up or down one line. Pressing the “Page Up”

(PgUp) key moves up one window length, and pressing “Page Down”

(PgDn) moves down one window length. Pressing “Ctrl+Home”

takes us to the beginning of the document and pressing “Ctrl+End”

take us to the end of the document.

iv) Working with Hyperlink in the Document: A webpage contains

many hyperlinks in the form of text as well as images. When you

move your mouse cursor over the hyperlink it will take the form of a

hand with a pointing index finger ( ). You can open the hyperlink by

just clicking on it. You can also open a hyperlink by right clicking it

and selecting the “Open” option from the shortcut menu, or by se-

lecting the “Open in a New Window” option to open the link in a new

window.

v) Working with Back, Forward button of the Browser: If you browse

through several pages in a window, you can move backward and

forward by clicking the “Back” (?) and “Forward” (?) button in the

standard toolbar. These two options will only back or forward one

page at a time. But, you can also select from the list of pages by

placing the mouse pointer over the “Back” button and then by click-

ing on the down arrow (?) besides the button, and then clicking on

any site from the list of previously visited sites.

Clicking on the “Stop” button stops whatever the browser is doing,

and will wait for your next instruction. It is particularly useful for un-

doing mistakes.

b) Searching the Internet: Internet is a huge collection of information so

it needs the search query to be specific; otherwise, it will retrieve some

irrelevant results. Searching means finding or locating information

through some search engines, directories, databases, etc. Generally

all searching tools provide you an option in the form of search box to

conduct a search. The search over Internet is interactive, provides post

co-ordinate search facilities and produces more results at a higher speed

at a reduced cost.
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Some of the well known search engines are Google (http://

www.google.com), Bing (http://www.bing.com), and Ask/Aj/Ask Jeeves

(http://www.ask.com). Most search tools have a similar structure. All

will include in some form i) form for you to enter your keywords, ii) a

button which will begin your search, iii) links to help pages and advanced

search tools, normally located near the search form, iv) special fea-

tures and options, and v) subject categories (most).

i) Keyword Search: This is most generally used over the web. In this

technique, the document available in the WWW is generally searched

by using keywords in the search box of a search engine; use of

preposition, articles and such other words are avoided in this type of

search. E.g. searching for Mahatma Gandhi, India in Google (http://

www.google.co.in). Results from this method are often mixed and

you may have to go through many results to find the site most useful

to you. For keyword based search, the search strategy may include

identifying keywords by breaking down the topic into key concepts.

ii) Phrase Search: When a user is quite aware of all the words that

occur in the same sequence in the relevant digital document, then

he/she can use phrase (or proximity) search techniques. In such

cases the search terms were down the search results consider-

ably. Surrounding a group of words with double quotes tells the search

engine to only retrieve documents in which those words appear side-

by-side; e.g. “God of Small Things”, “Five Laws of Library Science”,

(Five Laws of Library Science), etc.

iii) Wild Card / Truncation Search: When a user is aware only of

some of the letters that are contained in the keywords then he / she

can use wild card search technique to retrieve all the documents

containing the words which again contain the particular letters stated

by the user. In wild card search techniques the known letters are

followed by an asterisk “*” or sometimes by a “?” mark. The asterisk

or question mark may be given in the left, right or in both sides of the

known letters as the case or need may be; e.g. Cata*, to retrieve

document containing the word “cataloguing”, “cataloguer”, “cata-
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logues”, etc. i.e the search engine will find all the words that contain

keying letters as prefix letter of a particular word. Wildcard features

allow variations in spelling or word forms.

iii) Boolean Search: Most of the search engines use “and” “or” and

“not” as boolean search query, some uses “*”, “+” and “-” for the

same purpose. Eg: Five laws of library science * S. R. Ranganathan,

to retrieve all documents containing the words “Five laws of library

science” and “S. R. Ranganathan”. In most cases the Boolean op-

erators “and” “or” and “not” are used to connect the key concepts.

iv) Natural Language Search: Some search engine uses natural lan-

guage search queries i.e the user is free to use natural language

query to retrieve the relevant result. The system will automatically

ignore the unnecessary words. This is true in http://www.altavista;

http://www.askjeevas.com, etc. Eg.: Who is the Prime Minister of

India, to retrieve the name of the Prime Minister of India or to retrieve

thousands of pages not containing the word “Who”.

v) Complex Search: In this type, combinations of the above search

techniques are used to retrieve more relevant results. For example,

one can combine phrase searching with implied Boolean operator.

E.g.: “Classified catalogue code” * “S. R. Ranganathan”.

vi) Field Search: A web page is composed of a number of fields, such

as title, domain, host, URL, and link. So, field searching is one of the

most effective techniques for narrowing results and getting the most

relevant websites listed at the top of the result page.

vii)Meta Search: The content of search engines, indexes and data-

bases generally vary. So, if the same search query is typed into

several search engines then it is likely to produce different results.

So, a user may often want to know to see the results from various

search engines. In such cases he/she can use the Meta search

engine to get single input or query and to retrieve results from differ-

ent search engines. Some example of Meta search engines are http:/

/www.search.com, http://www.albany.net/allinone, etc.
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viii) Database Searching: Searching the directory or database is en-

tirely a new experience. One can search the directory or databases

by the specific entry point, which the particular directory or data-

base is using to search its records. In case of a database of books

the access point can be the title of the article/document/author/edi-

tor/accession no, etc. In the database searching, one can also save

his/her result in accordance to his/her requirement. Some common

examples of databases are http://www.sciencedirect.com, http://

www.jstor.org, etc.

2.11 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGE OF INTERNET

a)  Advantages

i) Central Repository of Information: The Internet is like a huge cen-

tral warehouse of data that can be accessed by people from all over

the world.

ii) Direct Communication: Through email, chat, internet telephony,

video conferencing, etc. one can directly communicate with others.

iii) Round the Clock Availability: Information on the internet is avail-

able to the user 24 hours a day and 365 days of the year.

iv) Cheapest Medium : Internet is perhaps the cheapest medium for

online help, trouble shooting assistance, for getting specific infor-

mation, etc.

v) Distance Learning: It provides the facility of learning remotely with-

out physically coming in contact with the teacher, the school or uni-

versity.

vi) No Barrier: In the internet environment any one can be author /

writer / publisher and users of the information. There is no barrier in

this regard.

b) Disadvantages of Internet

i) Copyright: Digitization violates the copyright laws as the thought

content of one author can be freely transferred to another without

his acknowledgement.
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ii) Incompatible Hardware and Software: The hardware and software

are modified every day. So a document that is available in one format

may not be accessible in the days to come. So, one has to upgrade

the hardware and software configuration as and when needed.

iii) Artificial Environment: The environment created by Internet is an

artificial one.

iv) Volatile Information: The electronic environment though very

exciting and stimulating is also quite volatile.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

  Q 1 : Match the Following

a) Internet Explorer a) Operating System.

b) Google Chrome b) Web Browser

c) Windows c) Domain name for non profit

               organization.

d) .org d) Web Browser.

e) .com e) Search engine.

f) .in f) Domain name for commercial

entities.

g) Google g) Domain name for India.

 Q 2 : Expand the Following Abbreviations

a)    ARPANET.

b)    DNS.

c)    FTP.

d)    GPRS.

e)    HTML.

f)    HTTP.

g)    IP.

h)    ISP.

i)  LAN.
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j)    MAN.

k)  NCP.

l)  NSF.

m) TCP/IP.

n) URL.

o) WAN.

p) WWW.

2.12 LET US SUM UP

Internet is the largest of all other networks connecting a large num-

ber of smaller interconnected networks, so it is a computer based world-

wide network connecting other smaller networks. It is a global network link-

ing millions of computers and people cutting across all barriers and bound-

aries of countries, race, class or sex.  Internet can also be described as a

collection of government, academic, commercial and individual sites.

The launching of ARPA in 1957 by Sputnik, and European Particle

Research Laboratory (CERN) are at the backend in the development of the

Internet. The Internet mainly consists of the WWW and all the hardware,

software, and protocols. To get connected to the internet, the user will need

a computer, a modem (internal / external), and an Internet account with the

ISP.

The usefulness of Internet lies in its characteristics of the Worlds

Greatest Library where everybody will find it as a vast pool of information; it

is the Wide Area Network, and much more. Besides, it also provides the

latest information on any topic available round the clock and from a wide

distance.
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2.14 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Ans to Q No 1:
a) Internet Explorer a) Web Browser.
b) Google Chrome b) Web Browser
c) Windows c) Operating System
d) .org d) Domain name for non profit organiza

tion.
e) .com e) Domain name for commercial

entities.
f) .in f) Domain name for India.

g) Google g) Search engine.

Ans to Q No 2 :
a) ARPANET: Advanced Research Projects Agency Network.

b) DNS: Domain Naming System.
c) FTP: File Transfer Protocol.
d) GPRS: General packet radio service.
e) HTML: Hyper Text Mark Up Language.
f) HTTP: Hyper Text Transfer Protocol.
g) IP: Internet Protocol.
h) ISP: Internet Service Provider.
i) LAN: Local Area Network.
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j) MAN: Metropolitan Area Network.
k) NCP: Network Control Protocol.
l) NSF: National Science Foundation.
m) TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Proto

col.
n) URL: Uniform Resource Locator.
o) WAN: Wide Area Network.

p) WWW: World Wide Web.

2.15 PROBABLE QUESTIONS

A) Short Answers Type Questions
a) Define Internet.
b) Write a brief history of Internet.
c) What are the different factors that affect the speed of Internet

connectivity?
B) Essay Type Questions
a) Write a descriptive note on the components of Internet.
b) Briefly describe the Internet protocol address.
c) What are the different types of Internet connections? Describe each

of them.
d) Describe the Internet applications.
e) Describe searching and browsing of Internet.

*** ***** ***
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UNIT 3: LIBRARY AUTOMATION

UNIT STRUCTURE

3.1 Learning Objectives

3.2 Introduction

3.3 Library Automation: Definition and History

3.4 Need and Purpose of Library Automation

3.5 Areas of Computer Application in Library

3.6 Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC)

3.7 Retrospective Conversion

3.8 Selection of Hardware and Software

3.9 Standard Bibliographic Format

3.9.1    International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD)

3.9.2    Machine Readable Cataloguing (MARC)

3.9.3    Universal Machine Readable Catalogue (UNIMARC)

3.9.4    Common Communication Format (CCF)

3.9.5     Machine Readable Cataloguing 21 (MARC 21)

3.10    Let Us Sum Up

3.11    Further Readings

3.12    Answers to Check Your Progress

3.13    Probable Questions

3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit you will be able to

 Know about the different standard bibliographic formats

 Know about library automation

 Explain the need and purpose of library automation

 Know about the areas where computer can be applied in  the

library

 Know about OPAC and retrospective conversation
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3.2 INTRODUCTION

Library is a growing organism that requires constant positive changes

to meet the need of its user. The invention of computer has brought in a

rapid change in the society. Therefore, automation has become the need of

the hour. Library automation not only improves the image of the library staff

but also provides additional services to the users with the existing staff. The

impact of automation on the library is quite obvious; it creates new

environment where each function redefines the traditional organizational

structure and transforms it into new institutional entries. In this unit a brief

overview is given about library automation.

3.3 LIBRARY AUTOMATION: DEFINITION AND HISTORY

Automation is defined as a technique, a process, or a system which

operates automatically. According to the Encyclopaedia of Library and

Information Science, “Automation is the technology concerned with a design

and development of the process and systems that minimize the necessity

of human intervention in their operation.”

Swihart Stanley S and Hefley Beryl F have defined the term ‘library

automation’ as “the processing of certain routine clerical function in the library

with the assistance of computer or other mechanized or semi automatic

equipment”. It may also be defined as a process of mechanization of all the

housekeeping operation of a library which is repetitive in nature. The

housekeeping operation includes acquisition, cataloguing, circulation, serial

control, references and administration work.

To go with the library automation, the willingness of the librarian and

library committee is a must. The library should also have proper planning

and adequate finance. The availability of hardware (server, UPS, scanner,

printer, storage media, etc), software (operating system, system software,

application software, library automation software, etc), and also trained

manpower together form the prerequisite for the library automation.

The first computer network was perhaps the OCLC (Online

Computer Library Centre). Although the microcomputer made its first
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appearance in 1971 it was not before 1981 that they made an impact on

libraries. The reason was limited storage capacity of the computer and

scarcity of good software for library applications.  The development of OPAC

in 1980s is a remarkable addition to the field of library automation.

Among all the universities in India, Hyderabad University Library was

the first to start its automation project by using Libsys software. It gets the

software free of cost from the Lybsys Corporation (Now Libsys Ltd) as parts

of its development programme. Now the library switches over to BTLS

software package. In NE India, all the universities started their automation

project. The work done by Tezpur University and NEHU University is quite

commendable.

In terms of automation, the university libraries of India are lagging

behind their counterparts in the developed countries. However, the libraries

and the librarians are slowly adjusting with the changes by starting their

automation phase. Many libraries have also started their computerized

circulation desk and resource sharing.

3.4 NEED AND PURPOSE OF LIBRARY AUTOMATION

Since the computer can be used in performing the various activities

of the library, library automation can serve as a remedy to all the existing ills

of libraries. We can briefly note the following advantages of library automation.

a) Self Survival in the New Environment: The user of any library

nowadays expects to use their computer literacy in the library

environment. If the library does not go for automation it is felt that it will

not be able to cope with this new generation of users. The application of

computer in libraries thus hopes to make a positive change towards

this end.

b) Speeding up the Operation: The use of computer almost invariably

speeds up the flow of work within the system. New books, reports and

other materials can therefore be released sooner to the waiting reader.

It will help the inputting of data only for a single time as the integrated

nature of software helps for its subsequent use for other purposes, and
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reduces duplication of the efforts or work. The searching of information

can also be performed speedily, which will save time of the library staff

and the user.

c) Accuracy and Reliability: Automation significantly increases the

accuracy of files and records. Processing rules may be standardized

and given to the computer in the form of a program which can be used

to verify the rules for the new data are being followed. If inputs are edited

by a computer, errors can be deleted before the information is entered

into the files and processed. Computers are also more reliable in the

sense of breakdown, vacation etc, and can work longer than human

beings.

d) Budget Saving: Computer equipment is cheaper. Again, in case of an

automated library, the unit operating cost is less than that of a non

automated library. The larger the number of transactions, the lower the

unit cost of automated libraries. Automation will reduce the human action

and save physical space and cost on the stationary items.

e) Simultaneous and Decentralization Access: In an automated

environment multiple users can access the same information sources

or database. A user, without consulting the library staff, can also check

whether a book is out on loan or in reserve.

f) Storage, Retrieval and Protection of Information: Libraries are a

growing organization. So without the application of computer it may be

very difficult to handle the space problem of a library. Automation helps

in storing much information in reduced space with extensive provision

of different access points. The retrieval information will be relevant, fast

and specific. It will make the ease and economy of producing and

distributing multiple copies of cataloguing files and, thus, will provide

greater protection against the loss of the catalogue by fire, earthquake

and other natural disasters.

g) Exception Reporting and New Services: Automated system

automatically provides overdue notice, follow up notice, location of order,

editing of cataloguing activity, etc. The use of computer will also help us

to provide new services such as CAS / SDI, special purpose catalogue,

new holding announcement service, etc.
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h) Automatic Statistics Generation: The use of computer in libraries helps

us to generate different kinds of statistics and reports within a minute

itself. The statistics are automatically prepared by the computers and

are more accurate and reliable than the manually generated one. It will

improve the control over the whole system.

i) OPAC: The library catalogue forms the base of most of the library

activities such as circulation, reference service, literature search, inter-

library loan, etc. The introduction of library automation brings OPAC facility

to the library. The library staff also gets relief from the cumbersome jobs

of writing and preparing card catalogues and their subsequent filling.

j) Stock Taking: Stock taking is an inspection to check what is in the

stock in relation to what it should be. In this process the current file is

compared with the inventory file (the old list of documents possessed

by the library) and the unmatched records in the inventory files are listed

out. This list constitutes the untraceable or lost document. Automation

helps in stock taking, which is otherwise a cumbersome business.

k) Resource Sharing:  Resource sharing among libraries demands library

automation as the minimum requirement.

3.5 AREAS OF COMPUTER APPLICATION IN LIBRARY

A modern library cannot be imagined without the application of

computers. In the library and information centres computers can be used

for performing efficiently all sorts of jobs from the procurement of the reading

materials to their organization and use. So, it can serve as a remedy for all

the existing problems of libraries and information centres. But, till now

computers have been used successfully in the following areas of library

activities.

A) Library House Keeping Operation: In case of library house keeping

operation, the computer is used for acquisition of books and other reading

materials, their classification, cataloguing, circulation and serial control.

i) Acquisition: The selection of materials can be made by the

computer. Any library which is a part of online computerized library

system has access to catalogue entries and bibliographic data of all
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the libraries in the system. These databases can be used as a

selection tools to purchase new documents for the particular library

in question. Other offline databases can also be used as selection

tools for non current documents and sometimes out of print books.

For other documents, conventional book selection methods may be

used. The MARC bibliographic record service has opened up a new

vista in both cataloguing and bibliographic database that can be used

as a book selection tool.

The ordering and acquisition are the routine jobs in the library

and for a single time ordering it requires repetitive operation by

different sections. These repetitive operations and the requisite

checking can very well be done by the application of the computer

system. Both offline and online acquisition can be performed by the

use of computers.

ii) Classification: A computer based classification system is being

experimented at the Documentation Research and Training Centre,

Bangalore. It is based on Colon Classification System.

iii) Cataloguing: The computerized cataloguing system operates with

high speed for performing routine and repetitive jobs. Besides, in

the cataloguing unit, computer can also be used in various other

ways such as producing book plates, book pockets, book cards,

spine labels, etc. It can also produce a variety of records, card

catalogues in the book form, printed catalogue, etc as byproducts.

The following uses of computer in cataloguing have already been

able to draw the attention of the librarians.

      The MARC project was started in November, 1965 by the Library

of Congress, USA. The latest development in the system includes

the CoMARC (Co-Operative Machine Readable Cataloguing).

Computer Output Microfilm (COM) was developed in the USA by

Stromberg Carlson Company. The Online Computer Library Center

(OCLC), previously known as the Ohio College Library Centre was

started in August 1970. All these have successfully used computers

for cataloguing of documents.
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iv) Serial Control: Serials are continuing publication having reasonably

permanent titles and appearing usually at regular intervals. Their

contents usually vary from issue to issue. An article as a single

bibliographic unit may be published in more than one issue and even

in more than one volume. Obviously, the users may be interested in

an issue of a serial as a bibliographic unit, or an article spread over

a number of issues as a bibliographic unit. So, serial control

comprises complex operations of library activities because of the

vary nature and characteristics of Serial as library material. Again,

the conflict between the physical unit and the bibliographic unit makes

Serial control a complex task.

In case of Serial, the current issues, the retrospective or

immediate back issues and bound volumes under every year of

publication is an ongoing process. In this case, the library should

encounter the search problem because of the conflict between the

title and the corporate body, the old titles and the changed titles,

nature of irregularity in publication (more than one issue in a single

publication and the like). These situations pose the problem of listing,

acquisition, accessioning, cataloguing and creation of records in the

desired format.

v) Circulation: The circulation activities are the life-stream of the library

services.  The library documents are for use and are intended for

the users. At various points, documents are to be trapped for the

users who have recorded their priority in using such documents.

The circulation is a flow of document, but the flow should be controlled

by library operations so as to serve the users in the best possible

way with the available materials in the library.

B) Library Administrations: In case of library administration, the library

automation helps in

a) Providing Access Right to Staff Members

b) Providing Access Right to Library Users

c) Exception Reporting

d) Generation of Library Statistics / Report
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C) Information Retrieval: Today, Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC)

or sometimes Web OPAC facility provided by the library and information

centres helps in easy retrieval of information. Computers are also used

for searching Library Database: eg.  International Nuclear Information

System.

D) Building Digital / Virtual Libraries Collection: Computers can also

be used to build digital or virtual collection or for institutional repository

of the library.

E) Resource Sharing: In order to facilitate the provision of material request

on inter library loan basis, the use of computers and other latest

telecommunication devices is being put to use in almost all the countries

of the world. The Online Union catalogue is also a product of computer

application in library.

F) Library Network: INFLIBNET, Developing Library Network (DELNET)

is the example of taking library automation as its first step or base

structure.

G) Information System: World Science Information System (UNISIST),

Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System (MEDLARS), illustrate

the advanced stage of library automation.

H) User Services: The library automation also helps to provide Current

Awareness Service (CAS), Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI)

Services, Indexing and Abstracting Service, Web Based Translation

Services, Computer Based Indexing and Abstracting Services, and so

on.

3.6 ONLINE PUBLIC ACCESS CATALOG (OPAC)

An Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) is a computerized online

catalogue of the materials held in a library, or a library system. OPACs are

often part of an integrated library management system or software. The

library staff and the public can usually access it in computers within the

library, or from home via the Internet. Since the mid-1980s, it has replaced

the card catalog in most libraries. Since the mid-1990s, character-based
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OPAC interfaces are being replaced by Web-based interfaces. Today more

complex OPACs offer a variety of search capabilities on several indexes,

integrate rich content (book covers, video clips, etc.), and offer interactive

request and renewal functionality.

Most integrated library systems offer a browser-based OPAC module

as a standard capability or optional feature. OPAC modules rely on pulldown

menus, popup windows, dialog boxes, mouse operations, and other graphical

user interface components to simplify the entry of search commands and

formatting of retrieved information. Many libraries have their catalogues

accessible via Internet; some of them can be queried using a simple browser,

other using a special version of browser (with JavaScript and CSS features),

and some others using Z39.50 clients. If one has few elements to identify a

document, then he/ she can use a meta-searcher where he/she can fill the

query form once and spread his/her query over many library catalogues.

The OPAC has many advantages over card catalogues. It can store

entries; it can add new entries, withdraw entries and print out updated version

of a catalogue in book, card or shelf form. It can also be used to search and

produce catalogue in CD, DVD etc. It itself can be used as a catalogue

cabinet with enhance features i.e information can be stored within the

computer and kind of entries required can be easily got as and when required.

It has also the facility to input the data from the point of origin and output

data can be transmitted directly to the place where it is needed by using

teleprocessing.

OPAC is more useful than the traditional card formats because:

i) The online catalogue does not need to be sorted statically. Here the

user can choose the author, title, keyword, or systematic order

dynamically.

ii) Most online catalogue offer search facility for any word of the title. The

goal of the grammatical word order which is to provide an entry on the

word that most users would look for is reached even better.

iii) Many online catalogues allow links between several variants of an

author’s name. So, authors can be found both under the original and the

standardized name (if entered properly by the cataloguer).
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Online cataloguing has greatly enhanced the usability of catalogues,

and its origin from the effort of MAchine Readable Cataloging (MARC)

standards in the 1960s. The rules governing the creation of catalogue

MARC records include not only formal cataloging rules like AACR2 but

also the special rules specific to MARC, available from the Library of

Congress and also OCLC.

3.7 RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION

Retrospective conversion is the process of turning a library’s existing

paper catalog record into a machine readable form. Retrospective conversion

usually entails using catalog cards (with a minimum of data like call number,

author, title, ISBN and / or LCCN information)  to find or create bibliographic

record in a database of machine readable record such as OCLC (World

Cat) and brining those records into the existing local database. Usually

retrospective conversion is done to obtain the full MARC records on each

item. A full MARC record contains valuable information such as summary

information that can be key-worded and searched using the electronic

catalogue. MARC records are a standard format that allows exchange of

data between various sites or systems. The local database then allows

electronic access to the catalogue and automated circulation using patron

and item bar codes.

a) History: In 1968, with the financial support of the council on library

resources, the Library of Congress conducted a study by a task force

for retrospective conversion of the library holding. It was known as

Retrospective Conversion (RECON). The report of the task force was

published in 1969. In August 1969, the RECON pilot project was initiated.

The pilot project of RECON continued for two years and approximately

58,000 records were converted during the pilot project and the work is

still continuing. The retrospective catalogue conversion made by the

British Library is held in the BNB/LASER file. It was built up by the British

National Bibliography (BNB) and the London and South Eastern Library

Region (LASER).
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b) Problem in Retrospective Conversion: Retrospective conversion

solves the problem of entering the data on each item in the library into a

computer system. But though it has many advantages, it has also some

limitations. Some of the disadvantages are mentioned bellow:

i) Lack of standardization among the national MARC format in

assigning content designators to elements of information in the

machine readable record.

ii) Diverse functions of bibliographic agencies;

iii) Lack of an internationally accepted cataloguing code for machine

readable cataloguing record.

iv) Lack of agreement among different bibliographical communities in

organizing data contents in machine readable record.

v) Lack of agreement as to the function of content designators.

vi) Lack of money by a small library creates problem in retrospective

conversion.

vii) Lack of expertise required to meet the standard for retrospective

conversion.

viii) Retrospective conversion always demands standardization of

bibliographic content and machine format.

ix) Incomplete or incorrect bibliographic information makes it impossible

to match the shelf list cards with the correct MARC records. The

result is the addition of an incorrect record to the database or the

need to return the title to you for additional information.

3.8 SELECTION OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

The mechanical and electronic devices of a computer system that

can be seen and touched are known as hardware. It is the physical

component of the computer system. The hardware consists of transistors,

capacitors, resistors, diodes, printed circuit, integrated circuit, main and

auxiliary storage system, various types of magnetic media, communication

media for carrying and transformation of data, coded instruction, equipment

for computing function, etc.
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a) Steps in the Selection of Hardware: During the course of hardware

selection the following steps may be useful:

i) Identification of the function / activities of the library which is to be

automated;

ii) Compute the hardware requirement for each of the activities. The

hardware requirements depend upon the number of terminal required

for data entry, word processing, OPAC searching, internet searching

and browsing, etc.;

iii) Tabulation of the total hardware requirements which are essential

for libraries and for networking;

iv) Procuring the latest version of the hardware.

b) Essential Qualities of a Good Hardware: Some of the essential

qualities of a good hardware are

i) Minimum hardware redundancy;

ii) Provision for a clear upgrade path for the phased implementation

strategy;

iii) Scope for accommodating additional terminal;

iv) High computing facility;

v) Capacity to be compatible with the best available software on library

automation and networking;

vi) Be functional with mini and micro computer to suit all types of libraries.

In the selection of the software for library, different factors should be

considered. We will not deal with this part here in this unit. We will discuss

each and every part of software selection in the next unit.

3.9 STANDARD BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORMAT

Standardization is the process of formulating and applying rules for

an orderly approach to a specific activity for the benefit of all taking due

account of the functional conditions and safety requirements.

The needs for standardization of bibliographic description are as

follows

i) To bring uniformity and order in the description of library materials of

different kinds;
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ii) For handling of data in an automated computer aided machine;

iii) To produce a centralized database;

iv) To exchange bibliographic information between and among different

countries;

v) To overcome the problem of language barrier;

vi) To economise on time, space, effort, material, manpower and money.

3.9.1International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD)

In 1961, at the International Conference on Cataloguing

Principles held in Paris, stress was laid on the need of standardization

in bibliographic description. To solve the problem, International

Meeting on Cataloguing Expert (ICME) was sponsored by IFLA and

held in Copenhagen in 1969. The meeting formed a committee to

study the problem of standardization in bibliographic description. The

committee submitted its report at a meeting held in Liverpool in 1971

which is known as International Standard Bibliographic Description

(Monograph) {ISBD (M)}. In course of its application many ambiguities

and lack of details in some areas were discovered. To resolve the

problem, IFLA conference was held in Grenoble in 1973. After the

conference two documents- ISBD (M) and ISBD (S) were published.

In 1975, the General International Standard Bibliographic Description

[ISBD (G)] was developed. It serves as a single framework for the

description of all types of publications in all types of media. The ISBD

(G) was later on incorporated into AACR II as a general framework

for bibliographic description.

The ISBD (G) acted just as some guiding principles. It was

not intended for use as a working tool for the cataloguer. So, IFLA

brought out the following ISBDs on the basis of ISBD (G) as working

tool. Their names are:

ISBD (M): Monograph

ISBD (S): Serial

ISBD (CM): Cartographic Material
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ISBD (AV): Audio Visual

ISBD (CF): Computer Files, etc.

As ISBD has so many numbers they are called ISBDs.

A) Elements of ISBD (M)

a) Title and Statement of Responsibility

i) Title proper

ii) Parallel title or alternative title

iii) Statement of authorship

b) Edition

i) Edition statement

ii) Statement of authorship related to edition

c) Imprint

i) Place of publication

ii) Name of publisher

iii) Date of publication

iv) Place of printing

v) Name of printer

d) Collation

i) Number of volumes and / or pages

ii) Illustration matter

iii) Size and accompanying material

e) Series

f) Notes

g) International Standard Book Number, binding, price

i) ISBD

ii) Binding

iii) Price

B) Punctuation: ISBD also suggested proper punctuation mark for

each and every item for making machine readable format.

[] : If information is not available in the proper place;

() : To denote omission;

/ : Before the statement of author;

: : It proceed the name of publisher / sub title;
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= : Parallel title;

- : Place of publication;

, : Year of publication, etc.

C) Capitalization and Abbreviation: The first letter of the first word

in each area is given in capital.

s.l. (Sine Loco), used when place of publication is not known;

s.n.: (Sine Nomina), used when name of publisher is unknown;

ill.: Illustration;

cm.: Centimetre;

D) Information Sources for ISBD: Generally the maximum

required information for ISBD is available in the title page of the

document itself.

3.9.2 Machine Readable Cataloguing (MARC)

MARC format has become a generic term to all MARC

formats including UKMARC, CANMARC, InterMARC etc which are

used for the identification and arrangement of bibliographical data

for handling by computer.

The first conference on Machine Readable Cataloguing was

sponsored by the Library of Congress. The committee on Automation

of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) and Council of Library

Resources (CLR) was met at the Library of Congress. This

conference recommended that

i) MARC records should include additional information to be used

as multipurpose records, in addition to information available on

printed card;

ii) The element of MARC data should be standardized;

iii) MARC records should be produced and distributed to libraries

which have automated system.

In the second conference held at the Library of Congress in

November 1965, Library of Congress sought funds from CLR and in

December 1965 it received a grant to conduct a pilot project.
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In early January 1966 the planning for the pilot project began. The

third conference was held in February 1966 at the Library of

Congress which was considered the official opening of the pilot project

for machine readable cataloguing data. The pilot project was called

MARC I. In this way the MARC I format was set up in April 1966

which was restricted to books only. The distribution of regular weekly

service of MARC tapes started from Nov. 1966. The MARC I format

was based entirely on the structure of the Library of Congress

catalogue card. So, BNB (with active collaboration with Library of

Congress) made some operational changes to make it

interchangeable record format. As a result, MARC II was developed.

It is capable of containing bibliographic data of all forms of library

material such as books, monographs, serial, map, music, etc. By

subscribing to this service a library can acquire Magnetic tapes in

machine readable form.

Due to the differences between the British Library and the

Library of Congress MARC II was later split into two formats - BNB

MARC (later UK MARC) and US MARC. The USMARC format

becomes the U. S. National Standard in 1971 (ANSI Z39.2) and an

International Standard in 1973 (ISO 2709). The MARC II also

influenced the other countries to develop their own standard format

which followed the same structure but the tags were slightly different.

As a result, certain amount of incompatibility exists among the

different countries. To solve this problem IFLA launched a programme

known as UNIMARC, but eventually it failed.

A) Structure of MARC Tapes

a) Leader: It provides information about ensuring such records

as total length of the record, the type of record, etc. It is 24

characters (00-23) long.

b) Record Directory: It shows what variable fields are in the

record and what their locations in the record are. It is of 12

characters long.
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c) Variable Field:  The variable fields are of two types- Variable

Control Field (001-009) and Variable Data Field.

B) Advantages of Using MARC:

 a) MARC tapes can be used by individual libraries for producing

their conventional card catalogue / book form of catalogue,

etc.

b) It helps in the creation of centrally prepared catalogue.

c) Distribution of MARC tapes to the receiving libraries avoid

duplication of effort.

d) Uses of MARC tapes make different library softwares

compatible to one another.

e) MARC tapes can be used for computerized SDI services.

f) MARC tapes perform sharing of bibliographical information.

3.9.3 Universal Machine Readable Catalogue (UNIMARC)

There emerged a number of standard bibliographic record

formats such as UKMARC, INTERMARC, USMARC, etc whose

paths diverged owing to different national cataloguing practices and

requirements. Since the early 1970s, an extended family of more

than 20 MARC formats has grown up. To greater or lesser degrees

almost all formats are compatible but the differences in data content

mean that editing is required before records are exchanged.

Recognizing that there is a need for the establishment of international

format for the exchange of bibliographic data, IFLA, the section on

cataloguing and mechanization, took the initiative to develop

international MARC format which would accept the record created

in any MARC format. As a result, the first version of Universal Machine

Readable Catalogue (UNIMARC) appeared for monograph and serial

in 1977 to facilitate the international exchange of bibliographic data

in machine readable form. UNIMARC follows the ISO communication

format ISO-2709 (1981).

Besides MARC family of formats, there are other
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formats, notable among them being AGRIS, International Nuclear

Information System (INIS), UNISIST Reference Manual, UNESCO’s

CCF as a universal exchange format for bibliographical record.

Every national organization producing MARC records will

produce them in the national standard for use within the country and

will reformat them according to UNIMARC format for international

exchange. So, after the development of UNIMARC each national

agency would need to write only two programmes- one to convert

into a UNIMARC and the other to convert from UNIMARC,  instead of

one programme for each other MARC format. Eg. INTERMARC to

UKMARC, USMARC to UKMARC, and so on.

a) UNIMARC Format: The UNIMARC format like any other version

of MARC involves three elements of the bibliographic record.

These are

i) Record Structure: The record structure is designed to

control the representation of data by storing it in the form of

strings of characters known as fields. By record structure

various elements in a record structure are identified.

ii) Content Designation: Certain conventions are followed in

order to identify the data element within records. Such

elements which include author, title and subject access are

further characterized. This supports the manipulation of the

data for a variety of purposes.

iii) Data Content: The content is the data which is stored in the

fields within the record. Data can be coded data or

bibliographic data.

b) Functional Block of UNIMARC: The fields which are identified

by three character numeric tags are arranged in functional blocks.

These blocks organize the data according to its function in a

traditional catalogue record. The data element and content of

the record have been functionally divided into 10 different types

of block. These are shown below:
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Block no  Field tag Data Type              Example

     0     000-099 Identification Block Contains numbers that

                                                                         identify the record.

Eg. 010  International

Standard Book Number.

     1    100-199 Coded                         Contains fixed length

Information                  data element describing

 Block                         various aspect of the

record or data.

Eg. 101 Language of the

work

      2     200-299 Heading Block Contains the authority,

reference or general

explanatory heading for

which records have been

            created.

            Eg. 205 Edition statement

     3    300-399 Information Note Contains note, intended

Block for public display that

explain the relationship

between the record head

ing and other heading.

     4    400-499 See Reference Contains variant heading

Tracing Block from which a reference is

to be made to see the

heading of the record.

Eg. 452 Edition in a differ

ent medium

      5        500-599   See Also Refere Contains related uniform

nce Tracing Block heading from which a

reference is to be made to

see also the heading of
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the record.

Eg. 516 Spine title

      6       600-699 Classification Contains classification

 Number Block number that are related to

the heading of the record.

Eg. 676 Dewey Decimal

Classification.

      7       700-799 Linking Heading Contains a form of the

Block record heading in another

language or script and

links to another record in

which that form is the

heading.

Eg. 700 Personal name

      8       800-899 Source Contains the source of the

Information Block record and catalogues

notes about the data not

intended for public display.

Eg. 801 Originating

Source

      9       900-999 National use Contains data local to the

 Block originator of the record.

It is anticipated that each national bibliographic agency will

be responsible for the conversion of authority record into UNIMARC

/ Authorities for transmission to other national agencies and will

receive machine readable record in the UNIMARC / Authorities format

from other national agencies. Despite much efforts of IFLA,

UNIMARC failed to receive due consideration.

3.9.4 Common Communication Format (CCF)

CCF is a structure format for creating bibliographical records

and for exchanging records between groups of information agency
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and libraries. An international symposium in Taormina, Sicily

conducted by UNESCO was held in April, 1978. On the

recommendations of the symposium UNESCO / PGI formed the

adhoc group on the establishment of a Common Communication

Format (CCF). The first edition of CCF was published in 1984 under

the editorship of Peter Simmons and Alan Hopkins and its second

edition was published in 1988 in two volumes called CCF/B and

CCF/F. Several countries have adopted this standard for exchange

and creation of bibliographic records at national level.

A) Structure of CCF: The structure of CCF is the implementation

of ISO-2709. It consists of the following-

a) Record Labels: Each CCF record begins with a fixed record

label of 24 characters and consists of data element which

contains the record. Each data element is identified by its

relative character positioning the label.

b) Directory: The directory is a table containing a variable

number of 14 characters entries i.e the length of each

directory entry is of 14 characters terminated by a fixed

separator character. Each directory entry corresponds to a

specific variable. Data fields in the record are divided into

four sub sections or parts, containing data for the following

data element

i) Tab

ii) Length of the data field

iii) Starting character position

iv) Implementation defined section

c) Data Fields: In the CCF a data field is defined as consisting

of

i) Indicator

ii) Sub Fields: A sub field consists of a subfield identifier

followed by a data string which is terminated by either

another sub field identifier or a field separator.

iii) Field Separator: The field separator is that character
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which constitutes the final character of every data field

except for the final data field in the record.

iv) Record Separator: The record separator is that

character which makes the end of the final data field in

the record and constitutes the final character of the record.

B) Limitation of the CCF: CCF is not designed to meet the

requirement of all types of libraries and information organizations

for local implementation. It is also not expected that institutes

will use CCF record format for internal storage and processing

purpose. The major limitations of CCF are

a) It is not sufficiently detailed in its definition and coverage of

all data elements necessary for creating a bibliographical

database for an individual library.

b) It does not include its cataloguing rules nor does it align itself

with any particular cataloguing code or set of rules oriented

towards a specific or fixed type of information output form.

c) Except for standard CCF fields CCF recommends the use

of alphanumeric code for tags but it may not be possible to

use alphanumeric code for tags in all cases (eg when library

system uses CDS/ISIS, this recommendation cannot be

implemented).

d) Though in CCF further addition of the new data elements

and their respective content designator is possible, the

unrestricted interpolation by different users can create

complication for exchanging data among libraries. In such

cases, the content designators of newly added data elements

are likely to vary which may cause inconvenience for

exchanging data from one database to another.

3.9.5 Machine Readable Cataloguing 21 (MARC 21)

The MARC 21 is a standard format for the representation

and communication of bibliographic and related information in

machine readable form. The MARC 21 is a new name of
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harmonization of CANMARC and USMARC in a single edition. In

1987, the Library of Congress issued the first edition of the document

MARC 21. Subsequent editions were published in 1990, 1994 and

2000.

a) Necessity of MARC 21: Mark 21 is necessary because of the

following factors:

i) Lack of standardization among different national MARC

formats;

ii) Lack of internationally accepted cataloguing code to MARC

record;

iii) Diverse functions of bibliographic agencies;

iv) Lack of agreement among different bibliographic

communities.

b) Maintenance of MARC 21: The Library of Congress and the

National Library of Canada serve as the maintenance agency

for MARC 21. The MARC 21 format, documentation and reviewing

and revision are done by the Machine Readable Bibliographic

Information Committee (MARBI). MARBI is a committee of the

ALA. MARBI meets in conjunction with MARC advisory committee

at each American Library Association (ALA) conference.

c) Standard Used in MARC 21

i) Cataloguing Code: AACR II;

ii) Subject Heading: LCSH;

iii) Classification Scheme: DDC;

iv) ISO 2709 and ANSI/NISO Z39.2.

Till now, MARC 21 remains the standard one which is widely

accepted in different library softwares and also in different countries

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Q 1 : Match the Following

a) CCF i) Library of Congress

b) UNIMARC ii) CANMARC + USMARC
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c) RECON iii) UNESCO

d) MARC 21 iv) IFLA

Q 2 : Find out the True and False Sentences in the following:

a) The ISBD (G) incorporates into AACR II as a general framework

for bibliographic description.

b) The USMARC format became the U. S. National Standard in

1971 (ANSI Z39.2) and an International Standard in 1973 (ISO

2709).

c) CCF and UNIMARC follow ISO-2709.

3.10 LET US SUM UP

The different bibliographic standards are helpful in maintaining

uniformity in the data so that exchange and compilation can be done easily.

The ISBD (G) serves as a single framework for the description of all types

of publications in all types of media. Later on, IFLA brought out different

ISBDs on the basis of ISBD (G). The ISBD (G) is incorporated into AACR II

as a general framework for bibliographic description.

MARC format has become a generic term to all MARC formats

including UKMARC, CANMARC, InterMARC and is used for the identification,

arrangement of bibliographical data for handling by computer. The USMARC

format became the U. S. National Standard in 1971 (ANSI Z39.2) and an

International Standard in 1973 (ISO 2709). To solve the problem of

incompatible nature among different countries, IFLA launched a programme

known as UNIMARC. UNIMARC followed the ISO communication format

ISO-2709 (1981), but it failed. The UNESCO also came up with CCF, which

is the implementation of ISO-2709 to solve the problem of incompatibility.

Several countries have adopted this standard for exchange and creation of

bibliographic record at national level. The MARC 21 is a new name of

harmonization of CANMARC and USMARC in a single edition. It uses the
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standard AACR II, LCSH, DDC, ISO 2709 and ANSI/NISO Z39.2. Till now,

MARC 21 remains the standard one which is widely accepted in different

library softwares and also in different countries.

Today, the computers have entered each and every area of a library.

The library automation is the application of modern technologies including

the application of computer hardware and software, different storage medias,

telecommunications, etc which help the mechanization of any activity in the

library. To implement the computer in the library, the selection of proper

hardware and software forms an essential part. If proper software is selected,

it will automatically generate or create OPAC which will replace the traditional

card catalogue of the library. The feature-rich software will also have the

provision of retrospective conversion. It will help the library to enter minimum

of details about the document in their collection in the database of some

other libraries and will help in getting the full bibliographic record of the

document that can be embedded in the local database.
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3.12 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Ans to Q No 1 :

a) CCF i) UNESCO

b) UNIMARC ii) IFLA

c) RECON iv) Library of Congress

d) MARC 21 v) CANMARC + USMARC

Ans to Q No 2 :

a) True.

b) True.

c) True.
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3.13 PROBABLE QUESTIONS

 A) Short Answer Type Questions

a) Define library automation.

b) What are the needs and purpose of library automation?

c) What do you mean by retrospective conversation?

B) Write short notes on the following

a) Selection of hardware for automation.

b) ISBD c) CCF

d) MARC e) UNIMARC

f)  OPAC

C) Essay Type Questions

a) Write a descriptive note on the areas of library automation.

b) Write a brief description of four standard bibliographic formats.

***  *****  ***
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UNIT 4: LIBRARY SOFTWARE PACKAGES

UNIT STRUCTURE

4.1 Learning Objectives

4.2 Introduction

4.3 Types of Library Software Packages

4.4 Concepts related to Software Packages

4.5 Criteria for selection and evaluation of Library Software Packages

4.6 Library Management Software Packages

4.7 Institutional Repository Software Packages

4.8 Content Management System (CMC)

4.9 Learning Management System (LMS)

4.10 Let Us Sum Up

4.11 Further Readings

4.12 Answers to Check Your Progress

4.13 Probable Questions

4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit you will be able to

 Know about library software packages;

 Know about the concept and terminologies used in conjunction

with library software packages;

 Know about the criteria for evaluation of library software pack-

ages;

 Know about different library management software packages.

4.2 INTRODUCTION

The computer cannot do anything without some programme or in-

struction or software. Unlike the hardware, software cannot be touched but

it instructs the computer what to do in a particular situation. Any type of

computer programme designed to perform some kind of library activities is

known as library software. It may be a simple programme to perform the job
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of acquisition or cataloguing or integrated library management software that

will perform the job of acquisition, cataloguing, circulation, serial control and

others. It may also be digital library management software which will man-

age the digital resources of the library or some other types, say a Learning

Management System or Content Management System, etc.

This unit will describe each and every aspect of the library software

packages. Due attention is given to list the free software packages (open

source and proprietary) that can be implemented without giving much stress

on library finance. Sometimes a few commercial software packages that

are also well proven also listed out to have a comparative study of the trend

of available functionality in both categories.

4.3 TYPES OF LIBRARY SOFTWARE PACKAGES

There are different library software packages, and each of them has

different functionability. The amalgamation of features adds a lot of difficul-

ties in categorizing the library software packages. However for the purpose

of our study, an attempt is made to categorize the library software pack-

ages into the following:

A) Based on Function Performed

i) Database Creation Software (E.g CDS/ISIS)

ii) Library House Keeping / Management Software Packages (Libsys,

OASIS, Sanjay, SLIM, SOUL)

iii) Institutional Repository Software Packages (CDSWare, Dspace, E-

prints, Fedora, Ganesha digital library, Greenstone)

B) Based on Source Code Availability

a) Proprietary software (SOUL)

b) Open Source Software Packages (Koha)

C) Based on Cost Factor

a) Completely Commercial (LibSys)

b) In-house Developed;

c) Shareware

d) Freeware (Gratis / Libre software)

e) Open Source Software
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4.4 CONCEPTS RELATED TO SOFTWARE PACKAGES

Open-source software is computer software whose source code is

available under a licence that permits the users to study, change, and im-

prove the software, and to redistribute it in modified or unmodified form.

When we talk about the software packages especially Open Sources

Software, we will come across some concepts or terminologies. Some of

the popular concept or terminologies are discussed below-

a) Open Archives Initiative (OAI): The Open Archives Initiative (OAI) is

an attempt to build a low-barrier interoperability framework for archives

or institutional repositories containing digital content. It allows service

providers to harvest metadata from the data providers. The collected

metadata thus obtained is used to provide "value-added services". More:

http://www.openarchives.org/

b) Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-

PMH): It is a protocol developed by the Open Archives Initiative. It is

used to harvest (or collect) the metadata descriptions of the records in

an archive so that services can be built using metadata from many ar-

chives. A number of software systems support the OAI-PMH, including

GNU EPrints from the University of Southampton and DSpace from MIT.

The OAI Protocol has been widely adopted by many digital libraries,

institutional repositories, and digital archives. Commercial search en-

gines have started using OAI-PMH to acquire more resources. Google

has started to accept OAI-PMH as part of their Sitemap Protocol, and

they are using OAI-PMH to harvest information from the National Library

of Australia Digital Object Repository. In 2004, Yahoo! acquired content

from OAIster (University of Michigan) that was obtained through

metadata harvesting with OAI-PMH. The mod_oai project is using OAI-

PMH to expose content to web crawlers that is accessible from Apache

Web servers. A number of large archives support the protocol including

arXiv and the CERN Document Server.

c) Directory of Open Access Repositories (OpenDOAR): OpenDOAR

is an authoritative directory of academic open access repositories. It
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provides the facility to “search for repositories” or “search repository

contents”. It also provides tools and support to both repository adminis-

trators and service providers in sharing the best practice and improving

the quality of the repository infrastructure. Website: http://

www.opendoar.org/

d) Richard Matthew Stallman:  Richard Matthew Stallman often abbrevi-

ated as "rms" (http://stallman.org/) is an American software freedom

activist and computer programmer. In September 1983, he launched

the GNU Project (http://www.gnu.org/gnu/initial-announcement.html) to

create a free Unix-like operating system. In October 1985 he founded

the Free Software Foundation (FSF). Stallman pioneered the concept

of copyleft and he is the main author of several copyleft licences includ-

ing the GNU General Public Licence, the most widely used free soft-

ware licence.

e) Application Programming Interface (API): An Application Program-

ming Interface (API) is an interface implemented by a software

programme which enables it to interact with other software. It facilitates

interaction between different software programmes similar to the way

the user interface facilitates interaction between humans and comput-

ers. An API is implemented by applications, libraries, and operating sys-

tems to determine their vocabularies and calling conventions, and is

used to access their services.

f) The Digital Library Federation (DLF): The Digital Library Federation

(DLF) is an international consortium of libraries and related agencies

that are pioneering the use of electronic-information technologies to

extend collections and services. Since its formation in 1995, DLF has

made a number of significant contributions to the academic library and

library services vendor communities. Website: http://www.diglib.org/

g) The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative: The Dublin Core Metadata Ini-

tiative, or "DCMI", is an open organization engaged in the development

of interoperable metadata standards that support a broad range of pur-

poses and business models. The Dublin Core set of metadata elements

provide a small and fundamental group of text elements through which
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most resources can be described and catalogued. It can describe physi-

cal resources such as books, digital materials such as video, sound,

image, or text files, and composite media like web pages. Metadata

records based on Dublin Core are intended to be used for cross-do-

main information resource description and have become standard in

the fields of library science and computer science. Implementations of

Dublin Core typically make use of XML and are Resource Description

Framework based. Website: http://dublincore.org/

h) Search / Retrieval via URL (SRU): SRU is a standard XML-focussed

search protocol for Internet search queries, utilizing Contextual Query

Language (CQL), a standard syntax for representing queries. Website:

http://www.loc.gov/standards/ or http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/

i) Free Software Foundation (FSF): The Free Software Foundation (FSF)

is a non-profit corporation founded by Richard Stallman in October 1985

to support the free software movement, a copyleft-based movement

which aims to promote the universal freedom to create, distribute and

modify computer software. Website: http://www.fsf.org/

j) Copyleft Licenses: Copyleft is a general method for making a program

(or other work) free, and requiring all modified and extended versions of

the program to be free as well. The GNU General Public Licence,

originally written by Richard Stallman, was the first copyleft licence to

see extensive use, and continues to dominate the licencing of copylefted

software. Creative Commons, a non-profit organization founded by

Lawrence Lessig, provides a similar licence called ShareAlike.

4.5 CRITERIA FOR SELECTION AND EVALUATION
OF LIBRARY SOFTWARE PACKAGES

In any endeavour in which we make a substantial investment of

money, energy, and time or other resources, we like to know what kind of

return we are getting. The ability to evaluate the return on our investment

gives us the basis on which to choose between alternatives. So an evalua-

tion is basically a judgment of worth, it is a matter of comparison of actual
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result with external standard, in the light of existing institutional realities which

may be relevant to evaluating the future trajectory of the programme or ser-

vices and provide an objective basis for decision making. Like any evalua-

tive process, library software evaluation is also quite a difficult task. It mainly

involves four basic aspects i.e.

a) Whether software will be commercial;

b) In-house developed software packages;

c) Freeware

d) Open Source Software

In case of commercial software, it will cost a huge investment. In

case of In-house developed software packages, it will consume much of

the library budget, time from the library staff (in the form of constant evalu-

ation and modification to the library software packages to become stable)

and create problem in retrospective conversion. In case of freeware, there

is a problem with technical support. But the Open Source Software has not

any major disadvantages, if it has a online community for technical support.

But in all cases, we have to consider the following procedure, features and

aids to evaluate the software package.

A) Preliminary Steps

a) Consulting Others: No one wants chosen software to stop unex-

pectedly, slow down on large network, report error message. So,

before making a choice, it will be better to consult a person who has

already used the software in the same way or consult people who

have already gained experience on that software package.

b) Reputation of the Referrer: The reputation of a person or the in-

stitution, his/her/its experience on that particular software is the next

point to be considered. The relation between the evaluator and the

referrer should also be justified at this point.

c) Existing Literature: It is better to go for the software after carefully

examining the existing literature and documentation on the particu-

lar software packages.
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B) Manufacturers and Vendor

a) Reputation of the Manufacturer and Vendor: What is the

reputation of the software vendor or manufacturer in the market or

for how long they are working in the field is the next important thing

to consider.

b) Training: Does the company or authority of the particular software

provide training? Where and how the training is conducted, whether

it is online, onsite? It is another point to be considered.

c) Documentation / Manual: Is training accompanied by easy-to-follow

supporting print material or manual. How good the manual is? It is

also an important point to consider.

d) Updating: Does the library automation system company from their

own website help to install, upgrade (web based updates), and

patches or simply help one with a particular function. How is the

new modification / new version of the software to be obtained by the

librarian?

e) Post Installation Support: Post installation support from the vendor.

C) General Features of the Software Package

a) Multiple Platforms: The software package chosen should run on

various computer platforms i.e. server, mainframe to simple PCs.

The software should also be able to run in multiple platforms such

as windows XP, windows 2000, windows N.T., etc.

b) Existing Standard : Software should support internationally known

standards such as MARC 21, CCF, AACR2, LCSH and data export/

import in ISO 2709 (MARC/ CCF). If possible, the software chosen

should also comply with UNICODE.

c) Integrated : The software should permit collaborative working and

all modules should be integrated in nature.

d) Flexibility : The software should make it easy to switch between

the OPAC and writing station because there are times when one

would want the public OPAC station to function as writing station

and at other times when would like the writing station to function as

OPAC. The software package chosen should also be so flexible as
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to handle the records of variable sizes.

e) Capacity : The restriction in total number of database / information

/ records in a database enable the software to be handled effectively.

f) Speed : Speed of operation in different environment.

g) Standardize Data Format for Import and Export : The software

should use standardized data format for importing and exporting of

data from and to the software.

h) De-Bugging Facility : De-bugging facility and scope of proper er-

ror message while executing the software are to be ensured.

i) User Friendliness : The software should build on GUI based envi-

ronment. It should provide expert advice and assistance in perform-

ing any task. It should empower the experienced user with short cut

and inexperienced user with menu driven icon, dialogue box, etc.

giving clickable access to the software. The software that is built on

other platform should have the mnemonic based command.

j) Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) : The Object Linking and

Embedding feature helps to create objects in one application and

then to embed it in a record of the software package running on the

computer. If the software package chosen has this feature then it is

good.

k) Effectiveness : Does the system meet the specification?

l) Reliability : Does the search in the software give consistent result?

m) Customization and Expandability : The system should permit

addition of new feature to meet the local need and use.

D) Services

a) Acquisition: Does the system carry out duplicate checking while

entering the data. Does it have the capacity to print accession

register? How effective the system is for data entry? Does the

software provide an easy way for editing records? Are insertion and

deletion of records easy?

b) Cataloguing: Cataloguing through retrospective conversion facility,

provision of catalogue card printing, etc.

c) Circulation : Provision for issue, return, renewal, grace period,
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overdue alert, computation of fines, reservation of document etc.

d) Serial Control: Provision of monitoring multiple issue of a serial,

provision of grace period for receiving the serial, provision of renewal,

overdue alert,  entering the abstract of a serial.

e) OPAC: Provision of reservation through OPAC, provision of searching

OPAC from outside the library, provision of searching the OPAC

and web simultaneously (Meta search) using a single word search.

f) Library Administration: The software should allow generation of

different kinds of reports i.e. collection statistics, circulation statistics

and also should be helpful to create one’s own specialized report to

meet the specialized need. It should also have the facility to assign

different right to the software for different categories of library staff.

E) New Technologies: The library software package should keep pace

with global technology, web enhancement, online information, virtual

services, provision of barcode facility, handling un-catalogued item etc.

a) Network Capabilities: Provision of LAN connectivity, scope of

integration of the software package with other school department,

provision of accessing the software from computer outside the

school walls via a web browser.

b) Web Enabling: Provision of web enabling through link to the

Application Service Provider (ASP) or to the school web server,

provision of internet connectivity, Email connectivity, etc. This is an

advantage, where the cataloguer can work from remote location and

OPAC can be accessed from both home and school, 24 hours a

day.

c) Enhanced MARC Data: Many softwares allow to catalogue website,

E-Books, AV resources in addition to the library resources. The

websites are added by the library media specialist manually.

d) Open Standard Technologies: Is the database built on open

standard technologies such as SQL, cold fusion, or XML that allows

different types of software to talk to each other? That means, different

modules of the software can easily and automatically share and update

any information is common e.g. students name, address etc.
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F) Securities

 a) Log on/off: The software should provide the students and staff

members the user id and passwords to log on/off facilities on their

own. The system must also allow the administrator to provide access

restriction to certain records/ fields of importance.

b) Power out Feature: Is any power out feature included?  The system

should be with a manual hand scanner available to check the material

in and out in the event of power failure that can later on easily be

connected to the computer system.

G) Cost Factor of the Software Package

a) Total Cost of the Software Package : If the system comes in

different modules (available in only circulation module, circulation

plus cataloguing module) then the total cost of the system. Is to be

considered whether the total cost is affordable or justified.

b) Cost of Support : Cost of training, on site support, etc.

c) Cost of Upgrade : Cost of future upgrades.

d) Future Exist Cost : In near future, if one wants to switch over to

another package then the cost involved in such cases should also

be considered.

e) Warranty: The software should come with performance and service

warranty.

The technologies are shifting the horizon of library software

packages every day, so, in choosing any software for library

automation, if possible, we should look for the software package

that has also the facility for federated search, and comply with the

Open URL and Barcode and RFID technologies.

4.6 LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
PACKAGES

Library management or automation software provides centralized

management and processes for different types of libraries and library

activities such as acquisition, cataloguing, circulation, administration,
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reporting and patron records. It provides integration of self-service kiosks

and online web portal access for catalogue search, content delivery or

reservation requests and such others. They also track and automate

notification of overdue books and fines.

In the following paragraphs, an attempt is made to list some of the

popular free and open source library automation software packages. A very

few commercial software packages are also discussed.

a) Automatización de Bibliotecas y Centros de Documentación

(ABCD): ABCD stands for "Automatización de Bibliotecas y Centros de

Documentación" (Spanish), which means: Library and Documentation

Centers Automation. Its development is promoted and coordinated by

BIREME, with the support of VLIR. ABCD is an integrated library

management system that covers all the major functions in a library. It is

able to manage acquisitions, management of bibliographic databases,

user management, loan management, control of periodicals, and so

on. It uses MARC-21 cataloguing formats and other current standards

or protocols (Dublin Core, METS, Z39.50) and published as Free and

Open Source Software (FOSS) with the accompanying tools for the

developer community. Website: http://reddes.bvsaude.org/projects/abcd

or http://sites.google.com/site/abcdtutorials/

b) DEL-PLUS: This software was designed and developed by Developing

Library Network (DELNET), New Delhi exclusively to work under all kinds

of libraries. It is able to manage the acquisition, cataloguing, circulation,

and administrative work of the library. It also has an OPAC end and

follows internationally recommended standards and formats such as

MARC 21. It is suitable for small and medium size libraries which have

collections upto one lakh holdings. It also supports Barcode. Website:

http://delnet.nic.in/software-development.htm

c) E-Granthalaya: e-Granthalaya is a library automation software from

National Informatics Centre, Department of Information Technology,

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, Government

of India. Using this software the libraries can automate in-house activities

as well as user services. The software can be implemented either in
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stand-alone or in client-server mode where the database and WebOPAC

are installed on the server PC while the data entry programme is installed

on client PCs. The software runs on Windows platform. The software is

provided at zero cost to the Ministries / Departments / Public / Academic

/ Universities / Colleges and school libraries. Besides, libraries set up in

Public / Private sectors may also approach the NIC for free copy of the

software.  Website: http://egranthalaya.nic.in/

d) Evergreen: Evergreen is an open source library management software,

freely licensed under the GNU GPL. It was first launched in September,

2006 in Georgia's PINES consortium. It is highly-scalable software for

libraries that helps library patrons find library materials, and helps the

libraries to manage, catalogue, and circulate those materials, no matter

how large or complex the libraries. are Evergreen has an active

community that participates in its coding, documentation, and direction

of the project. Website: http://www.open-ils.org/

e) FireFly: FireFly  is a Complete Public Library system. It is being written

in Python, Perl, with all data being stored in XML. The driving force behind

this project is to give public libraries a Free-Software set to run and

maintain library systems. Website: http://savannah.nongnu.org/projects/

firefly/

f) Koha: Koha is the world's first open-source Integrated Library System

(ILS) and it is distributed free of cost (open source, and so no license

fee, ever). It was initially developed in New Zealand by Katipo

Communications Ltd and first deployed in January of 2000 for

Horowhenua Library Trust. It is currently maintained by a team of software

providers and library technology staff from around the globe and is in

use worldwide in the libraries of all sizes. The name “Koha” comes

from the Maori word for a gift or donation.It runs on Linux, Unix, Windows

and MacOS platform. Koha is a comprehensive system that has the

capacity to intelligently run a library, large or small, real or virtual. Koha

is compliance with copy cataloguing and z39.50, MARC21 and UNIMARC

for professional cataloguers. The software can also be used as

document manager or digital library. Website: http://koha.org/
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g) Library Information and Management System (LIMS): LIMS is a

unique library system, designed, developed, implemented and fully tested

by library professionals. It is distributed free of cost to the libraries.

Website: http://www.paklag.org/limsFreeware.htm

h) Library Manager: Library Manager is a library management software.

It has been developed under GPL licence. Website: http://

libman.sourceforge.net/

i) LibSys 7: It is a web based library software product from Libsys Ltd.,

Gurgaon, Haryana. It has the modules for acquisition, cataloguing,

circulation, serials, article indexing, Web-OPAC, and reports. It supports

international standard like MARC21 (USMARC + CANMARC), Unicode,

SRU-SRW, Z39.50, NCIP-NISO, SICI-Barcode. If any library has the

sufficient fund, then it can be treated as the most field-proven library

system in a wide spectrum of libraries with unmatchable depth in

functionality and features. Website: http://www.libsys.co.in/

j) NewGenLib: NewGenLib is an integrated library management system

developed by Verus Solutions Pvt Ltd. Domain expertise is provided by

Kesavan Institute of Information and Knowledge Management in

Hyderabad, India. On 9th January 2008, NewGenLib was declared as

Open Source Software under GNU GPL Licence by Verus Solutions. It

is estimated that 2,500 libraries across 58 countries are using NewGenLib

as their Primary integrated library management system. Website: http:/

/www.verussolutions.biz

k) OpenBiblio: OpenBiblio is an easy to use, automated library system

written in PHP containing OPAC, circulation, cataloguing, and staff

administration functionality. The software is free. Website: http://

obiblio.sourceforge.net

l) Sanjay: The NISSAT sponsored a project to DESIDOC for developing

programmes on UNESCO’s CDS/ISIS for enabling a library to do

acquisition, circulation, etc. DESIDOC has successfully modified the

programmes and a new package based on CDS/ISIS was released in

1992 by the name of SANJAY. So, Sanjay is an augmented version of
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CDS/ISIS with modules prepared for the various house keeping

operations. The software is totally menu driven and works in windows

environment with LAN support. In India, NISSAT is the marketing agent

of this software. The package was released for marketing in September

1995.

m) Small Library Organizer Pro: It is a complete software for small private,

public, or corporate libraries. It able to manages all the library collections,

member / patron information, and keeps track of the library circulation

data. The package has a separate module called Designer. With

Designer one can modify Small Library solution or can build their own.

This is a freeware. Website: http://small-l ibrary-organizer-

pro.software.informer.com/1.0/

n) SOUL 2.0: Software for University Libraries (SOUL) is the state-of-the-

art library automation software designed and developed by the

INFLIBNET Centre, Ahmedabad. It is a user-friendly software developed

to work under client-server environment. Looking at the name of the

software, one may think that it is meant for the university libraries only,

but, in fact, it is flexible enough to be used for automating any type or

size of library. It is one of the best and proven software for all types of

libraries. Website: http://www.inflibnet.ac.in/soul/

o) WEBLIS: WEBLIS is a free-of-charge Web based Library Integrated

System based on CDS/ISIS. The system has been developed by the

Institute for Computer and Information Engineering (ICIE), Poland. The

current version of WEBLIS, available in English, consists of the

cataloguing system, OPAC (search), LOAN module, and statistical

module. WEBLIS runs through the WWW-ISIS engine. More: http://

portal.unesco.org/ci/fr/ev.php-URL_ID=16841&URL_DO=DO_

TOPIC&URL_ SECTION=201.html

4.7 INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY SOFTWARE
PACKAGES

An Institutional Repository (IR) is an online locus for collecting and

preserving in digital form the intellectual output of an institution, particularly
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a research institution. For a university, this would include materials such as

research journal articles (before (preprints) and after (postprints) undergoing

peer review, and digital versions of theses and dissertations, but it might

also include other digital assets generated by normal academic life, such

as administrative documents, course notes, or learning objects. The main

objectives for having an institutional repository is to provide open access to

institutional research output by self-archiving it and to store and preserve

other institutional digital assets, including the unpublished or otherwise easily

lost (grey) literature (e.g., theses or technical reports).

IRs are partly linked to the notion of a digital library i.e., collecting,

housing, classifying, cataloguing, curating, preserving, and providing access

to digital content, analogous with the library's conventional function of

collecting, housing, classifying, curating, preserving and providing access

to analog content.

There are different softwares for building institutional repositories.

Some well known software packages are described bellow

a) Dspace: Dspace was developed by Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) libraries & Hewlett-Packard labs. It runs on Unix or

Linux machine and Apache web server, Tomcat servlet engine and the

postgre SQL relational database system are required. The software is

released under BSD license. Website: http://www.dspace.org/

b) EPrints: Eprints was developed by University of  Southampton and

released under GNU General Public License. It runs on Unix machine

and Apache, MySQL database, Perl language is necessary for its

installation and operation. Website: http://www.eprints.org/software/

c) Green Stone Digital Library software (GSDL): The Greenstone Digital

Library Software is a suit of Open Source, multilingual software package

for building and distributing Digital Libraries. It provides a new way of

organizing information and publishing it on the Internet or on CD-ROM.

The software has been developed by the New Zealand Digital Library

Project at the University of Waikato, New Zealand. Greenstone is

supported by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) and the Human Info NGO, based in Antwerp,
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Belgium for spreading the benefits of this software to developing

countries. It is released under GNU General Public License and runs on

Windows, Linux / Unix machine that have Apache web server, MySQL

database and Perl language. Website: http://www.greenstone.org

4.8 CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)

A Content Management System (CMS) is a computer application

used to create, edit, manage, search and publish various kinds of digital

media and electronic text. CMSs are frequently used for storing, controlling,

versioning, and publishing industry-specific documentation such as news

articles, operators' manuals, technical manuals, sales guides, and marketing

brochures. A CMS may support the following features-

a) Identification of all key users and their content management roles;

b) Ability to assign roles and responsibilities to different content categories

or types;

c) Definition of workflow tasks for collaborative creation, often coupled with

event messaging so that content managers are alerted to changes in

content (for example, a content creator submits a story, which is

published only after the copy editor revises it and the editor-in-chief

approves it.);

d) Ability to track and manage multiple versions of a single instance of

content;

e) Ability to capture the content (e.g. scanning);

f)  Ability to publish the content to a repository to support access to the

content through different search and retrieval techniques;

Besides the above, a CMS may also have the following provisions:

g) Communication application such as video conferencing;

h) Administration components such as whiteboards for brainstorming,

appointment scheduling, project management, etc.

A CMS has the following advantages over other paper based

information sources
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a) Reduction of paper handling and error-prone manual processes;

b) Reduction of paper storage;

c) Reduction of lost documents;

d) Faster access to information;

e) Online access to information that was formerly available only on paper,

microfilm, or microfiche;

f) Improved control over documents and document-oriented processes;

f) Streamlining of time-consuming business processes;

g) Security over document access and modification;

h) Providing reliable and accurate audit trail;

i) Improved tracking and monitoring, with the ability to identify bottlenecks

and modifying the system to improve efficiency.

In the following paragraphs a few widely used CMS are discussed

in brief.

a) Drupal: Drupal is a free and open source content management system

(CMS) written in PHP and distributed under the GNU General Public

License. The Drupal contains basic features common to most CMSs.

These include user account registration and maintenance, menu

management, RSS-feeds, page layout customization, and system

administration. The Drupal core installation can be used as a

brochureware website, a single- or multi-user blog, an Internet forum,

or a community website providing for user-generated content. Website:

http://drupal.org/

b) Joomla: Joomla is a free and open source content management system

for publishing content on the World Wide Web and intranets. It includes

features such as page caching, RSS feeds, printable versions of pages,

news flashes, blogs, polls, search, and support for language

internationalization. Website: http://www.joomla.org/

c) MediaWiki: MediaWiki is a popular free web-based wiki software

application developed by and used on all projects of the Wikimedia

Foundation, as well as on many other wiki websites worldwide. The first

version of the software was deployed to serve the needs of the free

content Wikipedia encyclopedia in 2002. Now it is deployed by many
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companies as a content management system for internal knowledge

management. Website: http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki

d) Zope: Z Object Publishing Environment (Zope) is a free and open-source,

object-oriented web application server written in the Python programming

language. Zope is used for building web applications, content

management systems, and dynamic websites of all kinds. Website:

http://www.zope.org/

4.9  LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)

A Learning Management System (LMS) or Courseware Management

System is a software application for the administration, documentation,

tracking, and reporting of training programmes, classroom and online events,

e-learning programmes, and training content.

LMSs range from systems for managing training and educational

records to software for distributing courses over the Internet with features

for online collaboration. Student self-service (e.g., self-registration on

instructor-led training), training workflow (e.g., user notification, manager

approval, wait-list management), the provision of on-line learning (e.g.,

computer-based training, read & understand), on-line assessment,

management of continuous professional education (CPE), collaborative

learning (e.g., application sharing, discussion threads), and training resource

management (e.g., instructors, facilities, equipment), are dimensions to

Learning Management Systems.

The following are some of the popular LMS softwares

a) ATutor: ATutor is an Open Source Web-based Learning Management

System (LMS). It is used in various contexts, including online course

management, continuing professional development for teachers, career

development, and academic research. The software is cited as unique

for its accessibility features, (useful to visually-impaired and disabled

learners); and for its suitability for educational use. Website: http://

www.atutor.ca/

b) Brihaspati (The Virtual Classroom): Brihaspati is an open source
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learning management system and of Indian origin. Website: http://

home.iitk.ac.in/~ynsingh/tool/brihaspati.shtml

c) Claroline: Claroline is a collaborative eLearning and eWorking platform

(Learning Management System) released under the GPL Open Source

license. It allows hundreds of organizations worldwide ranging from

universities to schools and from companies to associations to create

and administer courses and collaboration spaces over the web. Website:

http://www.claroline.net

d) Moodle: Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment

(Moodle) is a free and open-source e-learning software platform, also

known as a Course Management System, Learning Management

System, or Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). It is developed by Martin

Dougiamas to help the educators create online courses with a focus on

interaction and collaborative construction of content. Website: http://

moodle.org/

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Q 1 : Match the Following

a) OpenDOAR         i)  Founded Free Software Foundation (FSF).

b) Richard Matthew       ii)   Developed by the Open Archives

    Stallman       Initiative.

c) Digital Library             iii)  A Copyleft License.

    Federation (DLF)

d) The GNU General      iv)  An international consortium of libraries

     Public License            and related agencies.

e) OAI-PMH Protocol      v) Authoritative directory of academic

           open access repositories.

 Q 2 : Match the Following

a) LibSys 7 i)  Developed by Wikimedia Foundation.

b) Dspace ii) Example of Content Management

              System (CMS).
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c) GSDL iii) Developed by Massachusetts

     Instituteof Technology (MIT) libraries

     & Hewlett-Packard labs.

d) EPrints iv) Developed by the New Zealand

   Digital Library Project at the University of

   Waikato, New Zealand.

e) Drupal  v) Institutional Repository Software

Package.

f) MediaWiki vi)  An example of Learning Management

    System (LMS).

g) Moodle vii) Example of Library Management

     Software.

 Q 3:  Write Full Form of the Following

a) API. ..........................................................................

b) CMS. ..........................................................................

c) DCMI. ..........................................................................

d) DLF ..........................................................................

e) FSF ..........................................................................

f) GSDL. ..........................................................................

g) OAI. ..........................................................................

h) OAI-PMH. ..........................................................................

i) SRU. ..........................................................................

4.10 LET US SUM UP

There are different software packages available for different activities

of a library. Sometime they are bundled together with lots of cool features to

form an integrated library management software.

The open source softwares are gaining importance day by day. They

provide a free licence with the additional facility of extensive customization
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to meet the local need. In case of commercial proprietary library

management software SOUL 2.0, and LibSys 7 are popular in India. In case

of free proprietary software, the E-Granthalaya of NIC is gaining importance

and in case of Open Source software, Koha is day by day heading to win

the race.

In case of Institutional Repository Software Packages, the Green

Stone Digital Library software (GSDL), EPrints, and Dspace are deployed

in different institutions in India. In the category of Content Management

System (CMC), Drupal, Joomla, and MediaWiki is used where as from the

category of Learning Management System (LMS), Moodle are favoring by

large number of institutes.

4.11  FURTHER READINGS

1) Baruah, Deepa (2002). A study on the library software packages SOUL

and LIBPLUS with special reference to data entry and data retrieval

techniques (MLISc Dissertation, Gauhati University).

2) Borkakati, Shatabdi (2001). Evaluation of library software packages

(MLISc Dissertation, Gauhati university).

3) Mukhopadhyay, Partha Sarathi. Progress of Library Management

Softwares: an Indian Scenario. Available over web at: https://

drtc.isibang.ac.in/bitstream/handle/1849/189/lmss2a.PDF?sequence=2

4) Schrock, Kathy. Library automation: A buying guide. Available over web

at : http://www.techlearning.com/story/showarticle.jhtml?a

rticleid=17602661

5) Welgus, Barry. Library automation: software functionality issues.

Available over web at: http://www.curriculum.ed.au/scis/connections/

cnetw02/42automation.htm
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4.12 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Ans to Q No 1:

a) OpenDOAR i) Authoritative directory of aca

demic open access repositories.

b) Richard Matthew Stallman ii) Founded Free Software Foun

dation (FSF).

c) Digital Library Federation iii) An international consortium of

    (DLF) libraries and related agencies.

d) The GNU General Public iv) A Copyleft License.

     License

e) OAI-PMH Protocol v) Developed by the Open Archives

Initiative.

Ans to Q No 2:

a) LibSys 7 i)Example of Library Management

Software.

b) Dspace ii)Developed by Massachusetts Institute

of Technology (MIT) libraries & Hewlett-

Packard labs.

c) GSDL iii)Developed by the New Zealand

Digital Library Project at the University

of Waikato, New Zealand.

d) EPrints iv)Institutional Repository Software

Package.

e) Drupal v)Example of Content Management

System (CMS).

f) MediaWiki vi)Developed by Wikimedia Foundation.

g) Moodle vi)An example of Learning Management

System (LMS)

Ans to Q No 3:
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a) API = Application Programming Interface.

b) CMS = Content Management System.

c) DCMI = Dublin Core Metadata Initiative.

d) DLF = Digital Library Federation.

e) FSF = Free Software Foundation.

f) GSDL = Green Stone Digital Library software.

g) OAI = Open Archives Initiative.

h) OAI-PMH = Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting.

i) SRU = Search / Retrieval via URL.

4.13 PROBABLE QUESTIONS

A) Write Short Notes on the Following

a) E-Granthalaya

b) Koha

c) SOUL 2.0

B) Essay Type Questions

a) Describe the criteria for selection and evaluation of library software

packages.

b) Describe the library management software with a few examples.

c) Write descriptive notes on Institutional repository softwares.

d) What is a CMS. Describe with examples.

e) Describe LMS with examples.

*** ***** ***
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UNIT 5: LIBRARY NETWORK AND CONSORTIUM

UNIT STRUCTURE

5.1 Learning Objectives

5.2 Introduction

5.3 Library Cooperation

5.4 Library Network

5.4.1    Online Computer Library Centre (OCLC)

5.4.2    INFormation and LIBrary NETwork (INFLIBNET)

5.4.3    Developing Library Network (DELNET)

5.5 Library Consortia

5.5.1     Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and

Technology (INDEST) Consortium

5.5.2    UGC-Infonet E-journal Consortium

5.6 Let Us Sum Up

5.7 Further Readings

5.8 Answers to Check Your Progress

5.9 Probable Questions

5.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit you will be able to

  Describe library cooperation;

  Discuss the means of library cooperation;

  Find different library networks and their activities;

  Define the functions of OCLC, INFLIBNET, DELNET;

  Explain the concept of library consortia.

5.2 INTRODUCTION

The sharing of library resources started with the concept of inter

library loan, under which a library can get a document from another library
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on loan for a certain period. It was followed by the term “Library Coopera-

tion”, but now in its revised and improved form it is called as “Resource

Sharing”. Today, it is called “Library Network” or “Library Consortia”, which

is one of the cooperative ways of sharing online resources. The inter library

loan means sharing of the resources of one library by the other libraries on

demand, when they are needed by its user i.e sharing one’s assets with

others.

Library Cooperation / Resource Sharing / Networking / Consortia all

denote a mode of cooperation among a number of libraries whereby the

library collection, function or services are shared by a number of libraries.

According to Allen Kent the goals are to provide a positive net effect on the

library user in terms of access to more material or services and or on the

library budget in terms of providing level service at less cost, increased

service at level cost or much more service at less cost than if undertaken

individually.

5.3 LIBRARY COOPERATION

Library cooperation is a social phenomenon by which libraries are

mutually engaged to increase the service capabilities of a single library and

by which the librarians extend their option to serve clients. It includes shar-

ing materials or function or services that constitute a library system. A ma-

terial includes both documentary and non documentary forms. The function

covers the activities concerning the acquisition, processing, storage, etc.

services include techniques, activities and procedures employed to estab-

lish contact between the document and its consumer i.e. lending, refer-

ence, documentation, translation, etc. Library cooperation also can be looked

upon as a broader term than resource sharing or networking or consortia.

a) Types of Library Cooperation: Based on the geographical area cov-

ered, library cooperation may be of

i) International Level: E.g. Universal Availability of Publication (UAP)

programme introduced by IFLA, Universal Bibliographic Control

(UBC)];
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ii) National Level: E.g. National Social Science Documentation Center

(NASSDOC);

iii) Regional Level and

iv) Local Level.

Based on the functional area covered Library Cooperation may be

i) Sharing of documentary resources (cooperative acquisition, coop-

erative processing, cooperative storage for the documents which

are less used, cooperative delivery system ie inter library lending,

development of network, developing consortia.

ii) Sharing of manpower resources (arrangement for the cooperative

staff training and such).

iii) Sharing of other library facilities or equipment (for eg. sharing of the

computer and reprographic equipment that cannot be afforded by

small libraries due to their high cost), and sharing of finance.

Based on subject basis it may be general or subject based.

b) Kinds of Library Cooperation: Following are some of the kinds of

library cooperation.

i) Co-operative Acquisition : The process of acquisition involves

selecting, placing orders to vendors, passing of bills, payments, etc.

All these activities can be minimized by cooperative acquisition. This

will also result in saving the cost, earning of a larger discount, saving

time and clerical labor.

The INSDOC, New Delhi, initiated Centralized Acquisition of

Periodicals (CAP) through which it is acquiring foreign periodicals

for about 30 CSIR laboratories.

ii) Cooperative Processing: If each library, within the network of

resources sharing, processes a book through the computer then

the job of cataloguing can be shared by all the libraries within the

network in the form of-

 Printed Catalogue Card Service: In this process some

libraries, usually of national status, undertake the responsibility

of producing printed catalogue cards which are available on a

payment basis for other libraries. The Library of Congress and
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BNB are producing printed catalogue card service.

 Prenatal Cataloguing / Cataloguing In Publication (CIP): The

term prenatal cataloguing was used by Dr. S. R. Ranganathan.

Prenatal technical work involves completion of technical work

by the national central library of a country on each book before

its release by the publisher.

            The Cataloguing in Publication (CIP) programme was initiated

by Library of Congress (LOC), USA in 1971 with 27 participating

publishers. The process of classification and cataloguing of a

publication is done before the book is released. The cataloguing

data provided by the LOC is printed on the reverse of the title

page which helps the individual libraries in copying down the

data on their catalogue card.

 Centralized Classification and Cataloguing: Centralized

classification and cataloguing service of Online Computer Library

Centre (OCLC), and Machine Readable Catalogue * MARC)

project of the Library of Congress are remarkable in this direction.

Online cataloguing, retrospective conversion using databases

also lead to economy with quality.

iii) Cooperative Storage: Every library has limited space for storage

of books. So the old and less used books are weeded out regularly

to provide space for new acquisition. Moreover, the maintenance of

the unused or little used books not only consumes valuable space

of the library but also involves money and labour. So, by resources

sharing a centralized cooperative storage of less used books can

be achieved.

The material which is not in active use may be stored on a

cooperative basis at a central dormitory. With the initiative of

NASSDOC (ICSSR), New Delhi and Jawarharlal Nehru University,

Delhi an Inter Library Resource Centre (ILRC) was established in

New Delhi in 1975. Some 38 libraries of Delhi deposited their less

used serial and government documents at the centre.
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5.4 LIBRARY NETWORK

Library networking is an arrangement or a structure that links a group

of libraries which have agreed to work together and / or share their resources

in an organized basis to a certain degree. It can be defined as a “two or

more libraries engaged in a common pattern of information exchange

through communication for some functional purposes”. It is meant to

promote and facilitate sharing of resources available within a group of

participating libraries.

a) Definition: The National Commission on Libraries and Information

Science (NCLIS) in its National Programme Document (1975) defines

a network as: “two or more libraries and/or other organizations engaged

in a common pattern of information exchange, through communications,

for some functional purpose. A network usually consists of a formal

arrangement whereby materials, information and services provided by

a variety of libraries and other organizations are available to all potential

users. Libraries may be in different jurisdictions but they agree to serve

one another on the same basis as each serves its own constituents.

Computer and telecommunications may be among the tools used for

facilitating communication among them”.

b) Precondition for Networking: The agreements between library

authorities of different libraries, building or developing required

infrastructure, maintenance of standardization in terms of classification

schemes, cataloguing schemes, uses of some common library

management software and so on are some of the preconditions before

developing any kind of network. Some other preconditions are

i) Automation of the Member Library: For the success of network

in the long run, each of the member libraries must have a policy to

automate every function of the library – acquisition, cataloguing,

classification, serials control, circulation, SDI, current awareness

services etc. – in the shortest possible time. This helps the library to

have a computer environment which is required to design, develop,

maintain and to operate several databases, to reduce the cost of
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library operations as well as network operations.

ii) Hardware and Software: The network should be able to

recommend to participating libraries the type of hardware and

software they need for their in-house functions and for networking

purposes. Hardware should be selected considering the number of

entries the participating libraries can generate within the next 3-5

years.

iii) Trained Manpower: If there is no adequate trained manpower in

each of the member libraries, attempts should be made to train or/

and recruit new skilled library personnel.

iv Standardization: For the purpose of creating databases, it is

essential to agree upon a standard. All libraries should follow a

standard MARC format, AACR-II, a standard thesaurus like Library

of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) etc. uniformly. Although efforts

should be made to have one classification scheme for all participating

libraries yet the use of different numbers should not become a hurdle

as search requests are mostly about authors, titles, editors and

subject descriptions.

Besides the above, it is preferable to have certain

communication facilities such as Fax, Telex, Telephone, etc. as a

part of the network system in each of the member libraries for the

effective working of the network. E-mail and internet facilities should

be available with the libraries and they should be able to access

international databases, preferably individually or through the network

host to begin with.

c) Advantages of Networking: The advantages of library networking are

as follows:

i) Cooperative Collection Development: In the age of information

explosion no individual library, however resourceful, can be self-

sufficient in terms of documents. For a library, however rich it may

be impossible to acquire and store all the documents within its four

walls. Networking will help to develop collection in terms of books,

periodicals, patents, standards, audio visual, CDs etc and share
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those resources.

ii) Meets Specialized User Demand: User needs are varied and

diversified. To meet the specialized need one has to approach such

special collection or special service that are available in special

libraries. Networking will help in the sharing of experience and

expertise of the library personnel.

iii) Breaks Financial Constraint: The library budgets are decreasing.

With the provision of library networking a library can arrange for

cooperative staff training, can exchange the staff for performing some

technical works. Sharing of the finance for cooperative acquisition

and collection development, processing, etc can also be made.

iv) Reduces Unnecessary Duplication of Work: The networking will

remove the efforts in duplication of classification, cataloguing, and

such others.

v) Barrier Breaker: Library networking is needed to break the barriers

of distance and time. Further, it will reduce the physical movement

of materials.

vi) Sharing of Hardware Resources: Expensive computer equipment,

microfilming equipment, digitizing devices for newspaper,

reprographic systems, etc can be procured by a networking group

for the benefit of all the libraries of the network. Networking is also

needed to connect personal computer with the mainframe or super

computer for problem solving.

vii)Sharing of Software Resources: The software that is too

expensive to procure by individual libraries can be procured and

shared by the network for solving larger programmes, information

retrieval, and so on. The software can be installed in the central

computer and all other computers can be used as client.

viii) Development of Union Catalogue: Network helps in developing

union catalogue to refer the user to the documents in any of the

other participating libraries and it can be consulted by the user in

order to know which document is available in which library. For

example, Union Catalogue of Social Science Serials was compiled
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and published by the NASSDOC (ICSSR), New Delhi in 1980s.

ix) Development of Database: Library network helps in developing

special database to meet some special need by the participatory

libraries. Again, through networking the local information which is

available over the network can be controlled locally that satisfies the

accuracy. For example, National Union Catalogue of Scientific Serial

in India (1988) was the result of the work of INSDOC in collaboration

with several scientific libraries all over India.

x) Document Delivery Service (DDS): Networks enable librarians,

faced with clients’ information needs beyond their local resources,

to identify and obtain materials and services for those clients. The

interlibrary loan, Document Delivery Service (DDS) provides the user

the required documents irrespective of its location.

xi) Humanware: Manpower training and refresher course facilities –

stimulating, promoting and coordinating research and training

programme for library staff- can be arranged by the network

members.

d) Development of Library Network in India: At international level Joint

Academic NETwork (JANET), Online Computer Library Centre (OCLC),

etc are functioning properly. The examples of library networks in the

western countries suggest that all networks based on a fee structure

can be maintained without grant and are viable in the long run.

NICNET, established by National Informatics Centre (NIC) in 1977

was started in the late 1987’s. It is one of the largest VSAT Networks of its

kind in the world. It was launched basically for getting and providing

information from/to district levels to facilitate planning process. It links for

regional nodes at Delhi, Pune, Bhubneswar and Hyderabad and has

established 32 nodes at state and union territory levels and 439 nodes at

district headquarters.

At national level INDONET is India’s first data communication and

computer network that was started in March 1986 by CMC Ltd. It was

launched as a solution to the growing need for providing timely, well

processed data to various institutions. In the First phase, they have mainly
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network in Mumbai, Calcutta and Chennai. Later, Delhi and Hyderabad were

also linked as additional stations. INDONET presently has an international

gateway which provides access to the world wide pocket switched networks

like USA’s Global Networks Systems (GNS) and Internet.

Education and Research Network (ERNET) <http://www.eis.ernet.in/

> was launched by the Department of Education (DOE), Govt. of India in

late 1986 with financial assistance from United Nationals Development

Programme (UNDP) to provide academic and research institutions with

electronic mail facilities. It is currently used by DSIR Labs, research centres

and academic institutions.

Scientific and Industrial Research Network (SIRNET) was established by

INSDOC in late 1989 to interconnect all the CSIR laboratories and other

R&D institutions in India.

The success of the above networks and the initiatives taken by

NISSAT, UGC, Planning Commission and other departments of Govt. of

India have led to the establishment and development of library networks in

India.

CALIBNET was established by NISSAT in 1986 in Calcutta. It was

the first library network visualized. At present, it has become the centre for

CD-ROM databases which are acquired from outside sources. DELNET

was established in 1988 in Delhi by India International Centre with the initial

financial support of NISSAT. It is the first operational library network in India.

INFLIBNET was established by UGC in 1988 and its operations began in

1991. It is a network of university and college libraries. MALIBNET is the

result of the need for interconnecting libraries and information centres in

Chennai, which was visualized by INSDOC in 1991. INSDOC undertook a

feasibility study which was completed in March 1992. MALIBNET was

registered as a society in Chennai in Feb. 1993. Some other library networks

in India are PUNENET (1992) in Pune, ADINET (1993) in Ahmedabad,

BONET (1994) in Mumbai, MYLIBNET (1994) in Mysore (Chennai), and

BALNET (1995) in Bangalore.
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5.4.1 Online Computer Library Centre (OCLC)

OCLC is a library network of USA. In 1967, the presidents of

the colleges and universities in the state of Ohio founded the Ohio

College Library Center (OCLC) to develop a computerized system

in which the libraries of Ohio academic institutions could share

resources and reduce costs. It was established under the guidance

of library automation pioneer Frederic Kilgour. In 1977, the Ohio

members of OCLC adopted changes in the governance structure

that enabled libraries outside Ohio to become members and

participate in the election of the Board of Trustees; the Ohio College

Library Center became OCLC, Inc. In 1981, the legal name of the

corporation became Online Computer Library Center, Inc (OCLC)

<http://www.oclc.org/>.

a) Objectives: The objectives of OCLC are

i) To establish, maintain and operate a computerized library

network and to promote the evolution of library use, of

libraries themselves and of librarianship;

ii) To provide processes and products for the benefit of library

users and libraries;

iii) To Increase the availability of library resources to individual

library patrons and to reduce the rate-of-rise of library per-

unit costs, and

iv) To further the ease of access to and the use of the ever-

expanding body of worldwide scientific, literary and

educational knowledge and information.

b) Membership:  Together OCLC member libraries make up the

world's largest consortium. More than 53 thousand libraries in

96 countries and territories around the world use OCLC services

to locate, acquire, catalogue, lend and preserve library materials.

c) Functions and Activities:

i) Cataloguing and Metadata: OCLC offers full-service online

cataloguing, simple copy cataloguing, MARC record
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collections, off line cataloguing, customized OCLC

cataloguing from library’s materials vendor, automated copy

cataloguing for materials purchased and custom cataloguing

serviced.

ii) Dewey Decimal Classification System: OCLC administers

the Dewey Decimal Classification system, the most widely

used library classification system in the world. It also provides

WebDewey, the online version that is continually updated.

iii) Open WorldCat:  WorldCat is the world’s largest

bibliographic database. The Open WorldCat programme

makes it feasible to internet users who broadly search the

Web at popular search portals to discover materials owned

by OCLC libraries. Current Open WorldCat participants

include Yahoo! Search (http://www.yahoo.com) and Google

(http://www.google.com).

iv) OCLC Research:  OCLC’s 25-year-old Research arm

furthers the science of librarianship by incubating new

information access and exchange technologies, sponsoring

the work of library scientists and serving on global standards

bodies (including those of the Dublin Core and Open Archives

initiatives).

v) Digitization and Preservation: OCLC’s digitization,

microfilm and archival services are designed to protect,

share, and manage collections. The Intercat and Persistent

Uniform Resource Locators (PURLs) are such project of

OCLC.

vi) Standardization: OCLC Terminologies Service provides

single interface to access multiple thesauruses. Access

often-used controlled vocabularies such as mesh, gmgpc,

gsafd, lctgm, ngl and dct.

vii) Publication: OCLC regularly develops and publishes studies

and other informational documents that all libraries can use

for "future-forward" planning. Recent reports include:
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“2004 Information Format Trends: Content, Not Containers”,

“The 2003 OCLC Environmental Scan: Pattern Recognition”,

etc.

viii) Mailing Lists and Forum: “WebJunction” is a Web-based

community dedicated to the emerging technology and training

needs of librarians. It was funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation’s U.S. Library Program, and coordinated by

OCLC and other partners. WebJunction feature articles,

handouts, courses and forum discussions address the real

issues that librarians and library staff face everyday. OCLC

also maintains groups and forums to foster and maintain

communication with its members.

ix) Others: NetLibrary provides full-text digital books, journals,

newspapers and other published works in hundreds of subject

areas. NetLibrary, OCLC's eBook division, recently celebrated

the surpassing of the 58,000-title milestone. The Electronic

Collections Online provides easy Web access to thousands

of full-text academic and professional journals.

The Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) is a nonprofit,

membership based, computer library service and research

organization dedicated to the public purposes of furthering

access to the world's information and reducing information

costs. Its Headquarters is in Dublin, Ohio, USA.

5.4.2 INFormation and LIBrary NETwork (INFLIBNET)

In April 1988, the University Grant Commission (UGC)

constituted a committee under the chairmanship of Prof. Yash Pal,

to work out the details of a university information library networking

system. The report of this working group was published in December

1988 containing a project proposal for the establishment and

development of an information and library network. Finally, in April

1991, INFLIBNET was initiated by the UGC. It can be defined as a
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computer communication network of libraries and information centres

of universities, institutions of national importance, Research and

Development Institutions, bibliographical information centres etc,

thereby improving the capability in information handling and services.

a) Objectives: INFLIBNET Centre is an Autonomous Inter-

University Centre (IUC) of University Grants Commission (UGC)

involved in creating infrastructure for the sharing of library and

information resources and services among the academic and

research institutions.

b) Organization

i) National Centre: One national centre at Ahemdabad.

ii) Regional Centre: 4 Regional centre located in four

geographical region of the country. They are -

 North: Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.

 South: Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.

 East: Jadavpur University, Kolkata.

 West: University of Poona, Pune.

iii) Sectoral Centre: These are means for bibliographic and

information services. About 40 Sectoral Information Centre

(S.I.C.) will be set up in due course.

iv) Document Resource Centre (DRC): About 100 library /

Information centres will be deigned as Document Resource

centre. They will provide Document Delivery Service and they

will be identified based on their collection strength.

Each regional centre will maintain the copies of union

catalogue of other regions so that Union Catalogue enquires

relating to the whole country holding can be solved at the regional

centre itself. The terminal of the college / department library is to

be connected to the University library, the terminal of the

University library is to be connected to the Regional centre,

sectoral centre and D.R. Centers.

c) Resources: The main resources of INFLIBNET are.
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i) University catalogue: The catalogue of document,

periodicals, thesis forms major part of INFLIBNET resources.

ii) Research & Development Library Catalogue: The

collection of NISCAIR and NASSDOC.

iii) National Library: The computerized catalogue of the

National Library of Kolkata.

iv) Indigenous Databases: The databases of discipline oriented

information centre such as Machine tools, Food technology,

Leather technology, Drugs, Aeronautics are considered as

input to the INFLIBNET resources.

d) Functions and Activities

i) SOUL Software: INFLIBNET has developed library

management software known as SOUL. It is associated with

its training, installation and up-gradation. Under Prime

Minister’s special package to NE India, SOUL packages are

given free of cost to those libraries which are under 2F or

12B of UGC. Delivery of SOUL package is done through the

UGC Regional office. The SOUL 2.0 was launched in 2009.

ii) Institutional Repository: INFLIBNET Centre develops a

digital repository using DSpace software. It hosts

INFLIBNET’s Press and Media related documents,

INFLIBNET's Annual Reports, INFLIBNET's Convention

Proceedings, INFLIBNET's Special Seminar, etc.

iii) Electronic Submission of Theses and Dissertations

(ETD): It is a joint venture of UGC, INFLIBNET takes an active

role in making it mandatory to submit the electronic copy of

a thesis whenever the research scholars submit their thesis

to the respective university or institutions for the PhD degree.

iv) IndCat: Online Union Catalogue of Indian Universities: It is

unified Online Library Catalogues of books, theses and

journals available in major university libraries in India.

v) CCF to MARC Conversion Utility: INFLIBNET launched

an open source utility primarily focused on libraries, where
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one needs to convert CCF data to MARC21 format.

Development of tool has been done with VB.Net 2005 with

Framework 2.0. It can be found in <http://sourceforge.net/

projects/ccftomarcconver/>

vi) Standardization: MARC – II has been accepted as

bibliographic standard for data capturing.

vii) Seminars, Conferences, Workshops and Training:

INFLIBNET is regularly conducting Convention on Automation

of Libraries in Education and Research Institutions

(CALIBER) and Promotion of Library Automation and

Networking in North Eastern Region (PLANNER) every year.

From 2009, the authority of INFLIBNET has decided to hold

CALIBER and PLANNER every alternate year. Besides, it

also conducts INFLIBNET Regional Training Programme on

Library Automation (IRTPLA) and Attachment Training

Programme for Practicing Librarians and Computer

Professionals of North Eastern Region.

viii) Mailing Lists and Forum: As on November, 2009

INFLIBNET is maintaining four online mailing lists besides

its “INFLIBNET Centre Blog” <http://www.inflibnet.ac.in/blog/

> that provides news and announcement related to the

INFLIBNET.

INFLIBNET is a cooperative venture. So its resource

strength depends on its participants. The development of

SOUL is likely to give more revenue to INFLIBNET and

provide justification for more and more libraries to join it. As

a resource, it is hoped that INFLIBNET will grow faster as a

service based library network in India. The INFLIBNET Library

plays a vital role in the collection development and

dissemination of scientific and technical information to meet

the present and future needs of the Centre.
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5.4.3 Developing Library Network (DELNET)

DELNET <http://www.delnet.nic.in/> stands for Developing

Library Network (formerly Delhi Library Network). It is the first

operational library network in India. It was started as a project of the

India International Centre in January 1988 with the initial, financial

and technical assistance by National Information System for Science

and Technology (NISSAT), Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, Govt. of India. It was registered as a society in June 1992

under the Societies Registration Act of 1860 and is currently being

promoted by the National Informatics Centre (NIC), Planning

Commission, Govt. of India and India International Centre, New Delhi.

a) Objectives

a) To promote sharing of resources among the libraries by

developing a network of libraries, by collecting, storing and

disseminating information and by offering computerized

services to the users.

b) To offer guidance to the member libraries on cataloguing

database services, circulation, acquisition, serials control,

online services, selection of hardware and software, etc.

c) To coordinate efforts for suitable collection development and

for reducing unnecessary duplication wherever possible.

d) To establish a referral centre, to monitor and/or facilitate

catalogue search and maintain a central online union

catalogue of books, serials, and non-book materials of all

the participating libraries.

e) To facilitate and promote delivery of documents manually and

mechanically.

f) To develop specialist bibliographic database of books, serials

and non-book materials.

g) To develop a database of projects, specialists and institutions.

h) To possess and maintain electronic and mechanical

equipment for the fast communication of information and
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delivery of electronic mail.

i) To coordinate with other regional, national and international

networks for exchange of information and documents.

j) To undertake, facilitate and provide for the publication of

newsletters/journals devoted to networking and sharing of

resources.

b) Membership: Till 2001, DELNET had two hundred and forty three

libraries as its members, including both institutional and

associate-institutional members which are 235 in India and 8

outside India.

c) Functions and Activities

i) Resource Sharing: DELNET saved foreign exchange worth

Rs. 10 million by rationalizing subscriptions to foreign

periodicals during 1991, 1992 and 1993 through resource

sharing. This was mainly achieved in the fields of physical

science, medical science and agricultural sciences.

ii) Online Databases: DELNET has around twenty databases

available online for their users which include Union Catalogue

of Books (in member libraries), Union List of Current

Periodicals, Union Catalogue of Periodicals, database of

Indian Specialist (Who’s who), multilingual Book Database,

etc.

iii) DDS: DELNET members can place their inter-library loan

requests through their ILL online facility, which is available

on the union catalogue of books database. In 1991, a courier

service was started on contract basis with a private agency

for inter library lending among the participating libraries but it

was not very effective. Later, DELNET introduced its own

courier service with the financial help of NIC. The service is

well used.

iv) Development of Software: Earlier DELNET provided CDS/

ISIS software for storage and retrival purpose, developed by

UNESCO through NISSAT, but presently it is distributing its
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own software DELSIS. It has also created software, viz.

DELDOS and DEL-WINDOWS for creating MARC records.

v) Standardization: A standardization committee of DELNET

has been meeting from time to time. DELNET uses CCF for

interlibrary exchange of bibliographic data, accept AACR-II

for cataloguing and LCSH is recommended for thesaurus.

vi) Seminars, Conferences, Workshops and Training:

DELNET also organizes national workshops, seminars and

meets on library networking from time to time. DELNET has

been organizing National Annual convention on Library and

Information Networking (NACLIN) regularly.

With the assistance of NISSAT and NIC it regularly

conducts training programme on DELNET services,

software, e-mail, subject heading of library of congress,

AACR II, Internet, etc.

vii) Publications: DELNET has been publishing a newsletter

since January 1994 in order to spread the message and to

increase awareness about library networking in India. It also

publishes NACLIN Proceedings, Director’s Report, etc

regularly.

viii) Mailing Lists and Forum: DELNET has created a Listserv

service called DEL-LISTSERV to provide the current

awareness service to the users and allow the member

libraries to receive the latest daily information from the internet

automatically in the form of electronic mail. It also maintains

other Listserv service such as Net-happenings, Med-clips,

IFLA, LIBJOBS, etc.

ix) Others: DELNET System for Information Services (DELSIS)

is a powerful library networking software developed by

DELNET. DELSEARCH, is again, a database access

mechanism developed by DELNET.

DELNET is the first network which provides Email service in
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this country that was started in 1991. It provides this service

through National Information Centre (NIC). The future of

DELNET is very promising. Its membership with India and

outside India is going to take a quantum jump. The DELNET

databases are growing in number and size and as a variety

of information on South Asia these are becoming available

through DELNET. It is expected that all institutions outside

India specializing in South Asian studies will take DELNET

membership.

5.5 LIBRARY CONSORTIA

The basic premise of consortia is that its members can collectively

achieve more than what they can achieve as individual institutions.

a) Definition: According to American Heritage Dictionary a consortium is

“a cooperative arrangement among groups or institution,” or “an

association or society”. According to Oxford English Dictionary,

“Consortium means temporary cooperation of a number of powers,

companies etc. for a common purpose. It is an association of similar

type of organization / institution who are engaged for producing and

servicing the common things / for providing services for a specific

purpose of its users.”

Library consortium is a “community (a cooperative) of two or more

information agencies which have formally agreed to coordinate,

cooperate or consolidate certain function” to achieve mutual objectives.

It is an association of a group of libraries to achieve mutually the joint

benefits. It provides a way for its members to conduct business in a

comparative manner.

Library consortia is a network for buying and accessing e- information

in a cooperative arrangement among a group of libraries in providing

instant access to greater resources for the users of the individual

libraries. One of the libraries or agencies of the consortia works as

coordinator for identification of libraries for each publisher, negotiation,
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legal matters etc. Library consortia may vary from being decentralized

to highly centralize in nature. The degree of centralization of consortium

is the primary factor affecting not only how member institutions interact

with one another, but also maintain relationship with external party

(publisher/vendor). More decentralized the consortium, the greater the

degree of autonomy each member retains.

b) Precondition for Consortia: Technological developments, electronic

publishing of scholarly journals, emergence of consortia, pricing models

of publishers are some of the factors that create the condition for the

development of the library consortia.

i) Emergence of Electronic Document: The whole world is moving

towards electronic publishing and the cost of the electronic publishing

is much less than that of the print version. The users also hope to

have access to their learned journals article in electronic form.

ii) Access to Electronic Resources is a Precondition for a Modern

Library: Library materials have grown exponentially in many forms

and formats like e-books, e-journals, etc and all these are very

essential for the survival of the library itself.

The limitation in finance, space and manpower also stresses upon

the need for library consortia.

c) Benefit of Consortia: Library consortia increases the Cost Benefit Per

Subscription. The other advantages are:

i) Reduced Information Cost: Many libraries currently subscribe only

to those journals that they can afford. Though interested in other

journals yet they cannot afford to provide access to them. Consortia

approach helps them to provide the access.

ii) Access to More Resources Than the Capabilities: A number of

publishers offer consortia. If the library’s purchase power is big

enough they provide access to their whole range of journals – that

is, every member of the consortium gets electronic access not only

to the journals currently subscribed to but also to all the journals

published in the field.

ii) Promoting the Rational Use of Funds: By forming consortia the
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purchasing power of the collaborating institutions can expand the

resource availability and offer automated services.

iii) Ensuring Continuous Subscription: The continuous subscription

to the periodicals subscribed is ensure in library consortia.

iv) DDS: Inter-libraries loan services will grow and it is interlinked with

the search of the union catalogues which will build effective DDS.

Delivery of documents will be fast, either electronically through

Xeroxing, fax, courier or e-mail.

Consortia will give the library and also the user extended

access- that is, better service for reduced costs. With subscribed

resources accessible online in electronic format, the member

libraries would have less pressure on space requirement for storing

and managing print- based library resources. Moreover, all problems

associated with print media such as their wear and tear, location,

shelving, binding, organizing, etc. would not be an issue for electronic

resources.

d) Development of Library Consortia in India: Library consortia has

become quite popular in India and many intuitions some of which are

furnish below has made use of it.

i) Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) e-Journals

Consortium <http://124.124.221.7>.

ii) The Forum for Resource Sharing in Astronomy & Astrophysics

(FORSA) <http://www.iiap.res.in/library/forsa.html>.

iii) Health Sciences Library & Information Network (HELINET) <http://

www.rguhs.ac.in/hn/newhell.htm>.

iv) Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI)

Knowledge Park <http://www.iciciknowledgepark.com/>.

v) The Indian Institute of Management (IIM)’s Library Consortia.

vi) Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and

Technology (INDEST) Consortium <http://paniit.iitd.ac.in/indest/>.

vii) UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research <http:// www.tifr.res.in/

~libws/>.
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viii) UGC- INFONET <http://web.inflibnet.ac.in/info/ugcinfonet/

ugcinfonet.jsp>.

ix) ISRO Library Consortium, ICMR Library Consortium, etc.

5.5.1 Indian National Digital Library in Engineering
Sciences and Technology (INDEST) Consortium

The Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) has

set-up the "Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences

and Technology (INDEST) Consortium" on the recommendation

made by the Expert Group appointed by the ministry under the

chairmanship of Prof. N. Balakrishnan. The Ministry provides funds

required for subscription to electronic resources for 38 institutions

including IISc, IITs, NITs, IIMs and a few other centrally-funded

Government institutions through the consortium headquarters set-

up at the IIT Delhi.

a) Organization: Those institutes that have static IP address(es),

are configured to access the resources of the consortium;

otherwise the publisher allocates Login ID and password to that

institute for accessing their resources. Some resources, like ACM

Digital Library and MathSciNet can only be accessed through

static IPs. Local hosting of resources has only been considered

for a few resources.

b) Membership: The INDEST-AICTE Consortium is an open-ended

proposition, which all AICTE-accredited / UGC-affiliated

institutions can join. Membership to the INDEST-AICTE

Consortium is open to any private / Government-funded

engineering / technological / educational institution / University

for one or more electronic resources. The new members are

required to sign an agreement with the INDEST-AICTE

Consortium as well as with the publishers of electronic resources

that they wish to subscribe. The consortium charges an annual

membership fee of Rs. 1,000.00 (Rs. One thousand only).
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Total members of INDEST consortium is 520 including Core

Members (38) that include IITs and IISc (8), NITs, ISM, SLIET

and NERIST ( 20), IIIT and IIITM (2), IIMs and NITIE (7); AICTE -

supported Members (64); and Self-supported Institutions (99).

c) Functions and Activities: The INDEST-AICTE consortium

subscribes to a number of electronic resources including full-

text and bibliographic databases for various categories of

institutions. All electronic resources subscribed are available from

the publisher's Web site.

i) Access to Full text E-Resources: The access is provided

to many online journals such as e-book, including Elsevier's

Science Direct <http://www.sciencedirect.com/>, Emerald

Full-text <http://iris.emeraldinsight.com/>, Nature <http://

www.nature.com/>, Springer Link <http://

www.springerlink.com/>, etc.

ii) Access to Bibliographic Database: MathSciNet <http://

www.ams.org/mathscinet>, SciFinder Scholar <http://

www.cas.org/SCIFINDER/SCHOLAR/index.html>, Web of

Science <http://isiknowledge.com>, etc.

iii) Access to Portal: Provides access to J-Gate Custom

Content for Consortia (JCCC) <http:// jccc-

indest.informindia.co.in/>.

iv) Access to Open Access Resources: It includes access to

Open Access E-Journals, Open Access Directories, etc.

v) Search and Browsing Facility: The browse and search

interface allows to search e-journals and Backfiles

subscribed under the consortium for various categories of

institutions. One can also download the list of journals along

with their URLs (in xls format) that may be used for generating

Web pages for a Library's Web site by the subscribing

institute.

vi) Training Programmes: The training programmes are

organised in a distributed mode wherein all IITs, IIMs and IISc
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Bangalore may conduct training programme for the member

institutions with financial support from INDEST-AICTE

Consortium. Six such training programmes have already

been conducted by IIM Lucknow, IIT Roorkee (Two), IIT

Kharagpur, IIT Bombay and IISc Bangalore (Two).

vii) Mailing Lists and Forum: The Consortium has an active

mailing list and a Web site hosted at the IIT Delhi.

The INDEST-AICTE Consortium is the most ambitious

initiative taken so far in the country. The consortium offers

the best possible price advantage ranging from 22% to 95%

(Average > 80% +) through its pricing agreements with

publishers as well as better terms of agreement for various

electronic resources. Moreover, the consortium also provides

technical help and arrange for in-house training for optimal

usage of resources subscribed.

5.5.2 UGC-Infonet E-journal Consortium

UGC-Infonet is an ambitious programme of UGC to interlink

all the Universities in the country with state-of-art technology. The

access to e-journal consortia was started in October 1, 2003 when

the users started getting access to these resources on trial basis

for three months. The UGC-Infonet E-journal consortium was formally

launched on the concluding day of UGC’s Golden Jubilee celebrations

by his Excellency the President of India, Dr. A P J Abdul Kalam at

Vigyan Bhawan on 28th December 2003. Access to various e-journals

formally began on January 1, 2004. The programme was set up by

the Chairman, UGC and it was the result of an understanding and

co-operation between UGC, ERNET, the inter university centre,

INFLIBNET, national and international publisher, etc. The programme

is wholly funded by UGC and monitored by INFLIBNET centre,

Ahmedabad. The Network is being switched to BSNL backbone w.e.f

1st April 2010 and renamed as UGC Infonet 2.0. ON the new scheme
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10 Mbps(1:1) Leased line is being established in 180 plus universities

preferably by using Fiber to provide Internet Services.

a) Organization: The whole programme has been implemented

in different phases. The UGC is providing funds for the

programme which will be cost free for the universities. INFLIBNET

Centre, an IUC of UGC, will subscribe resources based on the

recommendations of National Negotiating Committee set up by

UGC in the 10th plan period. The universities have been funded

for connectivity under UGC-Infonet and will have network

connectivity. Individual universities will then have unique IP

address through which access is given by the publisher for which

subscription is made. However, the entire programme will be

ministered, monitored and maintained by the INFLIBNET centre.

b) Membership: The universities covered under UGC are the

primary beneficiaries. However, this scheme will be extended to

colleges very soon. The scheme is likely to be open to other

institutions such as ICAR and others after signing MOU with

UGC/INFLIBNET.

So far 100 universities out of 171 Indian universities under

the purview of UGC have been provided access to these journals

and it is gradually entering to the affiliated colleges as well.

c) Functions and Activities: The consortium aims at covering all

fields of learning of relevance to various universities such as

Arts, Humanities and Social Science to Computer and Pure

Science.

i) Access to Full text E-Resources: Under the consortium,

about 4000 full text scholarly electronic journals from 25

publishers across the globe can be accessed. The

consortium provides current as well as archival access to

core and peer-reviewed journals in different disciplines. eg.

J-STOR (457) <http://www.jstor.org/>.

ii) Access to Bibliographic Database: It provides access to

Analytical Abstracts, Biological Abstracts, Catalysts &
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Catalysed Reactions, Chemical Abstracts Service,

MathSciNet Database, Royal Society of Chemistry, etc

iii) Access to Portal: The gateway portals provides access to

more than 10000 journals in the area of Pure sciences, Social

sciences and Humanities with contents and abstracts for

major collections. These gateway portals also provide

customized solutions to access the full text for the resources

subscribed under UGC-Infonet to serve as “one stop

shopping”. Examples of the portal include Ingenta Gateway

Portal <http://www.ingenta.com/>, and J-Gate Gateway

Portal <http://www.j-gate.informindia.co.in/>.

iv) Access to Open Access Resources: It provide access to

BBS Prints Interactive Archive <http://www.bbsonline.org/>,

BioMed Central <http://www.biomedcentral.com/start.asp>,

Citebase <http://citebase.eprints.org/cgi-bin/search>,

Citeseer <http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/cs>, Cognitive Science

<http://cogprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/>, CogPrints <http://

cogprints.org/>, Directory of Open Access Journals <http://

www.doaj.org>, Eprints.org archives <http://

software.eprints.org/>, Free Access Online Archives/ arXiv

<http://arxiv.org/>, General List of Open access eprints <http:/

/dmoz.org/Science/Publications/Archives/>, HighWire Press

Free <http://highwire.stanford.edu/lists/freeart.dtl>,

Networked Computer Science Technical Reference Library

<http://www.ncstrl.org>, CERN Document Server (CDS)

<http://weblib.cern.ch/>, Public Library of Science <http://

www.plos.org/index.html>, PubMed Central (PMC) <http://

pubmedcentral.nih.gov/>, The Economics network (RePEc)

<http://repec.org/>, etc.

v) Search and Browsing Facility: The list of journals covered

in the scheme is updated from time to time and is available

on the INFLIBNET Centre’s website <http://

www.inflibnet.ac.in> under UGC-Infonet E-Journals

Consortium category.
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vi) Document Delivery Service: Though many journals are

being considered for subscription under consortium, copies

of articles from many other titles which are not subscribed

under the consortium may be obtained from any participating

library through Document Delivery Service by sending the

request.

The e-subscription initiative under UGC-Infonet is expected

to trigger remarkable increase in sharing of both print and electronic

resources amongst the university libraries through one of the

gateway portals being identified. The gateway portals provide

customized solution not only to access the resources online but

also access the resources of other libraries participating in the

consortium. The consortium headquarter (INFLIBNET) is assigned

to function as a resource centre with an aim to cater to the needs of

its members for resources not accessible to them in electronic media

or are available in print media. With subscribed resources accessible

online in electronic format, the member libraries would have less

pressure on space requirement for storing and managing print-based

library resources. Moreover, all problems associated with print media

such as their wear and tear, location, shelving, binding, organizing,

etc. would not be an issue for electronic resources.

ICMR in the form of ICMR e-Consortia has been subscribing

to the e-journals in a consortia mode to all ICMR institutes. The

Council also provides partial financial assistance for organising

Seminars/ Symposia/ Workshops.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

 Q 1 : Write the full form of the following

a) CALIBER ..........................................................................

b) DELNET ..........................................................................
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c) INDEST ..........................................................................

d) INFLIBNET ..........................................................................

e) JANET . .........................................................................

f) MARC ..........................................................................

g) OCLC ..........................................................................

h) PLANNER ..........................................................................

5.6 LET US SUM UP

According to Allen Kent "the success and survival of libraries will

much depend on how much and to what extent the libraries cooperate with

each other in future". Further, tremendous explosion of information, finan-

cial constraints, information in different forms etc., compelling the libraries

to form network and consortia is an essential facet of modern library prac-

tices.

In library network the particular focus is forming online networks by

using computers and linking members to the computer resources by means

of telecommunication connections. When a group of libraries using com-

puters decide to exchange information, a network is developed.

The library network deals with the development of software for li-

brary automation, automation of the member libraries, retro-conversion of

records, cooperative acquisition, creating union catalogue, development of

database of the holdings in member libraries, conducting training, work-

shops and seminar, providing DDS, Email, CD-ROM, internet access fa-

cilities. It also provides reference service, referral service, and provides tech-

nical support to member institutions in the selection of hardware, software,

and technical problem faced by the member libraries. But till now except

DELNET and INFLIBNET, most of the other library networks have yet to

develop databases of library holdings in a significant way. Even these two

networks have to go a long way to cover in their databases the entire hold-

ings of all the participating libraries. Unless this is achieved, the networks
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would not be able to achieve significant resource sharing as well as ratio-

nalization in library acquisitions.

The library cooperation / resource sharing / networking / consortia

or by whatever name we term it aims to improve the existing organizational

infrastructure of the participating libraries in terms of finance, manpower,

equipment, document, and other library facilities. It improves the effective-

ness and efficiencies of the participating libraries to serve the needs of the

user, improves access to resources, widens information coverage and ac-

celerates the sphere in the supply of information, and helps in utilizing the

available resources to the optimum level.
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5.8 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Ans to Q No 1:

a) Convention on Automation of LIBraries in Education and Research

institutions.

b) DEveloping Library NETwork.

c) Indian National Digital library in Engineering Sciences and Technology

d) INFormation and LIBrary NETwork

e) Joint Academic NETwork.

f) MAchine Readable Catalogue.

g) Online Computer Library Centre.

h) Promotion of Library Automation and Networking in North Eastern

Region.\

5.9 PROBABLE QUESTIONS

Ans to Q No 2:

1) Write a short note on the development of library network in India.

2) Write notes on INFLIBNET and DELNET.

3) Write a note on INDEST Consortium, and UGC-Infonet E-journal

Consortium.

Ans to Q No 3 :

1) What is meant by library cooperation? What are the different type of

library cooperation?

2) Describe the activities of OCLC.

3) Define a library network and describe its advantages.

4) What do you mean by Library Consortia? Briefly describe the Indian

library consortia.

*** ***** ***
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UNIT 6: INTERNET APPLICATIONS

UNIT STRUCTURE

6.1 Learning Objectives

6.2 Introduction

6.3 Email

6.4 Online Chat

6.5 Search Engines

6.6 Web Directories

6.7 Discussion Forum

6.8 Discussion Groups

6.9 Social Network

6.10 Let Us Sum Up

6.11 Further Readings

6.12 Answers to Check Your Progress

6.13 Probable Questions

6.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

 After going through this unit you will be able to

Know about Email and Chat;

 Explain the use of Search Engine and Web Directories;

 Define Discussion Group and Discussion Forum;

 Know the use of Social Network.

6.2 INTRODUCTION

Internet is the network of networks. It provides a base structure for

different applications / services. Such applications may include Email, chat,

discussion group, discussion forum, social network and so on. Some of

these applications are discussed here in this unit.

Email can be defined as the process of exchanging messages

electronically, through a communication network, using the computer. Using
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email, one can exchange messages with someone else on the internet. It

reaches its addresses within seconds and the people at large using it. Chat

puts people online in a live conversation with other internet users around

the globe.

A search page is a web page where a search of the web can be

conducted. If some one is good at framing the search queries, it will help

them in finding exactly what they are looking for, anywhere on the web. The

web directories provide direction to the web sites by listing relevant web

pages in some easy to browse categories. Many web directories also provide

search facilities to the user for easy location of the pages. Web directories

are especially useful when someone is new to some topic.

Groups and discussion forums are great ways to keep up with a

subject. It broadens one’s mind by displaying different points of view or

perception on a single idea or concept. The social network is the virtual

social life of the people over the web.

6.3 ELECTRONIC MAIL (EMAIL)

The Electronic mail often abbreviated as Email, email, e-mail or

simply mail. It enables us in exchanging digital messages. Electronic mail

can be termed as the fastest post office which is the most commonly used

service of the internet. The messages can be sent instantaneously to any

individual who has an email address or to many persons at the same time.

The foundation for today's e-mail service was created in the early

ARPANET in extension to the File Transfer Protocol (FTP). An e-mail sent in

the early 1970s looked very similar to one sent on the Internet today but

today it is carried by the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

a) Email Address: The email address has three basic components. The

“username”, the “@” sign and the “users’ location or domain”. Each

Email address goes from the specific to the general. A typical example

is “lis-forum@ncsi.iisc.ernet.in”. Here

lis-forum: It is the user id.

@: It is a separator between user id and different organizational level of
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the institution.

Rest: The rest portions after “@” sign are the level of the domain name.

Levels of the domains are nothing but different organizational levels. In

the above example there are four levels to the domain name.

ncsi: It stands for National Centre for Scientific Information.

iisc: It stands for Indian Institute of Science. The National Centre for

Scientific Information is a part of the Indian Institute of Science.

ernet: It stands for the Education and Research Network. The IISC is

covered under ERNET.

in: It stands for India.

The above one is a very complex example of email address. However,

our mostly used email address has only three to five components. For

example, in the rohit@gmail.com email id, “rohit” is the user id, “@” is

the separator, “gmail” stands for Google Mail, which is the email service

provider, and “.com” means Gmail is the commercial organization.

b) Anatomy of Email Message: Messages in an electronic mail consists

of three major sections. The message header, the message body, and

attachment. The first two form the email’s content.

i) Header: The message header contains control information,

including, minimally, an originator's email address and one or more

recipient addresses. Usually, additional information is added, such

as a subject header field structured into fields like summary, sender,

receiver, and other information about the e-mail. The message header

generally includes at least the following fields: From: It includes the

e-mail address and, optionally, the name of the sender who sends

the email. The field is filled up automatically when a message is

sent.

To: Here the e-mail address(es) and, optionally, name(s) of the

message's recipient(s) is/are included. It indicates primary recipient

(more than one allowed), for secondary recipients Carbon copy

(Cc) and Blind Carbon Copy (Bcc) is used to make the data

individual to other recipient. The "To:" field is similar to the addressing

at the top of a conventional letter which is delivered according to the
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address on the outer envelope. Many e-mail clients will mark e-mail

in the inbox differently depending on whether the addresses are in

the “To:” or “Cc:” list.

Subject: A brief summary of the message.

Date: The local time and date when the message was written. Many

email clients fill this in automatically when sending. The recipient's

client may then display the time in the format and time zone local to

her.

Message-ID: It is also an automatically generated field used to

prevent multiple deliveries and for reference in “In-Reply-To”. The In-

Reply-To is used to link related messages together.

ii) Body: The e-mail clients generally allow the use of either plain text

or HTML for the message body at the option of the user. HTML e-

mail messages often include an automatically-generated plain text

copy as well, for reason of compatibility. The body sometimes

contains a signature block at the end. This is exactly the same as

the body of a regular letter. The header is separated from the body

by a blank line.

Advantages of HTML extend to the ability to include inline links and

images, to set apart previous messages in block quotes, wrap

naturally on any display, use emphasis such as underlines and italics,

and change font styles. Its disadvantages includes- the increased

size of the email, privacy concerns about web bugs, abuse of HTML

email as a vector for phishing attacks and the spread of malicious

software. Mailing lists commonly insist that all posts to be made in

plain-text for all the above reasons. Again, a significant number of

readers using text-based e-mail clients. So, avoiding HTML can

guarantee delivering the email.

iii) Attachments: The attachments are the files that are sent through

the email. Many email systems does not allow the software or the

file that contains “setup.exe” to be sent through email as attachments.

c) Advantages and Disadvantages of Email: There are numerous ways

in which people have changed the way they communicate. E-mail is
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certainly one of them, particularly when others live at a distance.  E-mail

provides a way to exchange information between two or more people

with no set-up costs and with little or no expense.  With real time

communication by meetings or phone calls, participants have to work

on the same schedule, and each participant must spend the same

amount of time in the meeting or call. E-mail allows each participant in

controlling their schedule independently.

Most information or business workers today spend from one to two

hours of their working day on e-mail: reading, ordering, sorting, and writing.

The advantages of email over post offices are –

i) Its high speed;

ii) No cost of paper envelop and postal system;

iii) The system provides surety of the delivery of mail because if the

mail is not delivered due to some reason then the undelivered mail

bounces back to the sender, mostly within minutes.

iv) The email also allows to attach word processing document, picture,

graphic, video etc.

The disadvantages of email are: it is a push technology i.e the sender

controls who receives the information. Convenient availability of mailing

lists and use of "copy all" can lead to people receiving unwanted or

irrelevant information of no use to them. The other problems include

Information overload, spamming (unsolicited commercial or bulk e-mail)

computer viruses,  e-mail bombardment (the intentional sending of large

volumes of messages to a target address),  phishing (the criminally

fraudulent process of attempting to acquire sensitive information such

as usernames, passwords and credit card details by masquerading as

a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication), e-mail worms (using

e-mail as a way of replicating themselves into vulnerable computers)

and E-mail spoofing (when the header information of an email is altered

to make the message appear to come from a known or trusted source.

It is often used as a trick to collect personal information).
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ACTIVITY

1) Open a Gmail account and use it to communicate

with your friends.

2) Send an email to your friend informing him/her about the

Certificate in Library and Information Science course of KKHSOU.

Also, attach your biodata to him in the same email.

d) Examples: Now, as you understood the basics of email, you can open

a free email account in the following Email service providers. We

recommend you to use Gmail for its storage capacity as well as many

more advanced features it offers. After opening the account, you are

requested to check for email regularly.

Sl No. Name URL

1) AIM Mail (http://webmail.aol.com)

2) Gmail (http://mail.google.com)

3) MSN Hotmail / Windows Live Mail (http://mail.live.com)

4) Rediffmail (http://www.rediff.com)

 5) Yahoo! Mail (https://login.yahoo.com)

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Q 1 : Find out the True and False Sentences in

the following

a) Gmail stands for Google Mail.

b) In the Email “In-Reply-To” is used to link related messages

together.

c) Many email systems allow file that contains “setup.exe” to be

sent through email as attachments.

d) In the Email environment, Cc means Carbon copy and Bcc

means Blind Carbon Copy.
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6.4  ONLINE CHAT

Online chat refers to the text-based (keying or type words) commu

nication between two or more participants over the internet / intranet in real-

time. Sometime it is also know as synchronous conferencing, or Instant

messaging (IM). Online chat is also referred to as web chat. The expression

online chat comes from the word “chat” which means "informal

conversation". In some chat program the users need to instal some

specialized software whereas in some others, only the internet browser is

necessary. There are also Graphical User Interface (GUI) text-based chat

rooms which allow users to select an identifying icon and to modify the look

of their chat environment.

Synchronous conferencing or Real Time Chat is the formal term

used particularly in computer-mediated communication, collaboration and

learning, to describe online chat technologies. Today it is also occasionally

extended to mean audio/video conferencing or instant messaging systems,

provided that they also have a text-based multi-user chat function.

Synchronous conferencing protocols include Internet Relay Chat (IRC),

Protocol for Synchronous Conferencing (PSYC), Secure Internet Live

Conferencing protocol (SILC), Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

(XMPP).

Chatiquette describes the basic rules of online communication. To

avoid misunderstanding and to simplify the communication between the

users in a chat these conventions or guidelines have been created.

Chatiquette varies from community to community, generally describing basic

courtesy; it introduces the new user into the community and the associated

network culture. As an example, in Chatiquette it is considered rude to write

only in UPPER CASE, because it looks as if the user is shouting.

a) Types of Online Chat: Based on the number of users that participate

in the chat it can be of the following types

i) 1 – on – 1 Chat: 1-on-1 or private chat refers to an environment

where only two people share their knowledge base.

ii) Group Chat: Here more than two people chat over an interface and

share their thought.
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Stranger Chat or anonymous chat is an environment where each

other identity remains hidden.

Chat can also be categorized based on cost factor as

commercial or paid and free; based on type of software used as

Open Source (eg. Adium), and Proprietary (eg. Digsby).

b) Importance of Chat: Internet chat allows one to connect with people all

over the world in real time. The primary use of a chat room is to share

information via text with a group of other users. New technology has

enabled the use of file sharing and webcams to be included in some

programs and almost all Internet chat or messaging services allow users

to display or send to each other photos.

ACTIVITY
1) Invite your friends for chat in Gmail, accept the

invitation from other friends and chat with them.

c) Examples: There are thousands of chat programs available over the

web. In the following, some commonly used free chat services are listed.

An expertise in two or three will be an added advantage for you. We

recommend you to use Google Talk or chat that is integrated with your

Gmail. To use this service, you can use your own Gmail id and password.

        Sl No.           Name                      URL

1)       Adium             (http://www.adium.im/)

2)       AOL      (AIM)       (http://products.aim.com/)

     Instant

    Messenger

3)             Climm             (http://www.climm.org/)

4)       Digsby             (http://www.digsby.com)

5)       Ebuddy             (http://www.ebuddy.com/)

6)       Google Talk  (http://www.google.com/talk/)

7)       IMVU              (http://www.imvu.com/)
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8)       KMess              (http://kmess.org/)

9)              Kopete              (http://kopete.kde.org/)

10)       Mibbit              (http://www.mibbit.com/)

11)       Miranda IM   (http://www.miranda-im.org/)

12)       Pidgin              (http://pidgin.im/)

13)       QQ              (http://www.imqq.com/)

14)      Trillian   (http://www.trillian.im/)

15)      Windows Live        http://windowslive.com/Desk

     Messenger   top/messenger)

     (Formerly MSN

      Messenger)

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Q 2 :     What is Chat?

................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

Q 3 :     What is Chatiquette?

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

Q 4 :   What do you mean by anonymous chat?

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

6.5 SEARCH ENGINES

A search engine is a program or information retrieval system designed

to help one in retrieving a list of references or information, meeting a specific

criterion from its own databases that are stored on a computer. The computer

may be a public server on the World Wide Web, a computer inside a

corporate or proprietary network, or a personal computer.
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The earliest Internet search engine was Archie, which was created

in 1990 by Alan Emtage a student at Mc Gill University in Montreal for

anonymous FTP sites. This is the grandfather of all search engines. In 1993,

the University of Navada System Computing Service group developed

Veronica, which was created as a type of searching device similar to Archie

but for gopher files. This is treated as the grandmother of search engines.

In June 1993, Matthew Gray, then at MIT, produced what was probably

the first web robot, the Perl-based World Wide Web Wanderer, and used it

to generate an index called “Wandex”. The purpose of the Wanderer was to

measure the size of the World Wide Web, which it did until late 1995. The

web's second search engine Archie-Like Indexing on the Web (Aliweb)

appeared in November 1993 due to the effort of Martgn Koster. Aliweb did

not use a web robot, but instead depended on being notified by website

administrators of the existence at each site of an index file in a particular

format. ALIWEB is no longer maintained.

In December 2003, Orase (http://forums.searchenginewatch.com/

showthread.php?t=1716) published the first version of its new real time

search technology. It comes with many new functions and the

performance increased a lot.

a) Component of a Search Engine: A general search engine typically

functions by considering three components.

i) Crawler / Spider / robots: Web crawling is the process of locating,

fetching, and storing Web pages. The Web crawler or spider or robot

is a computer program. It starts from a seed pages to locate new

pages by parsing the downloaded pages and extracting the hyperlinks

within. Extracted hyperlinks are stored in a FIFO fetch queue for

further retrieval. Crawling continues until the fetch queue gets empty

or a satisfactory number of pages are downloaded. Each time a

spider visits a web page it scans all the text and follows every link it

sees.

Some search engines such as Google store all the scan

pages but some like Altavista store only the words of the scan pages

in an ever increasing databases. Theses store pages are known as
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cached pages. The contents of each page are then analyzed and it

catalogue the URL and a list of words in an index database for use in

later queries.

ii) Indexer: The downloaded content is concurrently parsed by an

indexer and transformed into an inverted index. It represents the

downloaded collection in a compact and efficiently queryable form.

The indexes are regularly updated to operate quickly and efficiently.

The database of search engine is most often created by spiders or

robots automatically.

iii) Query Processor: The query processor is responsible for evaluating

user queries and returning to the users the pages relevant to their

query. The search engine allows one to ask for content meeting

specific criteria (typically those containing a given word or phrase)

into a search “box”. When a user makes a query typically by giving

keywords the engine looks up the index and provides a listing of the

best matching web page according to its criteria, usually with a short

summary containing the document’s title and sometimes a part of

the text. The list is often sorted with respect to some measure of

relevance of the results. Because these databases are very large,

search engines often return thousands of results.

b) Ranking of Site at Search Engine: Best matches and what order the

results should be shown in, varies widely from one search engine to

another. The method also changes over time as internet usage changes

and new techniques evolve but people at large accepted Google to be

more useful in this regard. But, researchers at NEC Research Institute

claim to have improved upon Google’s patented page rank technology

by using web crawler to find “Communities” of website. This technology

instead of ranking pages uses an algorithm that follows link on a webpage

to find other pages that link back to the first one and so on from page to

page. The algorithms “remember” where it has been and index the

number of cross links and relate these into grouping. In this way virtual

communities of web pages are found.
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c) Types of Search Engine: Configurable Unified Search Index (CUSI)

search engines, like All-in One Search Page and W3 Search Engines

are pages which list search engines.

The search engines can be categorized based on the coverage as

i) Web Search Engine: It searches for information on the public Web.

ii) Enterprise Search Engines: They search on intranets.

iii) Personal Search Engines: It searches individual personal

computers.

iv) Custom Search Engine: Search within the contents defined by the

user(s).

v) Meta Search Engine: The content of search engines indexes and

databases will vary. So if the same query is typed into several search

engines it is likely to produce different results, Because of this in

searching a topic a user often wants to see results from various

sources. One way to compare the results of several search engines

is to type and retype a query into individual search engines one at a

time. However, this can be very time consuming. A Meta searcher

helps to make this task more efficient by providing a central location

where the query is typed in once and the result can be obtained

from multiple search engines. Meta Crawler, Search.Com (http://

www.search.com), etc are examples of Meta search engines.

Based on the contents that are considered for search, search engine

can be

i) Web Search Engine: Search all types of contents over the web.

E.g. Google (http://www.google.com).

ii) Discussion Group Search Engine: Search only discussion groups.

For example Google groups (http://groups.google.co.in), Yahoo

groups (http://in.groups.yahoo.com/).

iii) Blog Search Engines: Search only Blogs. For example, Google

blogs (http://blogsearch.google.co.in), etc

iv) Image Search Engine: For example, Google images (http://

images.google.co.in), etc.
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v) Maps  Search Engine: For example, Google maps (http://

maps.google.co.in), etc.

vi) Video Search Engine: For example, blinkx (http://www.blinkx.com/

), fooooo (http://en.fooooo.com/), Truveo (http://in.truveo.com/),

Google videos (http://video.google.com/), etc.

vii) Hypermail Search Engine: It searches for mailing lists.

viii) Hypernews Search Engine : It searches for USENET newsgroups.

ix) News Search Engine: For example, Google news (http://

news.google.co.in).

x) Books Search Engine: For example, Google books (http://

books.google.co.in).

xi) Subject Directory Search Engine: They search Web directories

which are maintained by human editors. They include a keyword

search option which usually eliminates the need to work through

numerous levels of topics and subtopics. For example, DMOZ.org,

Yahoo! (http://www.yahoo.com/), Looksmart (http://

www.looksmart.com/), etc.

Some other types of search engines are

i) Crawler based Search Engine: WebCrawler that was launched

in April 1994 was the first “robot” keyword search engine. Its robot

program indexes the entire content of pages retrieved but not URLs

embedded in those pages. WebCrawler acquired by America Online

in June 1995. World Wide Web Word was also a robot based search

engine; it indexes only HTML document titles, text explaining page

links and URL’s.

ii) Human-Powered Search Engines: The Human-Powered Search

engines search the pages or websites that are collected for index

by the human. The examples of such type of search engine include:

Anoox <http://www.anoox.com/>, ChaCha <http://www.chacha.com/

>, Collarity <http://www.collarity.com/>, Earthfrisk <http://

earthfrisk.org/>, iRazoo <http://www.irazoo.com/>, Mahalo <http://

www.mahalo.com/>, Sproose <http://www.sproose.com/>, Wikia

Search <http://alpha.search.wikia.com/>, etc.
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iii) Mobile Search Engines: For example, Google mobile (http://

www.google.com/mobile)

iv) Simultaneous Unified Search Engine (SUSI): The WebCompass

acts as a personal SUSI search engine, where the user defines a

set of search engines in a local database, defines a concept map of

terms with associated search word, and then configure

WebCompass to keyword search. A personal edition of

WebCompass and other shareware packaged with similar

capabilities are freely available. Other SUSI based services like

SavvySearch or MetaCrawler search a range of search engines at

a time. The drawback of SUSI is that their response time is slower.

v) Personalized Web Search: Google developed a personalized web

search whereby the user can set up a profile and retrieve the results

based on their interests.

vi) Grid Search Engine: A grid search engine can be defined as “a

type of a parallel and distributed system that enables sharing,

selection, and aggregation of geographically distributed autonomous

resources dynamically at runtime depending on their availability,

capability, performance, cost, and users’ quality-of-service

requirements”. In a grid search engine, for each user query an

individual crawl is started over the fresh copies of the Web document

i.e the original one but not the cached one, and the relevant pages

are selected. In this way, up-to date versions of the pages are

evaluated and accuracy of the resulting answer set of pages is

enforced. The grid search engines are sometimes known as Real

Time Search Engine. For example, in December 2003, Orase

published the first version of its new real time search technology.

vii) Natural Language Queries (Index Crawling) : For example,

Altavista, Ask Jeevas.

viii) Freeware Search Software:  Freeware Search Softwares are

used via a WWW servers CGI, like freeways, Glimpse and SWISH

(Simple Web Indexing System for Humans).

In near future it is no doubt that some subject search engines will

come out to overcome the problem of general search engines.
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d) Importance of Search Engine: Search engines are the most popular

destination on the internet. Again, the cached pages maintained by some

search engines are very useful when the content of the web page has

been updated and the search terms are no loner in it, or the web page is

no longer available or the site’s server is down. So, in such cases when

a particular website is withdrawn one can search for cached pages for

the data that may no longer be available elsewhere.

Without search engine, to try to find what you need can be like finding

a needle in a haystack. To use search engines effectively, it is essential

to apply techniques that narrow the results and push the most relevant

pages to the top of the results list.

e) Examples of Search Engine: Nowadays, we have thousands of search

engines for searching over internet. Each of the search engines makes

an appearance over the web; continues for some time, then the new

one emerges and the old one falls to decay and disuse. Some of the

popular types of search engines, which create new milestone in the

origin and development of search engines, are discussed bellow

i) Lycos: Lycos (http://www.lycos.com/) was started at Carnegi Mellon

University as a research project in 1994 and it was one of the first

engines. It ceases crawling the web for its own listing in April 1999

and instead uses crawler based results provided by Fast i.e All the

Web.com. Now it is owned by Terra Lycos, a company formed with

Lycos and Terra Networks merged in October 2000.

ii) Altavista: Altavista (http://www.altavista.com/) was originated in

1995. It was the first search engine to use natural language queries

(index crawling), meaning a user could type in a sentence like “Who

is the Prime Minister of India” and does not get a million pages

containing the word “Who”. AltaVista also offers a number of powerful

search features not found elsewhere. One very effective tool available

on the Advanced Search page is the NEAR search. A NEAR search

limits the results to pages where the keywords appear within 10

words of each other. This can be extremely helpful in situations where

an AND search produces too many results and a phrase search ("
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") produces too few results. Altavista also provides news and

multimedia which was owned by Digital Equipment Corporation.

iii) Ask Jeevas: Ask Jeevas (http://www.ask.com/) initially gained fame

in 1998 and 1999 as being the natural language search engine that

lets one to search by asking questions and being responded with

what seemed to be the right answer to everything. i.e it can be said

that it delivers search results based on one’s question.

ACTIVITY
1) Search over Google for the term “KKHSOU” with-

out quotes and check all the first ten links it retrieves.

iv) Google: Google (http://www.google.com) was originally a Stanford

University project by student Larry Page and Sergey Brain called Back

Rub. In 1998 the name had been changed to Google and the project

jumped off campus and became private company. In around 2001 the

Google search engines rose to prominence. Its success was based in

part on the concept of link popularity and page rank which is very adept

at returning the relevant results. Page rank is based on citation analysis

that was developed in the 1950s by Dr. Eugene Garfield at the University

of Pennsylvania. The page rank takes into consideration how many other

websites and web page linking pages and the number of links on theses

pages contribute to the page rank of the linked page. This makes it

possible for Google to order its results by how many website links to

each found page. Finally, unlike other search engines, Google offers a

cached copy of each result.

v) Yahoo: Yahoo (http://www.yahoo.com), the huge subject tree was started

by two Stanford graduate students David Flo and Jerry Yang. They

created a list of their favorite site. The list grew bigger and bigger and in

time has becomes the Yahoo. In 2002, Yahoo acquired Inktomi and in

2003 Overtune, which owned All the web and Altavista. In 2004 Yahoo

launched its own search engines based on the combined technologies

of its acquisition and providing a service that gave pre-eminence to the
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web search engine over the directory.

The other popular search engines include All the Web (http://

www.alltheweb.com/), HotBot (http://www.hotbot.com), Excite (http://

www.excite.com/), etc.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Q 5 : Find out the True and False Sentences in

the following

a)    Archie is the grandfather of all search engines.

b)    The cached pages are the scan copies of the websites.

c)    Meta Crawler is a personal search engine

d)    DMOZ.org is a web search engine.

e)    Google is a Meta Search engine.

f)     Altavista uses natural language queries.

g)    Larry Page and Sergey Brain developed Google.

6.6 WEB DIRECTORIES

A web directory or link directory is a directory of Web sites by subject

on the World Wide Web which are most often created by humans. It

specializes in linking to other web sites and classifying and categorizing

those links often with a description. Many large directories include a keyword

search option which usually eliminates the need to work through numerous

levels of topics and subtopics.

The earliest Subject Directory search engine which covered WWW

sites worldwide was The World Wide Web Virtual Library. It presented an

alphabetical index of subjects and is based on Library of Congress

Classification System. The most successful subject directory as well as

subject directory search engine is probably Yahoo that was originated as a

student run service, but now a profitable commercial site. It uses its own

classification system.
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a) Types: A web directory can be a real web directory that deals with all

resources in all types of subject areas or it may only deal with the

resources of a particular subject areas. In the latter case it is more

commonly known as subject directory.

i) Subject Directories: A subject directory is a catalogue of sites

collected and organized by humans in a specific subject only. Subject

directories are often called subject "trees" because they start with a

few main categories and then branch out into subcategories, topics,

and subtopics.

ii) Subject Gateways: According to Place (2000), “Subject gateways

are Internet- based services designed to help the users locate high

quality information that is available on the Internet. They are, typically,

data bases of detailed metadata (or catalogue) records which

describes Internet resources and offer a hyperlink to the resources.”

Users can choose to either search the database by keyword, or to

browse the resources under subject headings”. Generally subject

directory is treated as a broader term than that of Subject Gateways.

b) Importance: Because humans organize the websites in subject

directories and it covers only a small fraction of the pages available on

the web, one can often find a good starting point if the topic is included.

Directories are also useful for finding information on a topic when you

don't have a precise idea of what you need. They are also most effective

for finding general information on popular or scholarly subjects.

Subject directory search engines are trying to complete with search

engines. Web directories such as Yahoo and The Open Directory are,

in a sense, the Internet equivalent of a public library and differ from the

search engine in its provision of browsing the resources by some

categories.

ACTIVITY
1)  Explore the structure of Google Directory.
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c) Examples: The following are some of the popular web directories

i) Yahoo! (http://in.dir.yahoo.com/):  Yahoo! aims to be the biggest

Internet directories, with a high level of coverage and popular appeal

as high priorities. It is an excellent site for finding topics that appeal

to the general public. Currently, a search in Yahoo being passed to

AltaVista. However, people can still use its directory.

ii) Open Directory Project (http://dmoz.org/): Open Directory lists

scholarly and popular websites. The Open Directory Project, also

known as Directory Mozilla (DMOZ), relies on a volunteer work force

of editors who, by selecting, classifying and cataloguing resources,

are trying to build the largest library on the Internet. Mozilla was an

early name for the Netscape Navigator Web browser. DMOZ is owned

by Netscape Communications, but the information and database

are freely available to other companies. The raw open-source

directory is used by Google, Netscape Search, AOL Search, Lycos,

HotBot, and DirectHit.

iii) BUBL Link (http://bubl.ac.uk/): BUBL Link uses the Dewey Decimal

Classification system as the primary organization structure for its

catalogue of Internet resources. It carefully selected and accurately

catalogued many LIS resources. It was developed by Centre for

Digital Library Research, Department of Computer and Information

Sciences, University of Strathclyde, Livingstone Tower, 26 Richmond

Street, Glasgow G1 1XH, Scotland.

iv) About.com: At About.com (http://www.about.com/) you’ll find a

directory with a twist. Each topic area has an assigned "Guide"

responsible for writing articles and organizing links on the topic.

The other web directories include Internet Public Library (http://

www.ipl.org/), Librarians' Index to the Internet (http://www.lii.org/),

WWW Virtual Library (http://vlib.org/), Google directory (http://

directory.google.com/), Looksmart, etc..

The Internet Library for Librarians (http://www.itcompany.com/

inforetriever/) is a subject directory. UNESCO, IFLA, etc also have subject

directories. Besides, many individual especially LIS professional also
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develop their subject directories, but because of space, we cannot do

justice to all such sites.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Q 6 : Find out the True and False Sentences

in the following

a) The Open Directory Project, also known as Directory Mozilla

(DMOZ).

b) BUBL Link is a search engine.

c) Subject directories are the data bases of detailed metadata.

d) BUBL Link uses Library of Congress Classification System.

6.7 DISCUSSION FORUM

An Internet forum, or message board or discussion forum, is a web

application for discussion that manages user-generated contents in a manner

that is easy-to-browse and search. Recent development in some popular

implementations of forum software has brought social network features and

functionality. Such features include personal galleries, pages as well as a

social network like chat systems.

The forum consists of a tree like directory structure containing at

the lowest end topics (commonly called threads) and inside them posts.

Logically forums are organised into a finite set of generic topics (usually

with one main topic) driven and updated by a group known as members,

and governed by a group known as moderators. By default to be an Internet

forum, the web application needs an ability to submit threads and replies.

Forum software may sometimes allow categories or subforums.

Each forum offers different features, from the most basic, providing

text-only postings, to more advanced packages, offering multimedia support

and formatting code (usually known as BBCode). Many forum packages

can be integrated easily into an existing website to allow visitors to post
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comments on articles.

Internet forum originated as the modern equivalent of a traditional

bulletin board. Early Internet forums could be described as a web version of

a newsgroup or electronic mailing list (many of which were commonly called

Usenet) that were common from the late 1970s to the 1990s allowing people

to post messages and comment on other messages.

One significant difference between forums and electronic mailing

lists is that mailing lists automatically deliver new messages to the subscriber,

while forums require the member to visit the website and check for new

posts. Because members may miss replies in threads they are interested

in, many modern forums offer an "e-mail notification" feature, whereby

members can choose to be notified of new posts in a thread, and web

feeds that allow members to see a summary of the new posts using

aggregator software.

The main difference between newsgroups and forums is that

additional software, a newsreader, is required to participate in newsgroups.

Visiting and participating in forums normally requires no additional software

beyond the web browser.

The chronological older-to-newer view is generally associated with

forums (the newer to older being associated more akin to blogs).

Forums differ from chat rooms and instant messaging wherein

participants do not have to be online simultaneously to receive or send

messages. Messages posted to a forum or Usenet are publicly available for

some time, which is uncommon in chat rooms that maintain frequent activity.

The discussion forums are marketed through blog, posting message

to online groups and so on so that the user knows its existence and can

arrive at it.

a) Forum Features: A discussion forum has the following features:

i) Registration: In the United States and some parts of Europe, most

Internet forums require registration to post. Registered users of the

site are referred to as members and are allowed to submit or send

electronic messages through the web application. The process of

registration involves verification of one's age (typically over 12 as
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required so as to meet COPPA requirements of American forum

software) followed by a declaration of the terms of service (other

documents may also be present) and a request for agreement to

said terms.

In areas such as China and Japan, registration is frequently

optional and anonymity is sometimes even encouraged. On these

forums, a tripcode system may be used to allow verification of an

identity without the need for formal registration.

An unregistered user of the site is commonly known as a

guest or visitor. A guest can usually view the contents of the forum

or use such features as read marking, but occasionally an

administrator will disallow visitors to read their forum as an incentive

to become a registered member.

ii) Subscription Options: A subscription is a form of automated

notification integrated into the software of most of the forums. It

usually notifies either by email or on the site when the member

returns. The option to subscribe is available for every thread while

logged in. Subscriptions work with read marking, namely the property

of unread which is given to the content never served to the user by

the software.

To stay with the post or comments many forums generated

their RSS feed. RSS and ATOM feeds allow a means of subscribing

to the forum. Common implementations only allow RSS feeds listing

the last few threads updated for the forum index and the last posts

in a thread.

iii) Rules and Policies on Forums: Forums are governed by a set of

individuals, collectively referred to as staff, made up of administrators

and moderators, which are responsible for the forums' conception,

technical maintenance, and policies (creation and enforcing). Most

forums have a list of rules detailing the wishes, aim and guidelines

of the forums’ creators. There is usually a FAQ section containing

basic information for new members and the people not yet familiar

with the use and principles of a forum. Forum rules are maintained
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and enforced by the moderation team, but the users are allowed to

help out via what is known as a report system.

iv) Thread: A thread (sometimes called a topic) is a collection of posts,

usually displayed – by default – from oldest to latest (options to order

threads by other criteria are generally available). A thread is defined

by a title, an additional description that may summarize the intended

discussion and the comments. The members (sometimes even to

anonymous users) are presented with a web form to fill in requesting

at the very least: a username (an alias), password, email and

validation of a CAPTCHA code and the post (message) or comments

to existing message as threads. So, a thread is consisting of the

original post (OP) and the discussion or comments on it. A thread

can contain any number of posts, including multiple posts from the

same members, even if they are one after the other.

Post: A post is a user submitted message enclosed into a block

containing the user's details and the date and time it was submitted.

Members are usually allowed to edit or delete their own posts. Posts

are contained in threads, where they appear as boxes one after

another. The first post starts the thread; this may be called the original

post (OP). Posts that follow in the thread are meant to continue

discussion about that post, or respond to other replies; it is not

uncommon for discussions to be derailed.

Discussion: Forums prefer a premise of open and free discussion

and often adopts de facto standards. Most common topics on forums

include questions, comparisons, opinion polls as well as debates.

Attachment: An attachment can be almost any file. When someone

attaches a file to a post they are uploading the file to the forums'

server. Forums usually have very strict limit on what can be attached

and what cannot be (among which the size of the files in question).

v) Invitation : Most forums have an option to send invitation by the

members of the forum to those who are still not members of the

particular forum. Sometimes, the forum gives credit (sometimes
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rewards are implied) to those who help the community to grow.

vi) Administrator : The administrators manage the technical details

required for running the site. As such, they may promote (and demote)

members to moderators, manage the rules, create sections and

sub-sections, as well as perform any database operations (database

backup etc). Administrators also often act as moderators.

Administrators may also make forum-wide announcements, or

change the appearance (known as the skin) of a forum.

This level of content manipulation is reserved for moderators or

administrators on most forums.

vii)Moderation Activity: The moderators are the users of the forum

who are granted access to the posts and threads of all members for

the purpose of moderating discussion and also for keeping the forum

clean. Moderators also answer the users' concerns about the forum,

general questions, as well as respond to specific complaints. They

also can do anything to lend a helping hand to a user in need.

Moderators themselves may have ranks: some may be given mod

privileges over only a particular topic or section, while others (called

'global' or 'super') may be allowed access anywhere. Common

privileges of moderators include: deleting, merging, moving, and

splitting of posts and threads, locking, renaming, stickying of threads,

banning, suspending, unsuspending, unbanning, warning the

members, or adding, editing, removing the polls of threads.

Assigning Privileges to Members: Many forums organise

visitors and logged in members into user groups. Privileges and

rights are given based on these groups by the moderators

Issuing Report about Post: Moderators issue a report when

some post are not considered for posting. It may due to the fact that

the post is against the rules or its offending contents. All such posts

are usually deleted.

Punishments to Members: The moderator sometime also gives

punishment when rules are broken by the users or members. First
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a warning is usually given; this is commonly in the form of a private

message. Subsequently, if the act is ignored and warnings do not

work, the member is – usually – first exiled from the forum for a

number of days. Denying someone access to the site is called a

ban. Bans can mean the person can no longer log in or even view

the site anymore. If the offender, after the warning sentence, repeats

the offense, another ban is given, usually this time a longer one.

Continuous harassment of the site eventually leads to a permanent

ban. However, in most cases this simply means the account is

locked. In extreme cases where the offender – after being

permanently banned – creates another account and continues to

harass the site, administrators will apply an IP ban (this can also be

applied at the server level): if the IP is static, the machine of the

offender is prevented from accessing the site. In some extreme

circumstances, IP range bans or country bans can be applied;

however, this is usually for political, licensing or other reasons.

Topic Locking: Sometimes if the topic is answered, it is locked; often

a poster may request a topic expected to draw problems to be locked

as well, although the moderators decide whether to grant it. In a

locked thread, members cannot post anymore.

Deleting Thread : The old and not used topics may be deleted.

viii) Archive: Many discussion forums have online archive feature so

that if the discussions are old and not used at all it goes to the archive.

The archive can be retrieved at any time using search features or

browsing through categories and sub-categories.

ix) Statistics Generation: Most forums keep track of a user's

postcount. The postcount is a measurement of how many posts a

certain user has made. The users with higher postcounts are

often considered more reputable than the users with lower

postcounts. However, some forums have disabled postcounts in

the hopes that doing so will reduce the emphasis on quantity over

quality of information.

A thread's popularity is measured on forums in reply (total posts
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minus one – the opening post) counts. Some forums also track page

views. Threads meeting a set number of posts or a set number of

views may receive a designation such as "hot thread" and be

displayed with a different icon compared to others threads. This icon

may stand out more to emphasize the thread.

b) Concerns: Because of the volatile and random behavior of forum,

unsocial behavior is easily sprouted as people lose temper, especially if

the topic is controversial. Poor understanding of differences in values of

the participants is a common problem on forums. Because replies to a

topic are often wording aimed at someone's point of view, discussion

will usually go slightly off into several directions as people question each

others validity, sources and so on. Circular discussion and ambiguity in

replies can carry out arguments for several tens of posts of a thread

eventually ending when everyone gives up or another similar debate

takes it over. The main concerns are -

i) Troll: A troll is a user that repeatedly and intentionally breaches

netiquette, often posting derogatory or otherwise inflammatory

messages about sensitive topics in an established online community

to bait users into responding, often starting flame wars. ii) Sock

Puppet: It refers to someone who is simultaneously registered under

different pseudonyms on a particular message board or forum.

iii) Forum Spamming: It is a breach of netiquette where users repeat

the same word or phrase over and over, but differs from multiple

posting in that spamming is usually a willful act which sometimes

has malicious intent.

iv) Double Posting: It’s the posting the same message twice. Users

sometimes post versions of a message that are only slightly different,

especially in forums where they are not allowed to edit their earlier

posts. Multiple posting instead of editing prior posts can artificially

inflate a user's post count. Multiple posting can be unintentional; a

user's browser might display an error message even though the

post has been transmitted or a user of a slow forum might become

impatient and repeatedly hit the submit button.
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v) Cross posting: A user may also send the same post to several

forums, which is termed cross posting. The term derives from

Usenet, where crossposting was an accepted practice; however, it

causes problems in web forums.

vi) Bumping: When a member posts in a thread for no reason but to

have it go to the top, it is referred to as a bump or bumping.

vii)Flame Wars: When the discussion becomes heated and sides do

nothing more than complain and would not accept the differences in

each other’s point of view, the discussion degenerates into what is

called a flame war. To flame someone means to go off-topic and

attack the person rather than their opinion. Likely candidates for flame

wars are usually religion and socio-political topics, or topics that

discuss pre-existing rivalries outside of the forum.

c) Examples: People participating in an Internet forum may cultivate social

bonds. A sense of virtual community often develops around forums that

have regular users.

i) 4chan (http://www.4chan.org/): 4chan is a simple image-based

bulletin board where anyone can post comments and share images.

Different boards are dedicated to different topics, from Japanese

anime, manga, and culture to videogames, music, and photography.

Users do not need to register a username before participating in the

community.

ii) Gaia Online (http://www.gaiaonline.com/forum/): Gaia Online was

founded in 2003. Gaia's forum is a place where millions of members

gather to discuss random stuff, make new friends, complain about

life, argue about nothing, laugh at dumb pictures, discuss serious

issues and/or curse like sailors.

iii) Something Awful (http://forums.somethingawful.com/):

Something Awful, often abbreviated to SA, is a comedy website

housing a variety of content, including blog entries, forums, feature

articles, digitally edited pictures, and humorous media reviews. The

site is home to a collection of Internet forums, which charge an initial

registration fee of US$9.95 and fees ranging from US$4.99 to
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US$29.99 for additional features. If a user is banned by administrators,

the fees for initial registration and all additional features are not

reimbursed.

iv) The Student Room (http://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/): The

Student Room (TSR), known from 2001 until 2004 as UK Learning,

is a United Kingdom-based internet forum for school and university

students. The site currently has over 300,000 members and more

than nineteen million posts.

v) Neowin Forums (http://www.neowin.net/forum/): Neowin.net is

a technology news site that actively focuses on Windows, Mac and

Linux. The Neowin forums are Powered by Invision Power Board

forum software. Neowin has an active technology forum consisting

of over 236,000 registered users and over 9 million posts.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Q 7 : Find out the True and False Sentences in

the following

a) Mailing lists automatically deliver new

messages to the subscribers.

b) An unregistered user of a site is commonly known as a guest or

visitor.

c) OP means original post.

d) Posting same message over several forums is known as double

posting.

6.8 DISCUSSION GROUPS

A group is an electronic mailing group that exchanges ideas and

thoughts on a wide variety of topics or on a single topic of mutual interest via

email messages on an Internet site. An individual subscribe can join a

discussion group electronically, and all messages sent to the group are

distributed to the members by email. In mailing list the user posts a query

and every member gets a mail and a few would answer replying everyone
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through the forum or personally to the user. In the web based group, there

will be a space on web for the users to discuss. Many groups have archives

on the Web.

According to NetSetGo Marketing (www.netsetgo.com/glossary.php)

a discussion group is “a Web that supports interactive discussions by users.

Users submit topics or responses by entering text in a form”.

According to Vikont Solutions corp. (www.vikont.com/clients/

glossary.htm) it is “a particular section within the USENET system typically,

though not always, dedicated to a particular subject of interest. Also known

as a newsgroup”.

A LIS-Server or mail server is a discussion group created to share

ideas and knowledge on as subject. Lisserver is the most common list

server programme. Discussion groups are usually created and monitored

by some one with an interest in that subject and are open to anyone. One

can just joined the list simply by sending an appropriate worded email request

to the list. The programme automatically reads your email address and

adds one to the circulation list. A message sent to the list is copied and then

forwarded by email to every person who subscribed to the list. a) Features

of a Discussion Group: A discussion group has the following features-

i) Subscribing to a Group: There are many groups over the web

even in some minute topics of interest. So, you have the choice of

choosing the right group that meets your need and expectation.

Determine the Mode of Subscription: Many of the users of discussion

group or e-list now a days are overwhelmed by the number of

discussion group mails they receive demanding more sophisticated

approach to categorize and as a result many groups offer a "Digest"

mode, where one receives just one message a day with postings

as attachments.

Message Filters: Most modern mail programs have message

filters to direct all discussion group postings into designated mail

subfolders for reading and managing discussion groups much easier.

ii) Composing and Posting a Quality Message: Before making a

new query in the discussion group please keep in mind the following

things
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 Reading Posting Guidelines: Many discussion groups have their

own specific guidelines for what is allowed. Generally, after joining

a group it sends the general posting guideline to the new

subscriber of the group and before posting a message to a

discussion group all such posting guidelines should be read

carefully.

Aware of the Aims and Objective of the Group: Only that message

should be posted to a group that meets its aim and objectives.

Personal invitation like marriage and others should strictly be

avoided for being considered for posting and all others that are

not related to the aim and objectives of the groups in

consideration.

 Avoid Duplication of Post: If you are a new member of a particular

mail based discussion group and the group has a search

provision and an online archive, then before posting, it is advisable

to make a query search to find out whether such a posting is

made earlier or not. Duplication in query should be avoided.

 Stop Forwarding Your Subscription: Some people send the email

and newsletter that they received as a subscription from some

other sites. Some even go further and copy and paste some

portion of some web sites periodically and post it to the group.

Such bad practices much be avoided.

  Aware of Audience: Think carefully about message’s audience.

Before posting a message to a discussion group keep it in mind

that you are addressing millions of potential readers on the web

with different degree of expertise. Many groups have also

archives on the Web and if it is then the posting message may

attract millions of reader in the coming days.

 Original Message: Your post or message should say something

new and substantial. The message that you are going to post

will represent your profession, organization and yourself in a wide

public. In all cases, your participation in a discussion or

contribution is judged by the quality of your message or query.
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You can either create a good professional reputation, or

permanently damage your image and credibility by posting just

a single message.

 Descriptive Title: Concise and descriptive subject titles should

be used.

  Framing the Message: Take much time to phrase the message

well, and spell correctly, use any appropriate references if

needed and recheck it before posting.

  Introduce Yourself in the Message: If you are new to the group,

then it is better to introduce yourself in front of the group

member before the message or by giving all essential details

about you at the end of the message.

iii) Responding Properly : In posting a query or an answer or

participating in a debate others should be treated with respect; insult

and sending an angry message should be avoided. Also as message

does not carry the clues of what is there in face-to-face conversation,

so humor and sarcasm can be easily misunderstood in a message

and this should always be kept in mind.

ACTIVITY
1) Register yourself in any one Google Group that

matches your interest.

b) Concerns: Discussion group create following concerns-

i) Lots of Email in the Email Inbox: Many subscribers receive a lot

of email message a day as a result of their subscription to some

mailing groups, and it is not possible for them to go through each

and every email and even it becomes hard job to give replays to

them. So, in many cases they delete the emails by going through

the subject only. So, if you know the expert who may answer to the

question you want to send to a discussion group it is better to send

it personally to the intended audience.
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ii) Spamming: One should generally avoid posting the same message

to multiple discussions. As there are many people who subscribe to

multiple discussion groups which come under their purview of subject

area this activity can make them offended.

Commercial messages, sexual and the like are considered unwanted

content for posting and these should be avoided.

iii) Auto Responders: At the time of subscribing to a discussion group

or e-list it is better not to configure an automated response to one’s

mailbox, such as for vacation notices or other as it may cause

problems with any reflectors or mailing lists one is subscribed to.

Or if it is desirable to configure an automated response for vacation

message then the subscription to the mailing list should be

deactivated.

c) Examples: There are many discussion groups on a wide subject area

in the public arena. A lot of free discussion groups are hosted by Google

groups (http://groups.google.co.in), Yahoo! Groups (http://

in.groups.yahoo.com). If you are planning to host your own discussion

group, in determining the hosting service for the group the facility of

online archive, subscription option, speed, etc should be taken care of.

We recommend you to use Google Groups for this purpose.

6.9 SOCIAL NETWORK

A social network or online community is a web based service that

focuses on building online communities of people who share interests and

/ or activities by a variety of ways. It is a social structure made of nodes

(which are generally individuals or organizations) that are tied by one or

more specific types of interdependency, such as values, visions, ideas,

financial exchange, friendship, sexual relationships, kinship, dislike, conflict

or trade, etc.

Few social networks currently charge money for membership to

run the site. Companies such as MySpace and Facebook sell online

advertising on their site for the same purpose.
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There are generally two types of social networks. These are

i) Internal Social Networking (ISN): An ISN is a closed / private

community that consists of a group of people within a company,

association, society, education provider and organization or even an

“invite only” group created by a user.

ii) External Social Networking (ESN): An ESN is open / public and

available to all web users to communicate and is designed to attract

advertisers.  Eg. MySpace, Facebook, Twitter and Bebo.

a) Characteristics: Social network service provides the following ways

for the users to interact with others.

i) My Profile: Set up and customization facility for profile;

ii) Search: Can search for friends and others;

iii) Making Friends: One can invite others as friend. In most social

networking services, both users must confirm that they are

friends before they are linked. Some social networking sites have

a “favorites” feature that does not need approval from the other

user.

iv) E-mail: Can send or receive e-mail from others.

v) Instant messaging services (Chat): Can send chat message

to online friends.

vi) Scrapbook: Can append short message in the profiles of the

friends/network members.

vii) Calendars (Events): Can create calendars or events.

viii) Articles: Can upload, download and share write-up.

ix) Notes: Can create and view the notes created by others.

x) Blogs: Can post personal write up.

xi) Groups: Can create groups and join other group, post replied to,

and so on.

xii) Forums: Can create forum and join forum created by other

people, post replied to, and so on.

xiii) Music: Listen, download and upload music.

xiv) Photos: Download, view and upload photos.

xv) Videos: Download, view and upload personal videos.
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xvi) Games: Play online games, sometimes even can download.

xvii) Social Apps or Gadgets: Facility to incorporate others online

social apps and gadgets.

xviii) Notifications on Websites: Social networks generally send

notifications to users when they are removed from a person’s

friends list, some one comments on their profile page, send email

and for such other things.

xix) Privacy Settings: Helps in finding regular control of who sees

what. Ability to block an unwanted member, and so on.

b) Issues: Issues related to social network can be of the following types

i) Duplicate Entries: One has to enter and filled in up the profile

page of each of the social networking services individually, there

is a need to standardize these services to avoid the need of

duplicate entries of friends and interests. Solution in the Line:

The Open Source Initiative (http://www.opensource.org/)

emerges due to this issue. The Friend of a Friend (FOAF) (http:/

/www.foaf-project.org/) project is creating a Web of machine-

readable pages describing people, the links between them and

the things they create and do, so that people can easily share

and use information about them and their activities (eg. photos,

calendars, weblogs), and can transfer them between Web sites

and automatically extend, merge and re-use it online. “FOAF is

a small but shapely piece of the wider Semantic Web project”

(http://www.foaf-project.org/about). But, all theses have led to

some concerns about privacy. There is also a trend for more

interoperability between social networks led by technologies such

as OpenID (http://openid.net/) and OpenSocial (http://

www.opensocial.org/). “OpenID is a free and easy way to use a

single digital identity across the Internet”. With one OpenID one

can log in to all their favorite websites by logging in to a single

site. OpenSocial helps the sites to share their social data with

the web. “Applications that use the OpenSocial APIs can be

embedded within a social network itself, or access a site’s social
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data from anywhere on the web”.

ii) Identity: In a social network service, any people can create a

profile in the name of others. It has caused concern regarding

its potential misuse by individual patrons for bullying purposes

Solution in the Line: Some social networks are trying to use mobile

phone to authenticate the user.

iii) Privacy: The social networking service sites often contain a great

deal of data that is hard to obtain via traditional means, that is, a

user giving out too much personal information in their profile page

which led to growing concerns or threat about the data stolen by

others. Even though the data are public, republishing it in a

research paper or for the sake of others might be considered

invasion of privacy. Furthermore, there is an issue over the control

of information being  altered or removed by the user that may in

fact be retained and / or passed to 3rd parties. There are also

examples when a social network service harvested e-mail

addresses from user’ e-mail accounts to use in a spamming

operation.

Social network services are being increasingly used in legal and

criminal investigations. Information posted on sites such as

MySpace and Facebook has been used by police (forensic

profiling), probation, and university officials to prosecute the users

of the said sites. In some situations, the content posted on

MySpace has been used in court. All these are creating problems

for the user to be social.

Solution in the Line: In many social networks people are now

able to completely control the information they provide; the photos

they include, and the friends they make. People are therefore,

now able to control their personal information and their desired

social status. Many social networking services, such as

Facebook, provide the user with a choice of who can view their

profile. This prevents unauthorized user(s) from accessing their

information. To edit information on a certain social networking
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service account, the social networking sites require to login or

provide an access code. This prevents unauthorized user(s) from

adding, changing, or removing personal information, pictures,

and/or other data.

iv) Sexual Predators: Citizens and governments have been

concerned about the misuse by children and teenagers of social

network services, particularly in relation to online sexual

predators.

Solution in the Line: Many social networks do not permit people

below the age of 15 or 18 to enter into the social network.

The other issues include the viruses, which is a problem common

to most of the internet based services.

c) Importance: Social network is daily used by billions of people. It is a

spontaneous movement of people using online tools to connect, take

charge of their own experience, and get what they need - information,

support, ideas, products, and bargaining power--from each other. It

can also be used to build personal / institutional network and as a

means of e-learning and social capital.

The importance of social network can be seen in regards to-

i) Advertisement : Formation and displaying profile page

information that’s publicly available can be used as

advertisement. In this way one can find and be introduced to

potential clients, business opportunities, service providers, and

subject experts and find potential partners. According to Jody

Nimetz, author of Marketing Jive, there are five major uses for

businesses and social media: to create brand awareness, as

an online reputation management tool, for recruiting, to learn

about new technologies and competitors, and as a lead gen tool

to intercept potential prospects. The companies in this way will

be able to drive traffic to their own online sites while encouraging

their consumers and clients to have discussions on how to

improve or change products or services.
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ii) Communication: Through social network one can create projects,

post and distribute institutional information. Many social networks

also have the facility to incorporate self-description pages (profile)

including hobbies and interests rather than developing website

for that.

ACTIVITY
1) Join in the Orkut community and interact with your

friend through message, scrap, and chat.

iii) Sharing Information Data, Files: Social networks extend the

possibility for sharing information and knowledge with one another.

In this way one will be able to increase both their learning and

their flexibility in ways that would not be possible within a self-

contained hierarchical organization.

iv) Collaboration: Can build collaboration in different kind of projects.

Participants can talk online. v) Problem Solving: Can be used to

gain new insights from discussions with likeminded

professionals. vi) Connects People: It is a means to connect

with those people those who share similar interest (classmates,

friends, families, business people and co-workers, people looking

for long lost friends). Also it can be used as matrimonial site

d) Examples: Out of the following list of social network, we recommend

you to have a look on Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace, Ning, Orkut,

Twitter, and YouTube. They are grabbing the word of social network

with their special features.

  Sl. No.     Site Name                  Site URL

1) Bebo (http://www.bebo.com/)

2) Climateculture (http://www.climateculture.com/)

3) Cyworld (http://us.cyworld.com/)

4) dol2day (http://www.dol2day.com/)

5) Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/)
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6) Friendster (http://www.friendster.com/)

7) Hi5 (http://hi5.com/)

8) LinkedIn (http://www.linkedin.com/)

9) Multiply (http://multiply.com/)

10) MySpace (http://www.myspace.com/)

11) Nexopia (http://www.nexopia.com/)

12) Ning (http://www.ning.com/)

13) Orkut (http://www.orkut.co.in/)

14) Skyrock (http://www.skyrock.com/)

15) Tagged (http://www.tagged.com/)

16) Twitter (http://twitter.com/)

17) Wretch (http://www.wretch.cc/)

18) Xiaonei (http://www.xiaonei.com)

19) XING (http://www.xing.com/)

20) YouTube (http://www.youtube.com/)

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Q 8 : Match the Following

a) Search engine a) Chat.

b) Usually the email address is in b) Trash folder.

c) Deleted email can be found in the c) Search engine.

d) Email address has d) No spaces in between.

e) Google Talk e) A tool for searching and

getting information from

the web.

f) Google f) Lower case letter.

 Q 9 : Find out True and False Sentences

a) Email represents the traditional postal mail in the virtual space.

b) To chat with people should be in live environment.

c) Search engine helps in browsing for information.

d) Orkut is a social network.

e) BUBL link is a search engine.
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6.10  LET US SUM UP

You can search for most of the information over web by using

the keyword that best describes your interest. Just approach any general

purpose search engine like Google. By this, you can also locate a discussion

group / forum / social network that match your interest. Before asking anyone

for help, please make it mandatory to search and spend some time over the

web. It will help you to locate the information quickly, assist you and build

your experience. If you are wrong at some point in locating the information

you will not loose anything except your time.

The web provides us unmatched freedom to have our own voice by

different means and avenues and now we are already overwhelmed by the

presence of different groups / forum / social network. So, before making a

new platform (group / forum / social network / custom search engine) one

should think seriously, whether it is really needed or not.

Time is also at its peak when we can think of merging some minor

platform (groups / forum / social network) with some other major ones that

are in good condition both in terms of subscribers as well as its reputation.

Otherwise, if the present growth continues web will be full of information

pollutants.

Even, if you have an email thinks twice before going for another new

brand email id. If you are a member of a professional social network, think

again before going for membership to a new platform. It is better to be regular

in one than to move here and there.
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6.12 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Ans to Q No 1:

a) True b) Truec) False d) True

Ans to Q No 2 : Chat refers to the text-based communication between two

or more participants over the internet / intranet in real-time.

Ans to Q No 3 :Chatiquette means the basic rules or guideline of online

communication. It avoids misunderstanding and simplifies the

communication between the users.

Ans to Q No 4 : Anonymous chat is an environment where each users

identity remains hidden.

Ans to Q No 5 :

a) True. b) True. c) False. d) False. e) False.

f) True. g) True

Ans to Q No 6 :

a) True. b) False. c) False. d) False.

Ans to Q No 7 :

a) True. b) True. c) True. d) False.

Ans to Q No 8 :

a) Search engine a) A tool for searching and get

ting information from the web.

b) Usually the email address b) Lower case letter.

is in

c) Deleted email can be c) Trash folder.

found in the
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d) Email address has d) No spaces in between

e) Google Talk e) Chat

f) Google f) Search engine.

Ans to Q No 9 :

a) True. b) True. c) False.  d) True. e) False.

6.13 PROBABLE QUESTIONS

A) Short Answer Type Questions

1) What is Internet?

2) What is Search Engine and what are its components?

3) What is a cached page of a search engine? What are their importances?

4) Who developed the citation analysis? Which popular search engine used

it?

5) What do you mean by Web Directories?

6) What is the difference between web directories and subject directories?

7) What is the difference between web directory and search engine?

8) What is the difference between discussion forum and discussion group?

B) Essay Type Questions

1) What is Email? What are the basic components of the Email id?

Describe all of them.

2) Describe in details the anatomy of an email id.

3) What is a discussion forum? Describe different forum features.

4) What is a discussion group? What are the different features\of a

discussion group?

5) What do you mean by a social network? Describe the characteristics of

a social network.

***  *****  ***
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